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Preface

This industrial PhD was carried out at the National Food Institute (Food)
at Technical University of Denmark (DTU) under the supervision of Professor
Ole Lund and at Chr. Hansen A/S (CH) under the supervision of PhD Jacob
Bælum, PhD Gemma Henderson (for the first half of the project), and PhD
Tammi Vesth (for the second half of the project). The project was funded by
Innovation Fund Denmark (case no. 7038-00250B) and CH. The project started
out at DTU Bioinformatics and was moved to Food during a reorganisation. At
CH, the project started out in Human Health Discovery, was moved to Human
Health and Microbiome Screening (HHMS) during a reorganisation, and later
to R&D Computational SysBio when the HHMS department closed due to a
joint venture with Lonza Group AG.

The thesis consists of an introduction, a review manuscript, three original science
manuscripts, a discussion, and a conclusion. All four manuscripts were produced
during the PhD.

Signe Tang Karlsen
Kongens Lyngby, January 31, 2021
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Summary (English)

Bacteria have been used for thousands of years to ferment food and today they
are used in a wide range of applications for instance in production of food,
medicin, cemicals, and enzymes. Bacteria have a high diversity and functional
variation, and whereas some can be applied in the production of fermented
foods, others can be used as sustainable alternatives to chemical pesticides and
fertilizers in agriculture, or as sustainable alternatives to growth-promoting use
of antibiotics for livestock. Many bacterial traits relevant for products cannot be
determined from taxonomy alone; and to select the best suited bacterial strains,
bacteria can be characterized by measuring different phenotypes (observable
traits).

In this PhD thesis, the application of computational methods for predicting
bacterial phenotypes from genome sequences were investigated. The majority
of the thesis is focused on the application machine learning models to predict
phenotypes and on analysis of the resulting models - with the purpose of learn-
ing more about the genomic elements involved in the phenotypes. The thesis
includes a review manuscript on the challenges involved in designing, training,
and analysing such models. The thesis further includes two manuscripts, in
which machine learning was used to model industrially relevant phenotypes of
Lactococcus lactis and Bacillus respectively - bacteria with high importance to
the production of cheese and products for improvement of plant and animal
health. In a fourth manuscript, a hypothesis-driven approach for the identifica-
tion of pathogenic bacteria is described. For this purpose machine learning was
not used due to biased data structures.
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Summary (Danish)

Bakterier er i tusinder år blevet brugt til fermentering af fødevarer, og i dag
bliver de brugt i en lang række anvendelsesområder blandt andet inden for pro-
duktion af fødevarer, medicin, kemikalier og enzymer. Bakterier har høj diver-
sitet og funktionel variation, og hvor nogle bakterier kan anvendes i fremstilling
af fermenterede fødevarer, kan andre benyttes som bæredygtige alternativer
til kemiske pesticider og gødning i landbrug, eller bæredygtige alternativer til
vækstfremmende brug af antibiotika til landbrugsdyr. Mange af de bakterielle
egenskaber, som er relevante i produkter, kan ikke afgøres ud fra taksonomi
alene, og for at vælge de bedst egnede bakterielle stammer kan bakterier derfor
karakteriseres ved at måle forskellige fænotyper (observerbare egenskaber).

I denne PhD afhandling undersøgtes anvendelsen af beregningsmetoder til for-
udsigelse af bakterielle fænotyper ud fra genomsekvenser. Størsteparten af af-
handlingen fokuserer på anvendelsen af maskinlærningsmodeller (machine lear-
ning models) til forudsigelse af fænotyper og analyse af de resulterende modeller
med formål at lære mere om de genomiske elementer involveret i at forårsage
fænotyperne. Afhandlingen inkluderer et review manuskript omhandlende ud-
fordringerne involveret i at designe, træne og analysere sådanne modeller. Yder-
ligere inkluderer afhandlingen to manuskripter, hvori maskinlæring blev brugt
til at modellere industrielt relevante fænotyper for henholdsvis Lactococcus la-
ctis og Bacillus - bakterier med stor betydning for henholdsvis osteproduktion
og plante- og dyrehelbred. I et fjerde manuskript beskrives en hypotese-drevet
tilgang til identifikation af patogene bakterier, for hvilket maskinlæring ikke
blev anvendt grundet bias i datastrukturerne.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To control and optimize large industrial processes involving bacterial fermen-
tations, knowledge on a molecular level of the capabilities and requirements of
those bacteria is essential. In this Phd project, methods were investigated for
the prediction of bacterial phenotypes based on their genome sequences with the
purpose of learning more about the genomic factors driving the phenotypes as
well as to create accurate computational screening tools.

v v v

For thousands of years humans have leveraged the ability of microorganisms to
ferment foods - simultaneously providing preservation and altering taste and
texture. We still make use of the abilities of bacteria and other microorganisms
today; for instance, bacteria are still widely used for the fermentation of foods
[1], for health promoting effects in plants [2] and animals [3], and to produce
enzymes [4], vitamins [5], medicine [6], biofuel [7], and chemicals [8]. In the
dairy industry, bacteria are used in the fermentation of milk products such
as cheese, yoghurt, buttermilk, kefir, creme fraiche, and many others [9, 10].
Fermented milk products are a large and growing market; for cheese alone, the
global production was estimated by the Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations (FAO) to be 23 million tonnes in 2018 and has been growing
approximately 2 % every year for 20 years [11]. The global export of cheese was
estimated by FAO to be more than 2.6 million tonnes in 2019 [12].
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The roles of bacteria in production of cheese
Bacteria play several roles in the production of cheese. Primary starter cultures
are added to acidify the milk through conversion of lactose to lactic acid, which,
apart from changing the taste, helps rennet activity and expulsion of whey from
the curd as well as inhibition of the growth of undesired bacteria [9]. During
cheese ripening, starter cultures lyse, releasing intracellular enzymes, which hy-
drolyse casein (the main protein of milk) to amino acids and fat to fatty acids
thus producing the precursors of many flavour compounds [9, 13]. Starter cul-
tures include species of Lactococcus, Lactobacillus, Streptococcus, and Leuconos-
toc [9,13,14], of which the species Lactococcus lactis is included for the majority
of cheese produced [15, 16]. L. lactis is a gram-positive, non-sporulating, fac-
ultative anaerobic, homofermentative lactic acid bacteria. Secondary cultures,
which are taxonomically and functionally more diverse, are added for further
flavour and texture formation and mainly start growing during ripening [9].

Selecting strains for starter cultures
To select the right strains for a starter culture, strain candidates must meet a
number of criteria; they must acidify milk at a specific rate, they must produce
the desired flavour, and they should be resistant towards common phages [13,
14]. Different rates of acidification produce different types of cheeses; and in
a culture-based fermentation, acidification rates are influenced by the quantity
and type of bacteria added to the milk as well as by temperature and salt
content [9]. Resistance towards phages is important as bacteriophages pose
a major concern in cheese production. If phages attack and lyse the starter
cultures, the milk does not acidify which can cause production delay and impact
product quality or even result in loss of the product [9,17]. Some strains are less
susceptible to phage attack than others and strains can therefore be screened
for their resistance to common phages or for their survival in the intended milk
environment of the product [14]. Different starter cultures with phage-unrelated
strains (strains which are not attacked by the same phage or group of phages)
can be used in rotation in large productions [14]. It can therefore be relevant
to screen for multiple phage-unrelated strains, which have otherwise similar
characteristics.
To select appropriate strains for products, thousands of strains may initially
be characterized with high-throughput screening (HTS) methods for various
properties to identify ten to fifty promising candidates, which after manual
confirmation may limit the candidates to only one or two relevant strains [14].
HTS are highly automated procedures, where strains are isolated by robot and
tested in 96- or 384-well microtitre plates for various phenotypes, i.e. various
observable traits such as acidification rates [14] or texture formation [18,19].

The roles of bacteria in animal and plant health
In relation to the health of animals and plants, bacteria are perhaps most known
for the detrimental effects pathogenic strains can have. But bacteria affect an-
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imals and plants in a much broader range of interactions, many of which are
beneficial to the host.
Live microorganisms that when administered in adequate amounts confer a
health benefit on the host are called probiotics [20, 21]. One of the ways probi-
otics confer a health benefit to the host is by reducing the harm of pathogenic
bacteria - for instance through production of antimicrobial compounds, adjust-
ing of pH, out-competition for resources, colonizing the gut thus preventing
pathogen colonization, and degradation of toxins or inhibition of their expres-
sion [3, 22, 23]. Probiotics can also modulate the host immune system, help
break down food and provide the host with more nutrients, as well as promote
the growth of other good bacteria [3, 21]. Through these effects, the benefits of
giving probiotics to livestock such as cattle [20], swine [22], poultry [21], fish [23],
and shrimp [24] include an increase in feed-utilization and thus a reduction of
cost, reduced mortality rates, increase in animal welfare, and a reduction in the
use of antibiotics. The global rise of antibiotic-resistance is increased by the
selection pressure inflicted by wide-spread use of growth-promoting antibiotics
in livestock [25–27]; by preventing inflammation and sickness and thus reduc-
ing the need for antibiotics, probiotics can help alleviate the selection pressure.
Growth-promoting antibiotics have been banned in Europe [28], but is used in
many parts of the world.
Bacteria also have a large effect on plant health. The plant microbiome is di-
verse, with more than 30,000 different species living in the rhizosphere (the
narrow region of soil around the roots) [29, 30]. Bacteria in this region with
beneficial effect on plant growth are called plant growth-promoting rhizobacte-
ria (PGPR) [31]. PGPR improve plant health and promote growth through a
wide range of mechanisms; for instance by facilitating nutrient uptake through
fixation of atmospheric nitrogen to soil, and solubilization of inorganic phospho-
rus and potassium [31, 32]; by inducing growth regulators of the plant [32]; or
by preventing pathogenic colonization through competition for nutrients, pro-
duction of antimicrobial compounds, and modulation of the plant immune sys-
tem [2, 29, 30]. There are numerous other known mechanisms through which
PGPR improve plant health, and new mechanisms are being discovered in this
rapidly evolving field [2,29,30]. Application of the right bacteria has the poten-
tial to reduce or replace chemical fertilizers and pesticides [2, 31] thus offering
a more sustainable way of providing plants with nutrients and protecting them
from pathogens. Overuse of chemical pesticides and fertilizers causes damage to
the microbial communities in the rhizosphere, which can reduce the beneficial
effects of the microbiota [33]. Converting to sustainable agriculture in order to
protect people and nature contributes to the attainments of the UN Sustain-
able Development Goals, particularly goal number two ("End hunger, achieve
food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture") and
goal number fifteen ("Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial
ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and
reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss") [34]. A global focus on
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converting to more sustainable agriculture has contributed to the rapid devel-
opment of bacterial solutions with a substantial generation of new data.
Various strains of Bacillus are used as PGPR [2] and animal probiotics [3].
Bacillus is a genus of Gram-positive, rod-shaped bacteria with the ability to
form endospores, thus providing the ability to survive for a long time in stress-
ful environments such as the microbiomes of plants and animals. Bacillus consist
of several species with high functional diversity, and strain selection for products
therefore relies on extensive phenotype screening.

Understanding the genomic potential of strains aids upscaling to pro-
duction
As already mentioned, screening strains for various properties can be used to
identify product relevant strain candidates. However, bacterial phenotypes are
highly dependent on environmental factors. Upscaling fermentations to produc-
tion introduces many new stressors due to the inhomogeneity in large bioreac-
tors, for instance in terms of variation in nutrient supply, oxygen concentrations,
and hydrostatic pressure [8, 35], and strains may therefore behave differently
than during screening. Knowledge on a genomic level of the capabilities and
requirements of a strain can help the upscaling process. However, determining
the capabilities of a strain is a complex task as the functions of many genes re-
main unknown [36] and even genes with known functions may interact in ways
not previously described.

Statistics can extract simple patterns in genomic data
The number of sequenced bacterial genomes has been increasing dramatically in
recent years due to decreasing cost of sequencing and increase in computational
power [37]. Together with extensive characterization of strains this enables
a statistical approach to learning more about which genes and other genomic
elements cause the various bacterial phenotypes. Inspired by Genome-Wide
Association Studies (GWAS) for human genome data, several bacterial pheno-
types have been studied by identifying the correlation between individual genes
(or genomic regions) and strain phenotype [38, 39]. However, bacterial genome
data has a number of properties, which makes it unsuitable for testing direct
association between individual genes and the phenotype. Several circumstances
could result in low correlation between genes and the phenotype they cause.
Some genes may only cause the phenotype when in combination with another
or several other genes. In other cases different genes may result in strains with
the same phenotype and each of these genes would therefore have low correla-
tion with the phenotype. Conversely, some phenotypes may occur primarily in
a specific taxonomic branch, causing all genes specific to that branch to have
high association to the phenotype. Furthermore, it is common to have only a
few hundred strains with measured phenotypes and several thousand genomic
features - a property known in data science as "the curse of dimensionality".
When testing for association between each genomic feature and a phenotype,
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several false positives are likely to occur by chance due to the high number of
tests. Some of these data properties can be taken into account by correcting for
evolutionary distances and for multiple testing [40]. Yet interdependence be-
tween genes and exchangeability of genes with equivalent functions are difficult
to identify with simple statistics.

Machine learning can extract useful patterns from complex data
In recent years, there has been a substantial rise in the application of machine
learning in many fields that deal with complex data structures; for instance, it
has become state of the art within image, text, and sound analysis. Machine
learning is an excellent tool for identifying patterns in data which are not easily
apparent. Machine learning can be divided into supervised and unsupervised
algorithms. Unsupervised learning seeks to find patterns for instance by clus-
tering the data into groups by similarity or reducing the dimensionality of the
data by projecting it onto a smaller number of dimensions where trends may
be more easily observed. In supervised learning, each sample in the dataset
has a known value (called label or target value), which the algorithm is meant
to predict. The algorithm identifies patterns in the features of the data which
correspond to the labels. These patterns constitute the prediction model and
can be used to predict the labels of new data. Models for predicting categorical
labels are called classification models, whereas regression models are used for
labels with continuous values. The data is divided into separate training and
test sets; models are build (trained) based on the training set and evaluated by
comparing predictions to actual labels in the test set. Often, multiple models
are trained and tested on the same datasets, and if possible, a third validation
dataset should be used to test the final model. If very little data is available, it
may instead be split into multiple parts (folds) and each part in turn be used
as the test data; this procedure is called cross-validation and the model perfor-
mance is given by the average performance on the test-folds.
Examples of simple supervised learning algorithms include linear and logistic
regression. More complex machine learning models can capture non-linear rela-
tionships in data, for instance random forest, extreme gradient boosting trees,
and support vector machines with non-linear kernels. Random forest for ex-
ample, is an ensemble algorithm which trains a number of decision trees from
different subsets of the data and makes predictions by taking the most frequent
prediction of the trees (classification) or the average (regression). The data
subsets are made by randomly resampling the training data with replacement
(called bootstrap aggregating or bagging) and by only considering a random
subset of the features each time a split is created in one of the decision trees.
Deep learning provides algorithms of an even higher level of abstraction and can
identify patterns in very complex data, but typically requires more examples to
learn from.
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Machine learning can predict phenotypes from bacterial genomes
With its ability to discern patterns in complex data structures, machine learn-
ing constitutes a promising tool for developing in silico screening platforms and
identifying the relationship between genomic elements and the phenotypes they
cause. Examples of this are seen for antibiotic resistance, where several stud-
ies have used machine learning to predict resistance to a range of first- and
second-line antibiotics based on genome sequence data. Some of these studies
classified strains as either ’resistant’ or ’susceptible’ to the antibiotics [41–53],
whereas other studies predicted the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC)
values [53–55]. Machine learning has also been used to model a number of other
bacterial phenotypes such as preference in terms of temperature [56, 57], pH
and salinity [58], oxygen [59–61], and other capabilities and preferences [61–64].
The studies have shown that machine learning models can be trained to predict
bacterial phenotypes with high prediction performance. Some of the studies
analysed the models to learn which genomic elements predictions were based
on; and such analysis was used to validate the models and make new discoveries
of genomic elements that may be involved in producing the phenotype.
The topic of this PhD project was the application of computational methods
for prediction of bacterial phenotypes from genome sequences, and the main
focus has been on using machine learning for the prediction of industrially rel-
evant phenotypes. The aim was to create accurate computational screening
tools, which can screen several strains at once and provide new insights into the
genomic features involved in causing the phenotypes. Such insights could be
valuable in the selection of strains for products, in the process of upscaling to
production, and in explaining how product strains work.

Challenges of using machine learning to predict bacterial phenotypes
Modelling bacterial phenotypes with machine learning is not without its chal-
lenges. Many of the issues encountered in simpler GWAS are still relevant when
building or interpreting machine learning models. In the review manuscript
some of the challenges of building and interpreting genome-based machine learn-
ing models for the prediction of bacterial phenotypes are discussed together with
examples of how different studies have handled them.

Training models to predict industrially relevant phenotypes
In the Lactococcus manuscript and the Bacillus manuscript, supervised
learning was explored as a tool for modelling industrially relevant phenotypes
in order to provide fast in silico screening tools as well as to learn more about
the genomic background of the phenotypes. In the Lactococcus manuscript,
supervised machine learning models were trained to predict the maximum hourly
acidification rates of L. lactis from four different genomic representations and
in the Bacillus manuscript an attempt was made to model the maximum
growth on various sugars for a diverse set of strains of Bacillus with supervised
learning.
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Knowledge-based approaches can be employed when data structures
are unsuitable for machine learning
Certain structures can make a dataset less suitable for machine learning. In
the toxin manuscript, prediction of pathogenicity was investigated for strains
of multiple genera. Machine learning methods may not have difficulties distin-
guishing between most pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains as they mostly
belong to taxonomically very different groups. However, interpretation of such
models cannot be assumed to bring insights about which genes or mechanisms
cause some strains to be pathogenic, since the models may simply base predic-
tions on taxonomic characteristics. A knowledge-based approach was therefore
applied instead; functional domains of toxin proteins from known pathogenic
bacteria were curated based annotation, occurrence in toxin proteins, and en-
richment in pathogenic strains. This resulted in a set of 66 toxin domains which
were enriched in pathogenic strains.
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Chapter 2

Review manuscript

This review discusses the challenges of building and interpreting genome-based
machine learning models for prediction of bacterial phenotypes. It thus serves
as an extension of the introduction. It was written by the end of the PhD, as
there were not many studies of genome-based machine learning modelling of
bacterial phenotypes published when the PhD project started.

The purpose of the review was to identify common challenges in designing and
evaluating machine learning models of bacterial phenotypes. Studies in which
machine learning has been used to predict bacterial phenotypes tend to only
compare methods with other studies concerning the same phenotype, and dif-
ferent challenges are described depending on which phenotypes and species are
modelled. By going through studies which were based on different phenotypes
and different species, a more comprehensive understanding of the challenges was
achieved. The review thus provide useful information for researchers planing to
use machine learning to model bacterial phenotypes.



REVIEW: Challenges in modelling bacterial
genotype-phenotype associations with machine learning

Signe Tang Karlsen1,2*, Tammi Vesth1
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2 National Food Institute, Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark

* DKSIKA@chr-hansen.com (STK)

Abstract

With whole-genome sequencing of bacteria becoming both cheaper and faster, the
interest in genome-based strain characterization increases. Computational phenotype
prediction has the potential to enable screening of multiple characteristics in large strain
collections without the need for multiple growth experiments while simultaneously
providing new insights into the genomic background of the phenotypes. A promising
tool for phenotype prediction models, which is attracting increasing attention, is
machine learning (ML). Many bacterial phenotypes rely on multiple interactions
between - and variants of - genomic elements. Yet while ML is able to detect these type
of intricate patterns, bacterial genome data has a number of properties which must be
taken into account to produce reliable prediction models as well as to analyse such
models to learn more about the mechanisms that cause the phenotypes. Here, various
considerations for building and analysing genome-based ML models for bacterial
phenotype prediction are discussed. These include optimal choice of genome
representation, various sources of noise and confounding factors to inspect, ways of
reducing the feature-space to obtain better prediction performance, considerations
regarding choice of algorithm, and method of analysis.

Introduction 1

Machine learning (ML) is a widely used tool for learning and predicting patterns and 2

extracting useful information from complex data. In recent years, ML algorithms have 3

become state of the art in the fields of image recognition, speech recognition, natural 4

language processing, search engine optimization, recommendation systems, and many 5

others. Different algorithms can detect patterns of different complexities; while linear 6

models can identify patterns that depend on individual contributions of features, 7

non-linear models can detect patterns with interactions between them as well, and deep 8

learning models can detect even more complex patterns but also require much more data 9

to learn them. Although ML algorithms have existed for many years, they have recently 10

become vastly more predominant in application due to the self-enhancing effects of more 11

data being generated, increase in computing power, development of better algorithms, 12

and a greater number of people skilled in using and developing the technology. 13

ML is also widely applied in biology and medicine [1, 2], where some applications 14

belong to subsets of larger ML fields such as image and sound analysis, whereas others 15

take a very different kind of input - for instance representing potential antibiotic 16

compounds by various properties of their atoms [3]. Within sequence biology, ML has 17
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been applied to identify cancer markers from miRNA expression data [4–6], identify 18

disease-associated SNPs in human protein sequences [7–9], predict protein 19

structure [10,11] and function [12], predict enzyme activity [13], and to identify and 20

annotate genes and other genomic elements in DNA sequences [14,15]. These are all 21

areas of application where large datasets have become common. 22

Another area of sequence biology which is generating increasingly large amounts of 23

data is whole-genome sequencing of bacteria. With decreasing cost of sequencing, strain 24

characterization based on genome sequences is becoming feasible. This can for instance 25

help identify appropriate treatment of infections caused by pathogenic bacteria with 26

antibiotic resistance (AR) faster than culture-based methods [16], and testing for AR 27

against multiple drugs does not increase the time and cost of sample preparation and 28

screening [17]. In silico strain characterization also has the potential to fast-track 29

identification of new strain candidates for food cultures, probiotics, cell-factories, and 30

bio-degradation, but is still an emerging field. One aspect of bioinformatics concerns the 31

association of specific genes or gene variants with phenotypes (genotype-phenotype 32

association); yet despite rapid development in this field, the functions of many genes 33

remain unknown [18]. Additionally, some phenotypes are complex, involving 34

interactions between multiple genes, and depending on variations in promoter regions, 35

on codon usage, and many others. ML algorithms can model such mechanisms without 36

prior knowledge of gene function and can therefore provide new means of characterizing 37

bacterial strains and bring insights into the function of uncharacterized genes and 38

complex interactions. There has been a recent increase in the application of ML for 39

predicting bacterial phenotypes from whole-genome sequence data, although to a lesser 40

extent than in other fields of biology. This review discusses the approaches and 41

challenges in constructing machine learning models for predicting bacterial phenotypes 42

from genomic sequences, where ’phenotypes’ refer to measured behaviour of individual 43

bacterial strains. Studies predicting combined effects of bacterial communities (such as 44

microbiome composition effects on host [19–21]) are thus out of scope for this review, as 45

are studies predicting the properties of individual bacterial proteins, and prediction of 46

phenotypes from expression data. General topics to consider in ML regarding 47

cross-validation, performance measurements, parameter-optimization, choice of 48

algorithm, and others are discussed elsewhere [22–25]. 49

There are two main objectives in building ML models for strain-specific bacterial 50

phenotypes based on genome sequence data. The first objective is to produce an in 51

silico screening tool, which can evaluate a large collection of bacteria quickly. This is 52

used in clinical reasearch [26], where most such models predict AR [27–39] or minimal 53

inhibitory concentrations (MICs) [39–41]. Prediction models are also useful in industrial 54

settings to predict use of carbon sources [42,43], resistance to metals [43], oxygen 55

requirements [44–46], temperature preference [47,48], growth on milk [43] and milk 56

acidification rates [49], salinity and pH preferences [50], and many others [46,51]. The 57

second purpose of building genome-based ML models for predicting bacterial 58

phenotypes is to identify possible modes of action (MoA) or important sequence 59

variants associated with the phenotypes. ML models thus have the potential to uncover 60

MoA of phenotypes for which little is known; however, even for extensively studied 61

phenotypes such as AR, where the primary targets are well-known [52], ML models can 62

still be used to uncover less studied indirect effects such as the effect of antibiotic 63

induced changes in bacterial metabolism on antibiotic efficacy [53]. 64

Building and analysing whole-genome based ML prediction models for bacterial 65

phenotypes are complex tasks with potential errors arising from - among others - DNA 66

extraction, sequencing, genome assembly and gene finding. In addition, noise and bias is 67

introduced when selecting data, constructing genome representations, and reducing the 68

feature-space. This review will consider how these challenges influence model prediction 69
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and interpretation and how different studies have attempted to deal with these. 70

Genome representation 71

To build a good prediction model, an appropriate genome representation must be used. 72

This representation is the way the model interprets the genome sequence and as such is 73

linked to the possible interpretation and prediction power of the model. Different 74

representations are able to detect different mechanisms, but also come with different 75

biases. 76

Gene presence/absence 77

Some bacterial phenotypes are determined by the presence or absence of particular 78

genes. However, to represent genomes by the presence/absence of genes, it must be 79

decided how to cluster genes across strains, i.e. criteria must be set for what constitutes 80

the same gene. This is a non-trivial task as some genes maintain the same function 81

despite many mutations, whereas other genes with similar sequence differ in function. 82

To use gene presence/absence as features, gene clusters should ideally reflect shared 83

function. This aim has been approached with different methods. 84

Some studies have annotated the genes based on ortholog clusters from public 85

databases and grouped genes with the same annotation together. Orthologs are 86

homologous genes with common ancestry, and public databases of orthologs include 87

COG [54], eggNOG [55], and KEGG’s KO [56]. Some studies that predict phenotypes 88

which occur broadly with regards to taxonomy have used these databases. Lingner et 89

al. [44] used COGs as a genome representation for prediction of oxygen requirement, 90

motility, Gram stain, and endospore formation. Brbić et al. [51] used COGs from 91

eggNOG for the prediction of several phenotypes - including spore-formation and 92

catalase activity - in a diverse dataset of multiple species. Barberán et al. [50] used KOs 93

for the prediction of salinity and pH optima. However, not all ortholog genes have the 94

same function [54,57,58], and the approach limits the ML input to genes which have 95

already been sequenced and included in public databases. 96

To include genes, which are not represented in public databases, pangenomes can be 97

built to define presence/absence of genes. This approach is independent of annotation, 98

as genes in pangenomes are clustered based on sequence similarity. Some pangenome 99

tools also take synteny (conservation of gene order) into account to various degrees 100

when defining gene groups [59,60]. A few studies have used pangenomes to define 101

presence/absence of genes [33–35,49]. Pangenomes can be computed with various tools 102

depending on how closely related the strains are [61]. For instance, Kavvas et al. [33] 103

predicted drug resistance in the highly clonal species Mycobacterium tuberculosis with a 104

pangenome build with CD-hit [62], for which each gene group was further separated into 105

groups with identical amino acid sequences. Whereas Jensen et al. [47] used a 106

pangenome made by iteratively clustering proteins with above 50 % identity and 107

coverage in protein-BLAST searches [63] for the prediction of optimal growth 108

temperatures in a taxonomically diverse set of strains. 109

Regardless of the method used for clustering genes, gene presence/absence 110

representations are subject to biases in the gene-calling step, as tools for gene detection 111

can differ in their predictions [64,65]. Additionally, in genome assemblies consisting of 112

multiple contigs, some genes can be lost or only occur in reduced length at the end of 113

contigs and therefore not be included in the appropriate gene clusters. 114
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Nucleotide and amino acid k-mers 115

Some phenotypes are not the result of presence or absence of genes, but depend on 116

smaller differences in sequence either in coding or non-coding regions of the genome. To 117

model such mechanisms, whole-genome sequences can be represented with nucleotide 118

k-mers, which are all the possible sub-sequences of the DNA, which are k nucleotides 119

long. This representation has the advantage of not only being applicable to assembled 120

genome sequences, but also to raw reads [28,29,31,32]. This enables faster screening of 121

new genomes and eliminates assembly biases and potential errors introduced by 122

computational gene finding. Together with nanopore technologies, Mahé et al. suggest 123

that k-mer based predictions can be carried out in real-time [32]. However, for raw read 124

analysis, sequencing depth should be taken into account due to potential sequencing 125

errors [31, 32]. With k-mer representation, models can detect small sequence differences 126

such as single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), or small insertions or deletions (indels) 127

both within coding regions and non-coding regions of the genome. The representation 128

can also detect the presence or absence of a gene, if the gene share a unique sequence of 129

at least k nucleotides for the majority of the strains carrying the gene. Additionally, 130

k-mer representation is robust to genomic re-arrangements [28]. This representation, 131

typically with lengths between k=10 and k=31, has proven to be a good genome 132

representation for AR prediction models [28, 31, 32, 37, 39, 40, 66–68], as susceptibility to 133

antibiotics can depend on the presence/absence of AR genes (often horizontally 134

transferred on plasmids) as well as on small mutations or indels [66,69,70]. However, 135

different nucleotide sequences can code for the same amino acid sequence, and several 136

k-mers can thus be synonymous, which can dilute the signal of gene presence to an ML 137

algorithm. A possible way to circumvent this could be to use amino acid k-mers for the 138

coding regions of the genome and nucleotide k-mers for the remaining regions. This 139

solution comes with its own potential for errors and biases due to the necessity of 140

assembly and gene calling. Additionally, differences in synonymous nucleotide sequences 141

can affect expression levels of genes due to variation in availability of the corresponding 142

tRNAs and variation in secondary structure and stability of the mRNA [71]. 143

Differentiation of synonymous nucleotide k-mers may thus in some cases be relevant to 144

the modelled phenotype. This was pointed out by Brbić et al. [51], where overall codon 145

usage across genes in a strain was used to predict phenotypes, and in certain cases had 146

similar performance as models based on gene content. 147

Functional sequence domains 148

For distantly related strains, genes with the same function may not have high identity 149

nor share long amino acid k-mers. However, they might still share functionally 150

conserved domains which vary slightly across genes but maintain function - such as 151

binding sites. To build a model for distantly related strains, functional domains may be 152

an appropriate representation of the genomes. The Pfam database contains such 153

functional domains, which have been generated by building hidden Markov models 154

(HMMs) of multiple sequence alignments [72]. Genes can contain multiple Pfam 155

domains and the domains can be shared by functionally different genes. Other examples 156

of similar domain databases include TIGRFAMs [73] and InterPro [74], which all 157

construct models for groups of sequences and associates them with different levels of 158

annotation and information from other resources. However, as the databases are built 159

from published genomes, they all share a bias towards well studied species. 160

Pfam domains have been used in ML models to predict phenotypes in taxonomically 161

diverse datasets [44–46]. Pfam domains have also shown predictive value for phenotypes 162

of strains from the same species, as we have shown in previous work where milk 163

acidification rates of Lactococcus lactis strains were predicted based on Pfam domains, 164
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genes, and k-mers with similar prediction performance [49]. The representation is 165

however not useful for predicting phenotypes which are caused by small sequence 166

differences or differences in non-coding regions of the genomes. As with all annotation 167

dependent methods, this representation is limited by the domains available in the 168

databases. Furthermore, annotating hundreds or thousands of genomes with Pfam 169

domains is a slow process as it requires searching a database of HMM profiles. With the 170

implementation of HMMER3, profile HMM searches take approximately as long as 171

BLAST searches [75], although faster methods relying on deep learning rather than 172

HHMs are being developed [76,77]. 173

SNPs and indels 174

Sometimes phenotypes, which are already well-studied, are modelled with machine 175

learning. When pre-existing information suggests the phenotype to be the result of 176

SNPs and indels and not involve presence/absence patterns of genes, features can be 177

defined directly based on the small mutations. M. tuberculosis is a genomically highly 178

conserved species and there is no known horizontal gene transfer of AR genes [70]. 179

There are many known SNPs and indels involved in AR in M. tuberculosis, and several 180

studies have thus used mutations as features for the prediction of drug resistance in the 181

species. Niehaus et al. [27] modelled AR to four different antibiotics in M. tuberculosis 182

using SNPs from 39 genes. Yang et al. [30] used SNPs from 23 genes, but only used 183

SNPs which caused amino acid substitutions. Chen et al. [36] also ignored silent 184

mutations and grouped rare mutations from the same region together to form ’derived 185

features’, since mutations with low occurrence are uninformative in a machine learning 186

context. In coding regions, SNPs, frameshift indels, and non-frameshift indels were 187

grouped as separate ’derived features’, and in non-coding regions SNPs and indels were 188

grouped separately. Models which were trained only on the more common variants did 189

not perform as well as models trained on both the derived features and the more 190

common variants. By grouping rare but similar mutations, their effect could thus be 191

captured by the algorithm. 192

Using SNPs and indels as features has the advantage of directly providing the model 193

with the information assumed relevant, thereby avoiding many noisy features. However, 194

this representation only works for closely related strains, for which the relevant genes 195

can be aligned and have relatively small sequence differences. 196

Feature-space reduction 197

Good ML models rely on learning a pattern in the data and as such rely on having 198

enough examples relative to the complexity of the pattern. Unfortunately, genome 199

representations tend to create large feature-spaces with many noisy features (features 200

unrelated to the phenotype). The chances that an ML algorithm bases predictions on 201

noise or confounding features increases the larger the feature-space is and the training 202

becomes computationally more expensive [78]. Feature-space reductions are therefore 203

often performed to reduce the number of features in a model. Some methods filter out 204

the features containing least information before training - for instance features with low 205

variance or features, which have the same value in all strains or in almost all 206

strains [32,68]. If mechanisms that influence the phenotype are only represented by a 207

single or very few samples, ML algorithms would not identify the corresponding features 208

as important for predictions. These features can be removed without influencing model 209

prediction performance or interpretation. 210

Aun et al. [31] and Jaillard et al. [68] removed features with low correlation to the 211

phenotype in a filtering step before training the model. While this removes many noisy 212

features, it comes with the risk of removing important features, which are only 213
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predictive of the phenotype in combination with other features. However, as both Aun 214

et. al and Jaillard et al. were using linear models, non-linear interactions would not 215

have been detected by the model regardless. The information lost by removing such 216

features would therefore not affect model performance. Note that it is important to 217

exclude test data when filtering out features based on low correlation to the phenotype, 218

as prediction performance on the test data would otherwise be artificially inflated. If 219

using cross-validation to assess model performance, such filtering step should likewise 220

not be performed on the data prior to cross-validation but only on training folds. 221

Another common feature reduction method is to group identical features (features 222

which have the same value for each strain), and represent each group by one 223

’group-feature’. For instance, two genes from the same operon or two overlapping k-mers 224

will often co-occur in all strains. Jaillard et al. [68] used a variation of this reduction 225

method for k-mers, where only k-mers which both co-occur and overlap in the training 226

data were combined into ’unitigs’. For some ML algorithms, clustering correlated 227

features into group-features will make the signal clearer when correlated features 228

influence the phenotype. It can also reduce the effect of feature importance dilution 229

among correlated features [79]. Yet features with identical profiles in the training data 230

may not have identical values in a new strain. In such cases, it must be decided which 231

value to assign the group-feature. In Mahé et al. [32], four ways were suggested for 232

assigning values to grouped presence/absence features. With a conservative approach, 233

the group was set to presence if at least one of the groups’ features were present. A 234

stringent approach only set the group to present if all features were present. A vote 235

approach decided the value by the majority value. Finally, a smooth approach 236

calculated the mean value of the group. 237

Depending on methods, it can be arbitrary, which strand of a DNA sequence is 238

reported in a draft assembly [80] or in raw-read data. When representing DNA 239

sequences by k-mers, half the strains could thus be represented by the k-mers from one 240

strand and half by the k-mers from the other strand. Reverse complement k-mers 241

(k-mers at the same position but from opposite strands) should therefore not be counted 242

separately unless it is certain that k-mers are counted on the same strand in each 243

strain [49, 81]. Combining the counts of reverse-complement pairs of k-mers reduces the 244

feature-space almost by half. However, if strandedness is known, this feature-reduction 245

should not be performed as mapping combined k-mers back to the genome can result in 246

more matches and thus complicate model interpretation. 247

If specific genes or regions of the genomes are expected to fully explain the 248

phenotype, the feature-space can be reduced by a knowledge-based approach. In 249

M. tuberculosis, resistance to drugs primarily arise from mutations in drug target genes 250

and no horizontal gene transfer is known [70]. In Yang et al. [30], features were limited 251

to SNPs found in 23 genes in M. tuberculosis and their 100 base pair upstream regions 252

to predict resistance to eight drugs as well as multi-drug resistance. Similarly, in Chen 253

et al. [36], 222 features were extracted from target regions (coding and intergenic) of 254

M. tuberculosis, which were selected for their known involvement in resistance to ten 255

drugs. They found that including all features in models that predicted resistance to one 256

of the ten drugs, resulted in better performance than models which only included 257

features with known involvement in resistance towards the specific drug. Liu et al. [37] 258

trained a Support Vector Machine on k-mers in the training data, which co-occurred in 259

a set of AR reference genes, to predict resistance to five antibiotics in Actinobacillus 260

pleuropneumoniae. They also trained a Set Covering Machine on the full set of k-mers 261

with similar results. In Kim et al. 2020 [82], the features were obtained from AR genes 262

and AR-like genes. The AR-like genes resemble AR genes but are known to not cause 263

AR and were therefore included to teach the model to detect the difference. Nguyen et 264

al. [40] predicted MIC values for Klebsiella pneumoniae from nucleotide 10-mers and 265
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compared the performances of a model based on the whole genome, one based on known 266

AR genes, and one based on the remaining genes. All three models achieved similar 267

accuracies in 10-fold cross-validation (CV) showing that the whole-genome feature-space 268

was not too large to model this specific phenotype. It also suggested that other genes 269

than the known AR genes could have a direct or indirect influence on MIC values or 270

correlate with known AR genes. 271

Knowledge-based feature-reduction can only be done for well-studied phenotypes; yet 272

although AR is a well-studied phenotype, there are still unknown mechanisms 273

influencing MIC values [53] and reducing the feature-space to known AR genes thus 274

come with the risk of removing important features and unknown mechanisms. 275

Data quality 276

ML models are limited by the quality of the data they are trained on. Prediction 277

performance is affected by noise in the target values and in the feature-space, and any 278

dataset therefore has an upper bound for how accurate ML predictions can become. 279

Genomic sequence data as well as phenotypic data can contain errors and as a result 280

there can be noise both in the target values and the feature-space. 281

Noise in the target values can arise due to measuring errors and biological variability 282

in bacterial growth experiments caused by different inoculum density, growth phase of 283

inoculum, incubation conditions, and media [83]. Ideally, replicates would be used to 284

detect false negatives and high variability, but often such data is not available. For 285

instance, culture based methods for detection of resistance towards certain antibiotics 286

has poor reproducibility of results and detection of AR in clinical settings is often not 287

done in replicates [69,83]. 288

Noise in the feature-space can stem from a number of sources. Genome sequences 289

will differ depending on sequencing technology and assembly methods [84,85]. 290

Sequencing technologies produce very different read lengths and tools for assembly 291

handle regions with repeat elements differently [84]. Some phenotypes are caused by 292

genes residing on plasmids; for example, many AR genes [69,86] and genes for 293

adaptation to niche environments such as dairy [87] are plasmid borne. Yet plasmids are 294

not always recovered during DNA extraction unless plasmid DNA is specifically 295

targeted, as even high copy-number plasmids constitute very little of the total DNA [88]. 296

Additionally, not all assembly tools recover plasmids equally well [84]. Consequently, 297

causative mechanisms can be unrepresented in the feature-space for some of the strains, 298

in which case the model may not find such features relevant to the prediction. 299

Using data from many sources has the potential to filter out noisy features which 300

correlate with the phenotype by chance. Yet few bacterial phenotypes have been 301

measured on a large scale using the same protocols in multiple labs. Even for 302

phenotypes for which standardized protocols exist, there can be variations; for example, 303

MIC breakpoints for determining susceptibility to antibiotics change over time and 304

between countries [69] creating systematic differences in categorical data obtained from 305

different sources. In Hicks et al. [39], the effect of using aggregated MIC data from 306

multiple sources to model AR in Neisseria gonorrhoeae was examined. Two different 307

breakpoint standards were tested and prediction of resistance to azithromycin was 308

substantially lower when using the breakpoint from the European Committee on 309

Antibiotic Susceptibility Testing than the breakpoint from the Clinical and Laboratory 310

Standards Institute. The model performance was expected to improve when including 311

data from multiple sources since potential source-specific biases would be eliminated, 312

thereby increasing general applicability. However, model performance did not improve 313

significantly over that of models trained with data from a single source. 314

While aggregating data from multiple sources has the potential to filter out noisy 315

features and make a model generalize better, it can also introduce new biases - for 316
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instance correlations between technical variations (such as different assembly tools) and 317

source biases (such as geographical location). In Nguyen et al. [41], MIC values of 318

nontyphoidal Salmonella were predicted from nucleotide 10-mers. They looked into 319

various sampling biases, which could potentially affect the model, such as collection 320

year, isolation date, source, and geographical location. In their case, model accuracies 321

did not show any bias towards particular years, sources, or locations. 322

Many phenotypes have not been collected in databases or other structured formats 323

and collecting a dataset of corresponding genome sequences and phenotype annotations 324

can therefore be laborious. To collect datasets, some studies have thus used text mining 325

of literature to collect the phenotypic data [51, 89]. This approach makes use of the vast 326

amounts of phenotype information contained in literature, but is limited by large 327

variations in how the phenotypes were defined and obtained, which can introduce a 328

substantial amount of noise. 329

The ability of a model to disregard noise and base predictions on causative features 330

can also be evaluated by training and testing on simulated data. In simulated data, 331

levels of noise and bias can be altered to measure the effect on model performance and 332

on which features the model relies to make predictions [79,90]. 333

Data structures 334

Population structure 335

If the aim of building a prediction model for a bacterial phenotype is to learn the MoA, 336

the model must base predictions on features responsible for the phenotype. However, 337

genomic data is highly structured and contains many potentially confounding biases. 338

Some strains will be evolutionarily more related than others and therefore have more 339

similar genomes and genes. The phenomena of having various degrees of correlating 340

features between strains depending on the distance to their last common ancestor is 341

called ”population structure” [91,92]. 342

In microbial genome-wide association studies (GWAS), genomic features are either 343

tested individually for their association with phenotypes, or associations between the 344

genomic features and the phenotype are tested simultaneously in a linear model (there 345

is thus an overlap between GWAS and machine learning based genotype-phenotype 346

association). In cases where closely related strains tend to have the same phenotype, 347

many genes will correlate with it - not only the genes which are causing the phenotype. 348

Because of this, population structure is usually accounted for explicitly in GWAS, 349

although in a wide variety of ways [93–96]. It is especially important to account for 350

population structure when genomic features are tested individually [93], whereas linear 351

models have been shown to implicitly account for covariance of features although they 352

also have low recall of causal variants in relatively clonal populations [94]. In the 353

method developed by Aun et al. [31], population structure can be taken into account 354

during model training. If this option is selected, strains are weighted based on a 355

distance matrix calculated from their k-mers when fitting the linear regression or 356

logistic regression models. In Lees et al. [29], a k-mer based distance matrix projected 357

down to fewer dimensions was similarly used in linear and logistic regression. Lees et al. 358

also found that by stratifying for country of origin, the model revealed a different set of 359

k-mers associated to the invasiveness of Streptococcus pyogenes. 360

Population structure is not only a problem when testing features for individual 361

association with the phenotype. When closely related strains have similar phenotypes, 362

more complex ML models may also infer phenotypes from the population structure, 363

resulting in predictions based on features which are not responsible for the phenotype 364

but merely correlate with it. While it may not result in lower prediction performance, 365

interpreting such models could lead to false conclusions about the MoA. If it is an 366
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artefact of the training and test data that the phenotype corresponds to a specific 367

phylogenetic branch, then the model can perform poorly for new strains. Yet few 368

studies have investigated the effect of population structure when training more complex 369

ML models. An example of a study which did, is Moradigaravand et al. [34], where the 370

contribution of population structure was evaluated for predictions of AR in Escherichia 371

coli strains towards eleven antibiotics using four different ML algorithms (logistic 372

regression, random forest, gradient boosted decision trees, and deep neural networks). A 373

population structure matrix was calculated from pairwise distances between SNPs found 374

in the core genome. Training only on population structure gave a relatively high 375

performance with an average accuracy of 0.79 for the eleven antibiotics. Yet including 376

gene content as well as population structure improved accuracy by 0.12 on average. 377

Training with gene presence/absence alone did not reduce the performance much, 378

indicating that population structure was indirectly accounted for by the gene content. 379

Instead of taking population structure into account when training ML models, some 380

studies evaluate how the phenotype distributes in phylogenetic trees of the strains, and 381

only attempt to model phenotypes, which do not correlate highly with phylogeny. In 382

Nguyen et al. 2018 [40] population structure was thus not taken into account, since 383

nearly clonal strains of the same multilocus sequence type (MLST) of K. pneumoniae 384

did not show the same MIC value patterns and had diverse AR genes. However, Jaillard 385

et al. [68] used the same data to train models for the prediction of AR and used a 386

separately obtained dataset to test the models. They reported that the training data 387

contained two over-represented strain types, and concluded that training on more 388

diverse data would make the models generalize better. In Nguyen et al. 2019 [41], the 389

accuracy of predicting MICs within a ± 2-fold dilution step was reported to show no 390

bias for different clades of Salmonella. In Chen et al. [36], lineage was reported to be 391

the main genetic difference in a dataset of 222 genetic markers in M. tuberculosis, but 392

resistance to ten tuberculosis drugs was reported to not correlate with lineage. 393

Population structure does not only refer to the co-occurrence of genes, but also to 394

conservation of the genomic position of genes. Genes may be conserved due to their 395

roles in other traits than the modelled phenotype, in which case they may loose 396

conservation of co-localization if they no longer require co-regulation [51]. Brbić et 397

al. [51] trained ML models to predict phenotypes from the pairwise distance between 398

COGs, to see if shared synteny (conservation of gene neighbourhoods) might provide 399

better predictions of some phenotypes than presence/absence of genes. As an example, 400

pairwise gene distances provided good predictions of sporulation and revealed that 401

proximity of sporulation genes to ribosomal protein genes was enriched in sporeformers. 402

Population structure is an important component in genome based ML models and 403

should be investigated as part of the initial data evaluation. Although genomic features 404

such as gene content can provide indirect information about population structure [34], 405

modelling population structure explicitly can improve prediction performance and 406

simplify model interpretation as genomic features which are proxies for population 407

structure will be less influential in the model. Population structures such as synteny can 408

even bring additional information about MoA. 409

Phenotype distributions 410

Apart from phenotypes corresponding to population structure as discussed above, other 411

phenotype patterns may bias, confound or weaken prediction models. The 412

measurements of phenotypes can sometimes be noisy, limiting the ability of ML models 413

to predict values. Such cases may benefit from translating the measured values into 414

categories, as done when predicting AR in terms of ’susceptible’ or ’non-susceptible’ 415

instead of predicting MIC values. Yet for some phenotypes, thresholds are arbitrarily 416

set with no distinct biological differences between the strains belonging to each class, 417
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and even if the classes are distinctly different, measurements close to the threshold may 418

have been mislabelled due to measurement errors. To avoid this, samples close to the 419

threshold may be removed if there is enough data. Hicks et al. [39] investigated the 420

effect on model performance of MIC value distributions not being distinct for strains 421

resistant to an antibiotic and strains sensitive to it. When strains with MIC values close 422

to the threshold were removed, classification of azithromycin resistance improved, but 423

performance was still significantly lower than for the prediction of ciprofloxacin 424

resistance, for which the MIC value distribution showed a clear distinction between 425

resistant and sensitive strains. 426

Some bacterial phenotypes are rare or have been measured relatively few times - for 427

instance due to difficulties cultivating the relevant bacteria [97]. For these phenotypes, 428

there may be few examples of certain categories or of values within a certain interval. 429

With few examples to learn from, ML algorithms may not be able to discern a pattern 430

in the features. For categorical data this is called class-imbalance; and as it is a 431

common problem in ML, many methods have been developed to deal with it [98,99]. 432

The term can refer to a class being under-represented relative to one other or multiple 433

other classes. Imbalanced data can for instance be handled by re-sampling or by 434

modifying algorithms (for instance through weights or error terms). In Niehaus et 435

al. [27], where AR prediction models were built for four antibiotics for M. tuberculosis, 436

the data was thus sampled to create training and test data with an equal number of 437

strains susceptible and resistant to each of the antibiotics. Sampling and training was 438

performed 100 times with subsequent prediction of the test data and performance given 439

by mean accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. In Kavvas et al. [33], imbalance between 440

phenotype categories was instead accounted for by using balanced weights when 441

training a Support Vector Machine to predict drug resistance in M. tuberculosis. 442

However, the effect of implementing such bias correction will depend greatly on other 443

data properties such as how much variation there is in the data within each class [98]; if 444

the samples in the smaller class are very closely related for instance, resampling may 445

only result in overfitted models. 446

Sometimes different phenotypes can be under the same selective pressure and 447

therefore co-occur. This means that their genomic mechanisms also co-occur, making it 448

difficult to distinguish which mechanisms are involved in which phenotype. Both Mahé 449

et al. [32] and Drouin et al. [28] noticed that resistance to certain antibiotics tended to 450

co-occur in the training dataset (likely because treatments often include both 451

antibiotics, creating a shared selection pressure) and therefore k-mers predictive of 452

resistance to one antibiotic would also be predictive of the other. If two or more 453

phenotypes are under the same selective pressure, it may not be possible to determine 454

which features are responsible for which of the phenotypes by using machine learning. If 455

genes identified in such a study are annotated, it may be possible to assign the most 456

likely contribution of the genes; however, it will not be possible to do so for genes with 457

annotations such as ’hypothetical gene’. In situations with high degree of shared 458

selection pressure, experimental work can be designed to resolve the contribution of 459

each gene. However, shared selection pressure can be difficult to discover, especially if 460

data is only available for one of the co-occurring phenotypes. 461

Interpreting ML models 462

High prediction performance may not be sufficient indication that a model bases its 463

predictions on features, which are involved in causing the phenotype. As discussed 464

above, good predictions may indeed be achieved - even for a test dataset - based on 465

confounding factors such as population structure or mechanisms for other phenotypes 466

which are under the same selection pressure. ML models are often complex and must be 467

analysed and interpreted to learn if predictions rely heavily on confounding factors and 468
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to discover potential biases. By analysing and interpreting the models, they can be 469

compared to what is already known from literature, and new insights into MoA can 470

possibly be gained. For some prediction models it may also be important to know how 471

the model arrived at a prediction, i.e. which features and what values of those features 472

lead to the prediction. For regulatory purposes, this could for instance be the case if 473

using ML models to assist in making clinical decisions [100,101]. 474

While some ML models are complex and difficult to interpret, other ML models are 475

more easily interpreted. In linear models, the contribution of features are given by 476

coefficients. Several studies have used these coefficients to validate models by 477

comparing features with high coefficients to known causal variants from 478

literature [31,32,44,50]. As genomic data typically produces many features, feature 479

selection can be incorporated to identify a reduced set of features which can predict the 480

phenotype [90,99,102]. Linear models are thus often trained with regularizations such 481

as L1 (LASSO) or L2 (Ridge) - cost functions which cause coefficients of noisy features 482

to be zero or close to zero and only assigns higher coefficients to one or a few features in 483

sets of correlated features. As only one or a few among correlated features are selected, 484

correlated features can be clustered to make ’super features’ [79], as Jaillard et al. did 485

with unitigs for the prediction of antibiotic resistance profiles of K. pneumoniae [68]. 486

However, only features with accumulating effects can be detected with linear models. 487

Features which only have an effect in combination with other features will not be 488

detected through these models. Some studies comparing the results of predicting 489

bacterial phenotypes with various ML algorithms on the same data, have reported that 490

non-linear models perform better than linear models [30,34,48], demonstrating the 491

importance of capturing the non-linear relationships in genomic data. Other studies 492

have reported better performance with linear models [31]. There has however, been 493

found little improvement in using deep learning models over linear models [34,36], 494

perhaps due to a need for larger training datasets. 495

While non-linear models have the potential to capture the effect of interactions 496

between features, the models must be analysed to provide interpretable information 497

relating to MoA. In feature importance analysis (FIA), features are ranked by how 498

much they influence model predictions. Some types of FIA compute the importances 499

directly from the models by inspecting model structure and parameters [101]. Some 500

studies have used feature importances thus calculated directly from the model for 501

validation [28,34,41]. There are also model-agnostic methods for FIA, which do not 502

depend on the algorithm used [101]. One such method is permutation strategy, which 503

determines feature importances by comparing reductions in model performance when 504

randomly permuting the values for each feature. 505

FIA methods provide information about which features are important for the 506

prediction of the phenotype, but not all provide information regarding which way they 507

influence it. Some studies therefore compute the distribution of the phenotype values 508

for each of the most important features [41]. Other types of FIA can provide 509

information about the kind of impact different feature values have on predictions and 510

can provide local explanations, i.e. information about how features affected individual 511

predictions [101,103]. 512

It is important to note that features indicated by FIA are not necessarily causing the 513

phenotype but are merely correlating with it. The resulting set of most important 514

features must therefore be inspected critically. There are multiple scenarios in which 515

mechanisms that cause the phenotype may not be represented by the most important 516

features. Some data structures can obscure the importance of a feature. An example is 517

when some of the causative features have high correlation (for instance if they are in the 518

same operon). High correlation between a set of features can dilute the importance of 519

each - even to a degree where noisy features receive higher importance [79,101]. 520
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Another scenario is if the genome representation is wrong for the problem or provides 521

insufficient information. In that case the features in the model may not show the full 522

picture of the mechanism that causes the phenotype. For instance it was shown in 523

Moradigaravand et al. [34] that including SNP information as well as gene 524

presence/absence improved the prediction of AR in E. coli significantly for certain 525

antibiotics. This highlights the importance of choosing the genome representation with 526

care or trying several representations. 527

Discussion and Conclusion 528

An abundance of information regarding bacterial genotype-phenotype associations is 529

lying unexplored in the increasing amounts of publicly available genomic and 530

phenotypic data. To levy this data and gain meaningful insights, statistics and 531

mathematical modelling must be employed. ML presents a promising tool for exploring 532

bacterial phenotype-genotype associations and producing new hypotheses about the 533

MoA, which would be challenging to arrive at with more traditional methods. However, 534

bacterial genome data is large, complex, and highly structured, creating many potential 535

biases and pitfalls. There are therefore a number of considerations to make when 536

building ML models for the prediction of bacterial phenotypes. 537

Before training the models, data and meta data must be examined for potential 538

biases which could impede prediction performance or lead to false conclusions about 539

MoA. These include imbalanced phenotype distributions, unclear distinction between 540

classes, and unequal representation of different subsets of the data for instance in terms 541

of taxonomic groups, sources of isolation, or geographical locations. If biases are found, 542

these should either be accounted for in the model (for instance by sub-sampling the 543

data or assigning different weights to samples) or their impact on the final model should 544

be examined. If one of the aims of building the ML model is to learn more about MoA, 545

an important bias to examine is the potential correlation between phenotype and 546

population structures. 547

Prior knowledge about MoA and evolutionary distances between strains can inform 548

the decision on genome representation; for instance, if small mutations are known to 549

affect the phenotype, this should be reflected in the genome representation, while 550

strains which are evolutionary distant may be more comparable in terms of ortholog 551

genes or protein domains. As most genome feature extractions produce a large 552

feature-space, model performance will often benefit from reducing the feature-space 553

before training [78]. Simple, linear models (such as linear regression, logistic regression, 554

and SVMs with linear kernels) may provide high prediction performance when including 555

regularizations to reduce the reliance on noisy features. Yet while such models are easy 556

to interpret, non-linear effects can not be captured and non-linear models (such as 557

Random Forest, Set Covering Machines, and Extreme Gradient Boosted Trees) should 558

therefore also be considered. With still increasing amounts of phenotypic and genomic 559

data, deep learning models may eventually provide the same superior performance as 560

seen in other fields such as text, image, and sound processing. For the time being 561

however, few datasets are big enough to benefit from applying deep learning. 562

Ideally, data should be split into separate training and test sets and a new dataset 563

should be obtained for validation. Good practice for data splits in model validation 564

have not been discussed here, but it should be noted that prediction performance may 565

be deceivingly high if data splits are not stratified for population structure, i.e. if very 566

similar strains with similar phenotypes are allowed into different splits. However, this is 567

a difficult balance to find as strains from different sub-populations may have different 568

MoA. Stratifying too much for population structure can thus create a training set which 569

do not represent the mechanisms employed by the test set. 570
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Finally, models with good prediction scores can be further validated by performing 571

FIA and comparing features with high importance to what is known from literature 572

about the MoA. If high feature importance is assigned to genes, gene variants, or 573

genome regions not previously described in literature, new hypotheses may be made 574

about MoA. These should ideally be examined through experimental work. 575

ML has not yet reached the prominent place it holds in analysis of other types of 576

data such as images, text, and sound. There are several reasons for this. Data 577

acquisition is much more expensive and time demanding for bacterial genome and 578

phenotype data than for labelled image, text and sound data. Furthermore, both 579

genomic sequence data and phenotypic data is difficult to standardize when collected 580

from different laboratories using different protocols and instruments. Yet despite the 581

challenges in modelling bacterial phenotypes with ML, several studies have gained 582

useful knowledge about data structures and various MoA from doing so. With careful 583

design and analysis, which considers various potential confounding factors and biases, 584

there is much to be gained from modelling bacterial phenotypes with ML; and as both 585

the amount and quality of bacterial genome sequences and phenotypic strain 586

characterization increases, future prospects look promising. 587
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Chapter 3

Lactococcus manuscript

The first project of the PhD sought to provide a proof of concept that complex
bacterial phenotypes can be modelled with machine learning. The investigated
phenotype was acidification of milk by the lactic acid bacteria Lactococcus lactis,
which is used in primary starter cultures in cheese production. Milk acidifica-
tion is a complex phenotype, in that it depends on multiple genes for various
processes. However, it is also a well-studied phenotype; many of the genes and
molecular processes involved in milk acidification by L. lactis are known, thus
providing the possibility of validating the model by comparing features with
high importance in the model to knowledge from literature.
Different quantifications of milk acidification were explored, such as minimum
pH, maximum hourly acidification rate (Vmax), and time to Vmax, and pre-
diction models were build for all of them. The manuscript was written for
predictions of Vmax, since this measure was unaffected by factors such as in-
oculation size and growth phase at inoculation, which could not be accounted
for by the genome sequences. Genome-based prediction models of Vmax thus
performed better than models, which predicted the other measures.
Models based on four different genome representations were compared; the rep-
resentations were presence/absence of genes, counts of Pfam domains (functional
regions of proteins from the Pfam database [65]), and counts of nucleotide k-
mers for k=8 and k=9 respectively (all 8 and 9 nucleotide long subsequences of
DNA). The genome representations allowed models to distinguish between re-
gions in the strains based on different levels of conservation, i.e. with the k-mer
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representation, strains could be distinguished based on small mutations, whereas
less conserved genes could be regarded as equivalent when represented by Pfam
domains. The resulting models provided similar prediction performance and
indicated the same genetic mechanisms as most influential in the predictions.
By training machine learning models for the prediction of Vmax a screening tool
was produced, which can be used to screen new strains in the future. Analysis
of the models showed that predictions were based on genes with known involve-
ment in milk acidification and revealed possible stress response mechanisms for
tolerance towards acidic environments.

The manuscript has gone through peer-review, been accepted, and is in press
in PLOS ONE (in final stages of formatting). Included here is the accepted
manuscript, modified to include figures in the text and include supplementary
PDF files after References. Supplementary data files are too large and could
not be included here.
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Abstract
Lactococcus lactis strains are important components in industrial starter cultures for
cheese manufacturing. They have many strain-dependent properties, which affect the
final product. Here, we explored the use of machine learning to create systematic,
high-throughput screening methods for these properties. Fast acidification of milk is
such a strain-dependent property. To predict the maximum hourly acidification rate
(Vmax), we trained Random Forest (RF) models on four different genomic
representations: Presence/absence of gene families, counts of Pfam domains, the 8
nucleotide long subsequences of their DNA (8-mers), and the 9 nucleotide long
subsequences of their DNA (9-mers). Vmax was measured at different temperatures,
volumes, and in the presence or absence of yeast extract. These conditions were added
as features in each RF model. The four models were trained on 257 strains, and the
correlation between the measured Vmax and the predicted Vmax was evaluated with
Pearson Correlation Coefficients (PC) on a separate dataset of 85 strains. The models
all had high PC scores: 0.83 (gene presence/absence model), 0.84 (Pfam domain model),
0.76 (8-mer model), and 0.85 (9-mer model). The models all based their predictions on
relevant genetic features and showed consensus on systems for lactose metabolism,
degradation of casein, and pH stress response. Each model also predicted a set of
features not found by the other models.

Introduction 1

It is important to understand the genomic basis for microbial traits in order to produce 2

better microorganisms for food cultures, probiotics, and production of enzymes, 3

medicine, and chemicals. While the arrival of whole-genome sequencing has revealed the 4

DNA sequences of microorganisms, the functions of many microbial genes are as yet 5

unknown. Furthermore, many phenotypes are complex and depend on the interactions 6

of multiple genes. Phenotypes may therefore still be difficult to predict even with good 7

knowledge of the genes directly involved and their individual functions. When little 8

previous knowledge of the phenotype is available, machine learning provides a fast and 9

cheap way to model the phenotype; simultaneously providing a valuable screening tool 10

and insights into the mode of action. We here demonstrate how machine learning can 11

be applied to genome data in order to predict complex traits and identify genes involved 12

in causing them. 13
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Lactococcus lactis is widely used in industrial starter cultures for cheese and 14

butter-milk production. The choice of starter culture affects both the texture, flavour, 15

and aroma of the cheese [1]. It is therefore valuable to be able to characterize large 16

numbers of potential new starter culture strains in a fast and cheap manner. An 17

important characteristic is the milk acidification activity of a strain. This can be 18

measured in terms of decrease in pH over time as lactic acid is produced from lactose. 19

To compare these measurements, acidification can be quantified by for instance 20

maximum hourly acidification rate (Vmax), time to reach Vmax, and lowest pH obtained. 21

These acidification kinetics of L. lactis are strain-dependent and cannot be inferred 22

from species or subspecies. In addition to high-throughput screening assays [2], in-silico 23

screening of strains based on whole-genome sequencing data is now commonly used for 24

various types of strain characterization. In-silico screening scales well, enabling fast 25

screening of many strains. However, while some bacterial traits can be inferred from the 26

presence of a single gene (for instance many types of antibiotic resistance [3]), other 27

traits are more complex and building genome-based screening tools for these is not a 28

trivial task. Milk acidification in L. lactis is such a phenotype, which depends on 29

multiple genes and interactions. Independently, many of the mechanisms involved are 30

well-described in literature, but determining the results of their combined contributions 31

is still imprecise. Machine learning has become state of the art for extracting essential 32

information from complex data structures in fields such as image recognition, speech 33

recognition, and text mining. Machine learning models are mathematical models such 34

as linear regression, which are constructed directly from data. Based on a set of features 35

and known target values, a model is constructed that can predict target values from 36

feature values. In recent years, machine learning has also been applied for the prediction 37

of different bacterial phenotypes. Traitar [4] is an example of such a tool, which was 38

developed to predict a wide array of phenotypes such as the ability to grow aerobically, 39

to form spores, or ferment glucose. Other studies focus on predicting resistance or 40

susceptibility to various antibiotics [5–7] or minimum inhibitory concentrations [8]. 41

While many prediction models focus on clinically relevant phenotypes for pathogenic 42

bacteria, two studies have applied classification models specifically to Lactococcus 43

strains [9, 10] predicting antibiotic resistance, metal resistance, and ability to grow on 44

various carbon sources, on milk, and on polysaccharides. 45

The best way to represent genomes in a machine learning model depends on what 46

causes the phenotype. Some bacterial traits can be predicted by the presence of certain 47

combinations of genes. One genomic representation is thus the presence/absence of 48

genes. One study thus used Ortholog Groups (OGs) to define the presence/absence of 49

genes [9]. Another study used a pangenome to identify the presence/absence of genes [7]. 50

In a pangenome, genes from different bacterial strains are grouped together based on 51

sequence similarity. However, sometimes genes with lower sequence similarity have the 52

same function. Another study used Pfam domain families to represent the genomes [4]. 53

Pfam domains are functional or structural regions of the genes [11]. Using these allows a 54

model to discriminate based on functional profiles rather than full-length protein 55

sequence similarity. However, sometimes the difference in phenotype is expected to arise 56

from point mutations or from non-coding areas of the genome. To identify these types 57

of signals, genomes can be represented by k-mers. These are sub-sequences of the DNA 58

of length k. This genome representation has also been used for creating phenotype 59

prediction models [5, 12–14]. 60

When predicting bacterial phenotypes with machine learning, the number of features 61

is typically large compared to the number of target values and the data is very noisy in 62

the sense that most of the features have no effect on the phenotype. The machine 63

learning algorithm Random Forest (RF) [15] is well suited for this type of data. Other 64

algorithms which have been used for bacterial phenotype prediction include Support 65
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Vector Machines [4], Neural Networks [6, 7], Gradient Boosted Decision Trees [7], 66

XGBoost [8], Logistic Regression [6, 12,13], and Linear Regression [12]. A RF is not 67

prone to over-fitting when given many features and can handle non-linear associations 68

and highly correlating features [16]. A RF consists of multiple decision trees, which are 69

each built from a different subset of the training data. A decision tree makes a 70

prediction based on a set of rules, which are learned from the data. When solving 71

regression problems, the final prediction of the RF model is the average of the decision 72

tree predictions, and when solving classification problems, the final prediction of the RF 73

model is the most common of the decision tree predictions. A RF model is constructed 74

by using a part of the data, the training data, to build the decision trees from, and the 75

remaining data, the test data to test if the model generalizes well to new data. By 76

building each tree from a random subset of the training data the algorithm reduces 77

over-fitting. Using random sampling with replacement for each tree is called 78

bootstrapping. When deciding the splits in decision trees, it is also an option to consider 79

only a subset of the features at each split. While generally used to reduce overfitting, 80

this may lead to poorer prediction performance when there are many (noisy) features, as 81

it increases the chance of leaving out important features when deciding the splits [16]. 82

It is possible to get an indication of which biological mechanisms are at play by 83

performing feature importance analysis on a trained model. In feature importance 84

analysis, features are ranked by their ability to predict the target. There are different 85

ways to measure feature importance. One is to measure the impact each individual 86

feature has on the model, by randomly permuting its feature values and measuring the 87

effect on prediction accuracy. Another measure, impurity-decrease, is calculated directly 88

from the trained model. It bases feature importance on how much the feature averagely 89

decreases the variance of the training data when making a split. A third measure, 90

SHAP-values, provide insights into the effects different feature values have on the 91

prediction [17]. However, ranking genomic features by their importances does not 92

automatically reveal which ones are involved in causing a phenotype. For instance, high 93

correlation between informative features decreases their feature importances [16,18]. 94

This is because each tree in the RF will pick one of the correlating features at random 95

to use in the model. Once one of the correlating features has been selected, the 96

remaining contain no additional information and will not be used in that tree. Genomic 97

data contains many correlated features. This dilution of feature importance means that 98

unimportant features can seem more important than they are. Feature analysis of 99

machine learning models therefore require careful examination to extract information 100

about the mode of action behind the phenotype. 101

In this paper, the machine learning algorithm RF is explored as a high-throughput 102

in-silico screening tool for predicting maximum hourly acidification rates (Vmax) of L. 103

lactis strains based on their genome sequences. The strains are from two subspecies: L. 104

lactis subsp. lactis and L. lactis subsp. cremoris. Four different genomic representations 105

are explored for the prediction of Vmax (genes, Pfam domains, 8-mers and 9-mers) and 106

the resulting models are analysed with Shap [17] to evaluate whether they base their 107

predictions on meaningful biological features. This is done by considering 108

high-importance features with consensus across the models. 109

Results 110

The acidification rates of L. lactis 111

An existing dataset of maximum hourly acidification rates was obtained for 342 L. lactis 112

strains grown in lowwell and deepwell micro-titer plates, with and without addition of 113

yeast extract, and at different temperatures (25°C, 30°C, or 40°C). The pH was 114
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measured every 6 minutes during milk fermentations, and maximum hourly acidification 115

rates (Vmax) were calculated. Since the pH of the media decreases during fermentation, 116

acidification rates are negative. The highest observed acidification rate was -0.96 hour-1 117

and the lowest -0.05 hour-1. The strains tended to grow better in the presence of yeast 118

extract (Fig 1). Both subspecies had a temperature preference for 30°C, although L. 119

lactis subsp. lactis also had high acidification rates at 40°C in the presence of yeast 120

extract (Fig 1). 121

The L. lactis pangenome 122

The 342 L. lactis strains were genome sequenced. There were 230 L. lactis subsp. lactis 123

strains, and 112 L. lactis subsp. cremoris strains. The strains contained between 2200 124

and 2800 genes each with no discernible difference between the two subspecies (Fig 2A). 125

To establish the presence/absence of genes in the strains, and to get an overview of 126

the data, a pangenome was constructed using Roary [19]. A high similarity threshold in 127

Roary for clustering genes together (95% identity) resulted in few core genes and 128

different gene variants being represented in separate gene groups. 129

Table 1 shows the distribution of genes into core genes (genes occurring in 99 % of 130

the strains or more), soft core genes (occurring in 95-99 % of the strains), shell genes 131

(occurring in 15-95 % of the strains) and cloud genes (occurring in less than 15 % of the 132

strains). The core genome of all strains consisted of 595 genes (2.93% of the genes), 133

whereas the core genomes of each of the two subspecies by themselves were bigger: 1295 134

core genes (8.64 % of the genes) in L. lactis subsp. lactis and 1180 core genes (10.83 % 135

of the genes) in L. lactis subsp. cremoris due to a higher similarity within a subspecies 136

than between two subspecies (Table 1). The core genomes stabilized quickly (Fig 2B). 137

Despite having more strains in the pangenome, the lactis subspecies had more core 138

genes than the cremoris. Only 5585 genes were found in strains of both subspecies. 139

Table 1. Pangenome gene distribution.
L. lactis,

both subspecies
(342 strains)

L. lactis
subsp. lactis
(230 strains)

L. lactis
subsp. cremoris

(112 strains)
Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent

Core genes
(in ≥99% of strains) 595 2.93 1295 8.64 1180 10.83

Soft core genes
(in 95%-99% of strains) 83 0.41 190 1.27 136 1.25

Shell genes
(in 15%-95% of strains) 3556 17.52 1789 11.94 2124 19.50

Cloud genes
(in <15% of strains) 16062 79.14 11715 78.16 7452 68.42

Total genes 20296 100.00 14989 100.00 10892 100.00

The distribution of core genes, soft core genes, shell genes, and cloud genes in the Roary
pangenome computed for all the L. lactis strains and in the two subspecies-pangenomes.

Clustering strains by their gene presence/absence profiles was consistent with 140

subspecies annotations (Fig 1) as the two subspecies clustered separately. Maximum 141

hourly acidification rates however, varied a lot between strains with similar profiles in 142

terms of gene presence/absence. 143
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Fig 1. Distribution of Vmax with regard to phylogeny.
Phylogenetic tree made from clustering the gene presence/absence profiles (left) and corresponding heatmap of Vmax (right).
L. lactis subsp. lactis strains in green and L. lactis subsp. cremoris strains in blue. Each column in the heatmap shows Vmax
under a different set of conditions (DW=deepwell micro-titer plates, LW=lowwell micro-titer plates, YE=yeast extract,
NY=no yeast extract). Dark purple indicate high rates of acidification and light orange indicate low rates. Missing data is
indicated in grey. Box- and swarmplots (bottom) of the subspecies distribution of Vmax for each set of conditions.
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Fig 2. Overview of core genes and total genes in the L. lactis pangenome.
A. Histogram and kernel density estimates for the number of gene groups per strain. B. Core genome for different size
pangenomes. The core genome is defined as the set of genes, which occur in 99% of the strains or more. For each 100 strains
added, a core gene is therefore allowed to be missing in 1 (more) genome. L. lactis subsp. lactis in green and for L. lactis
subsp. cremoris in blue.

All four RF models predicted Vmax well 144

Four RF models were trained to predict Vmax based on one of four different 145

representations of genomic information (8-mer counts, 9-mer counts, Pfam domain 146

counts, presence/absence of genes) and experimental variables (temperature, volume, 147

and yeast extract addition). All models were trained on the same set of 257 strains and 148

tested on a separate set of 85 strains. As there was up to 12 measurements for each 149

strain, there were 2526 data points in the training set and 798 data points in the test 150

set. For the test data, Pearson Correlation coefficients (PC) between predicted and 151

actual Vmax values were 0.76 (8-mer model), 0.85 (9-mer model), 0.83 (gene model), 152

and 0.84 (Pfam model), see Fig 3. The most accurate predictions for the test data were 153

thus achieved with the 9-mer model. 154

The RF models relied on genomic features for making accurate 155

predictions 156

Two tests were performed for the Pfam and gene models to find out if the models relied 157

on genomic signals or if they based the predictions solely on the condition features 158

(temperature, volume, and addition of yeast extract). 159

In the first test, the values of each genomic feature of the test set were randomly 160

permuted before obtaining a PC score for the prediction. This simulation was 161

performed 1000 times. The PC score of the prediction for the non-permuted test data 162

was then compared to the 1000 PC scores for permuted test sets (Fig 4A). If the model 163

relies on genomic features to make accurate predictions, permuting the feature values 164

randomly is expected to decrease PC scores significantly. 165

In the second test, genomic feature values were switched randomly between strains. 166

This way, the relationship between features was kept intact. Again, the performance of 167

the RF model on the non-permuted test data was compared to 1000 PC scores of 168

permuted test sets (Fig 4B). 169
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Fig 3. Evaluation of model predictions on test set.
Predicted test set values plotted against the actual values of the maximum hourly acidification rate. Perfect predictions would
produce a line where y = x. The distributions of the predicted values and the actual values are shown above and to the right
of the plot respectively. L. lactis subsp. lactis strains are colored green and L. lactis subsp. cremoris strains are colored blue.
For each model, three scores evaluate the accuracy of the predictions: The Explained Variance, the Pearson Correlation, and
the Root Mean Square Error.
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Fig 4. Evaluation of Pfam model and gene model reliance on genomic
features.
A. The PC scores for predictions on 1000 test sets, for which the features have each
been permuted. B. The PC scores for predictions on 1000 test sets, for which the
genomic profiles have been switched between strains.

For both the Pfam and gene models, the PC scores in both tests were significantly 170

higher (outside of the 95% confidence interval) for the original test data than for the 171

permuted data, indicating that the RF models rely on a genomic signal as well as the 172

condition features. The computation was too heavy to run for the two k-mer models, 173

but given the results for the two other models, genetic features are expected to be 174

important for prediction accuracy in the k-mer models as well. 175

Pfam model prediction scores were stable when the model was 176

trained on ∼ 75 strains or more 177

The models require a certain size dataset depending on the complexity of the phenotype. 178

Fig 5 shows how the evaluation scores depend on the number of training samples in the 179

gene and Pfam models - i.e. how much the prediction errors for the test data change 180

when models were built from different sized subsets of the training data. When the 181

subset of the training data used to build the Pfam model consisted of around 75 strains, 182

scores did not improve much by adding more strains to the training data. For the gene 183
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Fig 5. Estimation of necessary training data size.
Prediction scores of the test set, when the gene model and the Pfam model was trained
on different sized subsets of the training data.

model, more strains were necessary to reach a stable PC score. When the model was 184

built from around 100 strains, the scores stopped improving much with the addition of 185

more strains. The number of strains needed for the 8-mer and 9-mer models were not 186

computed, but are expected to be higher for the 9-mer model due to the higher number 187

of features. 188

Feature importance analysis can reveal genetic markers of 189

higher acidification rates 190

Feature importance analyses were performed to find out which genes, Pfam domains 191

and k-mers were identified as predictors of higher acidification rates. If acidification 192

rates were strongly associated with phylogeny, the model might make good predictions 193

based on genes which indicated the phylogeny but were not involved in causing higher 194

acidification rates. The association of phylogeny and Vmax was therefore first evaluated 195

in Fig 1. Both high and low Vmax values are represented by both subspecies, and 196

strains next to each other in the phylogenetic tree have different Vmax values. The 197

phylogenetic tree is based on clustering of gene presence/absence profiles of the strains. 198

The figure thus shows that Vmax does not associate strongly with phylogeny. 199

Although phylogeny did not directly determine phenotype, feature importance 200

analysis was still expected to turn up many noisy features. This was due to the number 201

of features being much greater than the number of Vmax observations, and due to the 202

highly structured feature-space (many correlations between features because of 203

population structure). To filter out noise from the feature importance analyses, high 204

importance features in three models were compared. In the feature importance analyses 205

we focus on consensus features - i.e. features with high importances in more than one 206

model. However, features from the models do not correspond one to one. The same 207

Pfam domain can occur in many different genes, and a 9-mer can not only be found in 208

many different genes, but can also correspond to regions of the DNA outside of genes. 209

Since the k-mers were calculated from genome sequences, each k-mer was counted 210

together with its reverse-complement. 211

The feature analysis was performed with Shap [17]. Features with the highest 212

importances are shown in Fig 6 (gene model), Table 2 and S1 Fig (Pfam model), 213

Table 3 and S2 Fig (9-mer model), and S3 Fig (8-mer model). In the SHAP plot in 214

Fig 6, the 20 most important features are listed in descending order. For each feature, 215
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every prediction on the test set is indicated by an individual dot. The value of the 216

feature is indicated by color, and the effect on the prediction of having that value is 217

shown along the x-axis. Dots further towards left indicate that having the given value 218

pushed the prediction towards a higher acidification rate. Dots towards the right 219

indicate that the value pushed the prediction towards lower acidification rate. 220

Table 2. The 15 features with highest feature importances in the Pfam
model.

Pfam domain Strains Pfam domain name Genes the Pfam domain occurs in
PF00639.16 178 Rotamase prtM (prsA)
PF02502.13 287 LacAB rpiB lacA, lacB, rpiB
PF02254.13 185 TrkA N ktrA
PF02386.11 185 TrkH ktrB
PF13493.1 165 DUF4118 kdpD
PF02669.10 166 KdpC kdpC
PF03814.10 166 KdpA kdpA
PF02702.12 165 KdpD kdpD
PF07274.7 246 DUF1440 Uncharacterized proteins
PF11361.3 247 DUF3159 Uncharacterized proteins
PF01432.15 332 Peptidase M3 pepF, pepB
PF07083.6 128 DUF1351 Uncharacterized proteins
PF12730.2 286 ABC2 membrane 4 ABC transporter permease,

Lantibiotic ABC transporter permease,
nisG, Uncharacterized proteins

PF05649.8 204 Peptidase M13 N Endopeptidase pepO,
Oligoendopeptidase O

PF02486.14 302 Rep trans Replication initiation protein,
Transcriptional regulator,
Phosphoglucomutase,
Uncharacterized proteins

The fifteen Pfam domains with the highest feature importances, the number of strains
they occur in, the domain names, and the genes they occur in. Only genes which
accounted for more than 10 occurrences of the Pfam domains are listed. All the Pfam
domains in the table impacted the predictions towards a higher acidification rate,
except ABC2 membrane 4 and Rep trans. The full overview and SHAP plot can be
found in S1 File and S1 Fig.

Yeast, temperature, and volume were high importance features 221

in all four models 222

All four models identified addition of yeast extract to the media as the most important 223

feature. Since many L. lactis strains grew better in the presence of yeast extract, it 224

makes sense that this would be an important feature. Temperature is likewise known to 225

impact acidification rates [20]. Growth in deepwell micro-titer plates also resulted in 226

higher acidification rates than growth in lowwell micro-titer plates, likely because of 227

higher oxygen levels in lowwell plates than in deepwell plates [21]. 228
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Table 3. The fifteen features with the highest feature importances in the 9-mer model.
9-mer / Reverse-complement Genes the 9-mers occurs in
AGGGCCCAG / CTGGGCCCT 6-phospho-beta-galactosidase (lacG)
CCGAGACCG / CGGTCTCGG 6-phospho-beta-galactosidase (lacG)

Tim44 domain-containing protein
AAGATCTAC / GTAGATCTT Glutamate synthase large subunit

3’-5’ exoribonuclease YhaM (yhaM )
Cytochrome c-type biosis protein DsbD protein-disulfide reductase
Sensor histidine kinase KdpD (kdpD)
Helix-turn-helix transcriptional regulator

GCCGTCGAC / GTCGACGGC PIII-type proteinase (prtP)
AGAGTCCGG / CCGGACTCT PTS system lactose-specific EIICB component (lacE)
CCGGGTAGC / GCTACCCGG PIII-type proteinase (prtP)
GCCAGGGAC / GTCCCTGGC PIII-type proteinase (prtP)
CTACCCGGC / GCCGGGTAG PIII-type proteinase (prtP)
CGCGGCGTA / TACGCCGCG PIII-type proteinase (prtP)
CGCCGCGGC / GCCGCGGCG PIII-type proteinase (prtP)

Copper/potassium-transporting ATPase (copA)
CGCAGCCCC / GGGGCTGCG CBS domain-containing protein (ytoI )

HAD family hydrolase
Teichoic acid biosynthesis protein (tagZ )
Citrate lyase alpha chain (citF)
3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (leuB)
N-acetyl-gamma-glutamyl-phosphate reductase (argC )

ACTGGGCCC / GGGCCCAGT 6-phospho-beta-galactosidase (lacG)
Glyoxalase
Glyoxalase family protein

GATCTAACC / GGTTAGATC Cation transporter
Site-specific recombinase (orf30 )
Orotidine 5’-phosphate decarboxylase (pyrF 1 )
DNA-invertase hin (hin 1 )

CGGAACCCG / CGGGTTCCG Diphosphomevalonate decarboxylase
CGACCTACA / TGTAGGTCG Potassium uptake protein, integral membrane component (ktrB)

Molecular chaperone GroES
Probable potassium transport system protein kup 2 (kup2 )

The fifteen 9-mers with the highest feature importances and the genes they occur in. All k-mers are counted together with
their reverse-complement previous to building the RF model. Gene annotations are only given for genes which the 9-mer
occurs in for more than 40 strains. All 9-mers in the table impacted the predictions towards a higher acidification rate, except
CGCAGCCCC/GGGGCTGCG and CGGAACCCG/CGGGTTCCG. The full overview and SHAP plot can be found in S2 File and S2 Fig.

Genes for lactose metabolism were identified as predictors of 229

higher acidification rates 230

The gene model indicated the lacABCDFEGX genes as indicators of higher acidification 231

rate (Fig 6). The lac genes of L. lactis are responsible for the tagatose 6-phosphate 232

pathway (lacABCD), the phosphotransferase system (lacF and lacE), the 233

phospho-beta-galactosidase (lacG), and one unknown function (lacX) [22,23]. These 234

genes were split into two features in the gene model, since the lacABCDF genes were 235

missing in strain354 and the lac genes therefore did not co-occur in all strains. The 236

lacEGX genes were at the end of a contig in strain354 and the strain acidified milk, so 237

the lacABCDF genes were likely missing due to an assembly error. However, both the 238

lacABCDF and the lacEGX genes were indicated by the feature importance analysis 239
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Fig 6. The 20 features with highest feature importances in the gene model.
Highest 20 feature importances as calculated by Shap [17]. The SHAP values indicate each feature value’s impact on the
prediction value. SHAP values are plotted for each feature, for each prediction. The color indicates the feature value.
Depending on the feature, red means either presence of the gene(s), a temperature of 40°C, presence of yeast extract, or
experiment performed in deepwell micro-titer plates. Purple means a temperature of 30°C. Blue means absence of the gene(s),
a temperature of 25°C, absence of yeast extract, or experiments performed in lowwell micro-titer plates. A negative SHAP
value indicates that the feature for this data point impacted the prediction towards a higher acidification rate. Features which
always co-occur are grouped together previous to building the RF model. Uniprot IDs are given in parenthesis when available,
otherwise the IDs from the pangenome.

(Fig 6). The Pfam model identified the LacAB rpiB domain (PF02502) as an indicator 240

of higher acidification rate (Table 2). This domain was present in both the lacA and 241

lacB genes as well as in another gene, rpiB. Among the fifteen 9-mers with highest 242

feature importances, three 9-mers found in lacG and one 9-mer found in lacE were 243

indicated as markers of higher acidification rate (Table 3). 244

Genes for casein degradation were identified as predictors of 245

higher acidification rates 246

The gene model identified the serine proteinase PrtP as an indicator of higher 247

acidification rate. The 9-mer model also indicated prtP through six of the fifteen most 248

important 9-mers (Table 3). In its matured form, PrtP degrades casein [24]. Caseins 249

make up ca. 80% of the protein in bovine milk [25]. The free amino acid and small 250

peptide content in milk can only account for up to 20% of the final biomass of 251
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Lactococcus grown in milk, the remaining peptides and amino acids required come from 252

the hydrolysis of casein [1]. Matured PrtP degrades caseins into large oligopeptides of 253

4-30 residues [1]. The oligopeptides of 4-18 residues are then transported by the 254

oligotransport system, Opp, into the cytoplasm to be degraded by peptidases [25]. The 255

Opp system is present in all the L. lactis strains of this study (Uniprot ID T2F365), so 256

the models did not identify the Opp genes. 257

After transport into the cell, the oligopeptides are degraded by peptidases [1, 25]. 258

The Pfam model identified Peptidase M3 (PF01432) as an indicator of higher 259

acidification rate. This domain was found in the oligoendopeptidase pepF and the 260

oligopeptidase pepB. 261

The Pfam model identified prsA as an indicator of higher acidification rate through 262

the Pfam domain PF00639 (Rotamase). This gene is also called prtM, and it encodes 263

the maturation protein for PrtP. The prtM gene was not indicated by the gene model as 264

it had been split into multiple gene groups in the pangenome. PrtP on the other hand 265

was not identified through the Pfam domains with highest feature importance. The 266

protein contains 4 Pfam domains: Peptidase S8 (PF00082), PA (PF02225), DUF1034 267

(PF06280), and Gram pos anchor (PF00746). While two of these were found in many 268

other genes (S4 File), the other two were primarily found in PrtP. However, as the 269

Rotamase domain only occurred in PrtM, this may have resulted in Rotamase being the 270

better predictor. 271

Genes involved in potassium transport were identified as 272

predictors of higher acidification rates 273

The potassium-transporting ATPase system Kdp and the potassium uptake system Ktr 274

were both indicated as predictors of higher acidification rate. In the Pfam model, the 275

two domains with the highest feature importances were domains found in lacAB and 276

prtM. After these, the next six Pfam domains were all from genes in the Kdp and Ktr 277

systems (Table 2). The Ktr system was also indicated by the ktrA gene in the feature 278

importance analysis of the gene model, and kdpD and ktrB were indicated through the 279

9-mers AAGATCTAC/GTAGATCTT and CGACCTACA/TGTAGGTCG respectively. 280

These systems could be involved in keeping intracellular pH-levels from becoming 281

too low during the production of lactic acid. L. lactis strains can grow in relatively 282

acidic environments by keeping the intracellular environment at a near neutral pH [26]. 283

Decrease in the intracellular pH has been shown to make the cells increase the exchange 284

of K+ for protons [27]. Potassium-proton exchange is involved in pH homeostasis in 285

other bacteria [28,29]. We therefore suggest that the kdpACD and ktrAB genes could be 286

involved in maintaining a neutral intracellular pH by functioning as ATP-driven 287

antiporters, which pump the positively charged potassium ions into the cell and the 288

negatively charged hydrogen out of the cell against the concentration gradient. 289

The Kdp system was only present in the L. lactis subsp. lactis strains, not in the L. 290

lactis subsp. cremoris strains. However, it was not present in all L. lactis subsp. lactis 291

strains. Out of 230 L. lactis subsp. lactis strains, 165 carried both the kdpA, kdpC, and 292

kdpD genes, and one strain contained only the kdpC and KdpD genes. This indicates 293

that the model does not use the genes as a proxy for subspecies. 294

Other systems for pH homeostasis in L. lactis include the F1F0-ATPase 295

complex [30], arginine deiminase pathway [31,32], malolactic fermentation [31,32], and 296

glutamate decarboxylation [31,32]. Each system was found in all or nearly all of the 297

strains (S11 File), and they were not indicated as highly predictive of higher 298

acidification rates by feature importance analysis of either of the models. 299
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Uncharacterized genes and domains of unknown function were 300

identified as important features 301

An uncharacterized gene was indicated by both the gene model and the Pfam model. 302

This was the DUF1440 domain-containing protein with Uniprot ID A0A0B8QQW5. 303

There were also many genes, both characterized and uncharacterized, which were only 304

indicated by one of the models. Although some of these may be important features that 305

were only detectable by the RF through that particular genomic representation, many 306

of them are possibly noise. 307

Discussion 308

Four genomic representations were explored for the prediction of maximum hourly 309

acidification rates of L. lactis strains with Random Forest (genes, Pfam domains, 310

8-mers, and 9-mers). All four RF models predicted the maximum hourly acidification 311

rates with high accuracy and did so by identifying relevant genomic signals. The PC 312

scores for the correlation between observed and predicted Vmax were 0.83 (gene model), 313

0.84 (Pfam model), 0.76 (8-mer model), and 0.85 (9-mer model) in a test set. Of the 314

four models, the 9-mer model thus had the highest correlation between actual and 315

predicted acidification rates. This may be because the 9-mer model does not rely on 316

annotation or on a clustering step to define the features. In the gene clustering 317

procedure of the pangenome, some genes with the same function were not grouped 318

together. This was partly due to the high identity threshold, partly due to the nature of 319

the heuristic method. For example, the prtM genes were split into multiple gene groups 320

and the gene was thus not recognised as the same entity in the Random Forest. In this 321

case, the model identified the prtP gene instead, but for other mechanisms there might 322

not be an alternative signal for the model to identify. This was for instance the case for 323

the Kdp system, for which all the genes were split into multiple gene groups. 324

The Pfam model however performed similarly to the 9-mer model. In theory, using 325

Pfam domains would likely give a better performance when building models of more 326

distantly related strains, since the nucleotide sequences of genes would be expected to 327

have remained less conserved between such strains. 328

The 9-mer model performed much better than the 8-mer model - likely because 329

8-mers were too short to map uniquely to relevant regions of the genomes. The k-mer 330

models have the potential to identify functionally important regions of the DNA other 331

than those which encode genes. They also have the potential to distinguish between 332

genes with minor mutations, whereas the gene and Pfam models would only be able to 333

distinguish between genes with larger mutations. However, k-mer models can have a 334

very large number of features for higher values of k, most of which are noisy 335

(non-informative). Identifying the functionally important regions requires that at least 336

one k-mer in such a region is both unique to the region and well conserved. While using 337

longer k-mers increases the chances for finding k-mers unique to a region, it also 338

increases the number of features drastically, making the models computationally 339

expensive. 340

Prediction scores stabilized when including 75 strains or more in the training set. 341

Subspecies-specific models were therefore not investigated as there was not enough data 342

to both build and test them. However, feature importance analysis of the models 343

containing data from both subspecies identified both subspecies-specific and shared 344

mechanisms for higher acidification rates. 345

This study shows, that without any previous knowledge of which genes influence the 346

phenotype, it is possible with machine learning to obtain an accurate picture of the 347

mechanisms at play and to learn which genes are more indicative of a phenotype. The 348
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high importance features were in line with previous knowledge of important processes in 349

milk acidification. Genes for both casein degradation and lactose metabolism were 350

identified, which is supported by literature. Genes for potassium transport were also 351

identified. These genes are possibly part of a stress response to keep intracellular pH 352

within a normal range as the external pH drops during acidification. L. lactis has been 353

shown to increase the exchange rate of extracellular potassium ions for intracellular 354

protons to increase intracellular pH during low extracellular pH [27]. One of the 355

potassium transport systems, Kdp, was only found in L. lactis subsp. lactis. This may 356

be part of the reason for the generally higher acidification rates of the subspecies 357

compared to that of L. lactis subsp. cremoris. Some genes indicated by the feature 358

importance analyses were however of unknown function. These should be investigated 359

further to learn their exact role in the acidification process. 360

This study shows that it is possible to use machine learning to predict a complex 361

bacterial phenotype from whole genome sequencing data. With careful attention to the 362

model mechanisms and correlated features, it is also possible to identify the key 363

mechanisms driving that phenotype. This can prove valuable in many other areas 364

besides cheese-making. It can give highly useful indications of which genes to examine 365

for poorly-understood phenotypes such as texture-formation in yoghurt by lactic acid 366

bacteria, immune response to probiotics, or pathogen-inhibition by non-pathogenic 367

bacteria. It can be used for large-scale screening of new bacteria, and prove especially 368

useful for predicting phenotypes of strains that are difficult to grow - such as many 369

anaerobic bacteria. 370

Materials and methods 371

Acidification assay 372

Milk acidifications were conducted as described in [2], with minor modifications. In 373

short, strains were retrieved from -80°C glycerol stocks, thawed, and 20 µl were 374

transferred to 180 µl M17 broth [33] enriched with 1 % glucose and 1 % lactose and 375

incubated overnight at 30°C. The outgrown cultures were diluted 100 fold in milk with 376

pH indicator ± yeast extract (0.2 %) and 200 µl or 2000 µl were transferred to 96 well 377

lowwell or deepwell plates, respectively. The plates were incubated on top of flatbed 378

scanners, at 25°C, 30°C and 40°C. Measurements of pH, based on color of wells was 379

done every 6 minutes. Converting measured hue values into pH values was done in the 380

following manner: The color (hue) of milk with pH indicator at different pH values, 381

ranging from pH 6.5 to pH 4.0, was measured using a HP Scanjet G4010 flat-bed 382

scanner and a pH electrode was used to measure the pH of the same wells, to generate a 383

calibration curve: Hue vs pH. A 4th grade polynomial fit was used to convert hue values 384

into pH values. This fit was then used to convert all measured hue values from milk 385

acidification experiments into pH values. Vmax was calculated as the maximum negative 386

slope over 1 hour (10 measurements). Vmax was typically found in the middle of the pH 387

drop. 388

DNA extraction 389

Extraction of DNA used for genome sequencing of short reads on the Illumina MiSeq 390

instrument was performed using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen, Hilden, 391

Germany). The protocol suggested by the vendor was applied with the exception that 392

cells were initially treated with 20 mg/ml lysozyme for 30 min at 37°C followed by 393

proteinase K treatment for 30 min at 56°C. The remaining protocol was conducted on 394

the QIAcube instrument (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). 395
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Library preparation and sequencing 396

For the Illumina platform DNA was fragmented using the BioRuptor instrument 397

(Diagenode Inc., Denville, NJ, USA) aiming at an insert size of 800bp. Fragmented 398

DNA was used as input to the KAPA HTP kit (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) and libraries 399

were build according to the manufacturers recommendations. Sequencing was done 400

using V2 chemistry on the MiSeq instrument (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). 401

Assembly 402

Sequencing reads from the MiSeq were trimmed using the CLC genomics software with 403

setting for quality 0.005 and for length minimum 50 bases and maximum 300 bases. 404

Singletons were also removed. Trimmed reads were de novo assembled using CLC 405

genomics software with default settings. Subsequent to the assembly, contigs with lower 406

coverage that 50% of the average genome coverage were removed as contaminations. 407

Species identification and quality control 408

Species and subspecies identification was done with KmerFinder [34,35] using the 409

bacteria.ATG database version 20190108 stable downloaded on January 31 2019. 410

Quality control of the assemblies was done with QUAST v5.0.2 by setting an N50 411

threshold of 20000 nucleotides. 412

Thirty-five complete RefSeq genomes 413

Thirty-five complete RefSeq genome sequences of L. lactis subspecies lactis and L. lactis 414

subsp. cremoris were downloaded from NCBI (S5 File). Of these, 21 were L. lactis 415

subsp. lactis and 14 were L. lactis subsp. cremoris. The strains were obtained from 416

searching https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly for ("Lactococcus lactis subsp. 417

lactis"[Organism] OR "Lactococcus lactis subsp. cremoris" [Organism]) 418

AND "Complete Genome"[Assembly level] AND "latest"[filter]. These genomes 419

were included in the pangenome for annotation purposes, but not included in any of the 420

analyses. 421

Pangenome 422

The genes were predicted and annotated with Prokka version 1.14.1 [36]. 423

Roary 3.12.0 [19] was used with default settings (minimum 95% identity for blastp) 424

to build the pangenome for the strains based on their gff 3 files from the Prokka output. 425

This pangenome was also used to calculate the core genomes for each of the two 426

subspecies lactis and cremoris. 427

To get species-relevant annotations for the pangenome, all Lactococcus proteins were 428

downloaded from Uniprot (organism:"Lactococcus"), and a BLAST protein database 429

was created. A BLASTp search was run for representative sequences randomly selected 430

from each gene group. The search was done with an E-value of 0.01 and all matches 431

with identity or coverage below 50% were discarded. The pangenome included some 432

tRNA genes. As these do not encode proteins, they were annotated by BLASTn search 433

against the bacterial tRNA sequences of [37]. For those gene groups which did not get 434

an annotation through this process, a sequence was selected from the 35 complete 435

RefSeq genomes. Else, an ID was obtained from NCBI through a BLASTp search with 436

the aforementioned criteria. For 92 gene groups containing more than six genes, no 437

annotation could be found in either of the databases. Gene groups containing fewer 438

genes were removed (see section on Random Forest: Data pre-processing). Gene IDs in 439
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the genomic matrix thus refer to sequences in public databases (except a numerical 440

prefix which ensures a unique feature name). 441

Pfam annotation 442

To annotate the strains with Pfam domains, the EMBL-EBI perl script, pfam scan.pl 443

(ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/Pfam/Tools/PfamScan.tar.gz), was used with the 444

Hidden Markov Model library, Pfam-A, from version 32.0 of the Pfam database [11]. 445

Calculating k-mers 446

Since the genome sequences in the fasta files could be from either strand, a k-mer and 447

its reverse-complement sequence are synonymous. They were therefore counted in pairs. 448

In the matrix, they are represented by the sequence, which comes alphabetically first. 449

Random Forest: Data pre-processing 450

Four different genomic representations were used for the machine learning algorithm: A 451

matrix of the presence/absence of genes (based on the Roary pangenome output), a 452

matrix of copy numbers of the Pfam domains, and two matrices of the number of 453

nucleotide k-mers of length 8 and 9. The rows of the matrices represented strains, and 454

each column contained information about a specific gene, Pfam domain, or k-mer. Those 455

genes, Pfam domains, or k-mers, which were either present in nearly all genomes (more 456

than 98%) or absent in nearly all genomes (more than 98%), were removed from the 457

matrices to reduce noise (pruning). This removes annotation errors as well as features 458

with little information in a machine learning context. Genes/Pfam domains/k-mers 459

with identical profiles for all the strains (always co-occurring) were collapsed into single 460

columns. The conditions the strains were grown under were also used as features. This 461

added three features to the models: Temperature, Volume, and Yeast. 462

Random Forest: Training 463

To implement the Random Forest, the RandomForestRegressor module of the python 464

module Scikit-learn [38] was used. The data set was randomly split into a training set of 465

257 strains (75% of the strains) and a test set of 85 strains (25% of the strains). A 466

random state has been set in the code to ensure deterministic behaviour. 467

Randomized 3-fold cross-validated grid-search for optimal parameters in the Random 468

Forest (RF) was performed on the training data. The grid was 469

• n estimators=[10,50,100,150,200,250,...,750] 470

• max depth=[None,10,20,30,40,...,150] 471

• min samples split=[2,4,6,..,16] 472

• min samples leaf=[1,2,3,...,9] 473

• oob score = [True, False] 474

The max features parameter was kept to the default auto since there was a very large 475

number of features, many of which were noisy. The bootstrap parameter was also left 476

at the default True to use sampling with replacement. The parameters of the gene 477

model found by randomized 3-fold cross validated grid-search were ’n estimators’: 450, 478

’max depth’: None, ’min samples split’: 2, ’min samples leaf’: 1, ’oob score’: True for 479

the gene model. For the Pfam model they were ’n estimators’: 650, ’max depth’: 70, 480
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’min samples split’: 6, ’min samples leaf’: 4, ’oob score’: False. For the 8-mer model 481

they were ’n estimators’: 650, ’max depth’: 110, ’min samples split’: 4, 482

’min samples leaf’: 2, ’oob score’: False. For the 9-mer model they were ’n estimators’: 483

550, ’max depth’: 120, ’min samples split’: 4, ’min samples leaf’: 1, ’oob score’: False. 484

The models were trained on the training data using the identified optimal parameters. 485

Pipeline 486

Scripts and software requirements can be found at 487

https://github.com/signetang/bacterial phenotype genotype matching RFR. 488

Supporting information 489

S1 Fig. The 20 features with highest feature importances in the Pfam 490

model. Made using Shap [17]. The SHAP values indicate each feature value’s impact 491

on the prediction value. SHAP values are plotted for each feature, for each prediction. 492

The color indicates the feature value. Red means a higher value and blue means a lower 493

value. A positive SHAP value indicates that the feature for this data point impacted the 494

prediction towards a higher value (corresponding to a lower acidification rate). Features 495

which always co-occur are grouped together previous to building the RF model. 496
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S2 Fig. The 20 features with highest feature importances in the 9-mer 497

model. Made using Shap [17]. The SHAP values indicate each feature value’s impact 498

on the prediction value. SHAP values are plotted for each feature, for each prediction. 499

The color indicates the feature value. Red means a higher value and blue means a lower 500

value. A positive SHAP value indicates that the feature for this data point impacted the 501

prediction towards a higher value (corresponding to a lower acidification rate). Features 502

which always co-occur are grouped together previous to building the RF model. 503
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S3 Fig. The 20 features with highest feature importances in the 8-mer 504

model. Made using Shap [17]. The SHAP values indicate each feature value’s impact 505

on the prediction value. SHAP values are plotted for each feature, for each prediction. 506

The color indicates the feature value. Red means a higher value and blue means a lower 507

value. A positive SHAP value indicates that the feature for this data point impacted the 508

prediction towards a higher value (corresponding to a lower acidification rate). Features 509

which always co-occur are grouped together previous to building the RF model. 510
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S4 Fig. Evaluation of model on training set. Predicted training set values 511

plotted against the actual values of the maximum hourly acidification rate. Perfect 512

predictions would produce a line where y = x. The distributions of the predicted values 513

and the actual values are shown above and to the right of the plot respectively. L. lactis 514

subsp. lactis strains are colored green and L. lactis subsp. cremoris strains are colored 515

blue. For each model, three scores evaluate the accuracy of the predictions: The 516

Explained Variance, the Pearson Correlation, and the Root Mean Square Error. 517
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S1 File. The Pfam domains with the highest feature importances and the 518

genes in which they occur. 519

S2 File. The 9-mers with the highest feature importances and the genes 520

in which they occur. 521

S3 File. The 8-mers with the highest feature importances and the genes 522

in which they occur. 523

S4 File. The four Pfam domains in PrtP and the genes in which they 524

were present. 525

S5 File. Names of complete RefSeq genomes. 526

S6 File. Gene matrix. Input matrix for the Random Forest. This text file contains 527

6759 semicolon-separated columns in 343 lines. The first line is a header. The first 528

column contains the strain IDs, the second column contains the subspecies annotations, 529

and the following columns contain presence/absence of genes (1s and 0s). A column can 530

represent multiple genes if their occurrence profiles are identical - in those cases the IDs 531

in the column header are comma-separated. 532

S7 File. Pfam matrix. Input matrix for the Random Forest. This text file contains 533

563 semicolon-separated columns in 343 lines. The first line is a header. The first 534

column contains the strain IDs, the second column contains the subspecies annotations, 535

and the following columns contain counts of Pfam domains. A column can represent 536

multiple Pfam domains if their occurrence profiles are identical - in those cases the IDs 537

in the column header are comma-separated. 538

S8 File. 8mer matrix. Input matrix for the Random Forest. This text file contains 539

774 semicolon-separated columns in 343 lines. The first line is a header. The first 540

column contains the strain IDs, the second column contains the subspecies annotations, 541

and the following columns contain counts of reverse-complement 8-mer pairs. A column 542

can represent multiple such pairs if their occurrence profiles are identical - in those cases 543

the IDs in the column header are comma-separated. Only the alphabetically first 8-mer 544

in the pairs are used in the column headers. 545

S9 File. 9mer matrix. Input matrix for the Random Forest. This text file contains 546

12615 semicolon-separated columns in 343 lines. The first line is a header. The first 547

column contains the strain IDs, the second column contains the subspecies annotations, 548

and the following columns contain counts of reverse-complement 9-mer pairs. A column 549

can represent multiple such pairs if their occurrence profiles are identical - in those cases 550

the IDs in the column header are comma-separated. Only the alphabetically first 9-mer 551

in the pairs are used in the column headers. 552

S10 File. Phenotype matrix. Input matrix for the Random Forest. This file 553

contains 13 semicolon-separated columns in 243 lines. The first line is a header. The 554

first column contains the strain IDs and the following columns contain Vmax values 555

under the different conditions. 556
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S11 File. Genes for pH regulation in L. lactis, which did not show up 557

among the most important features in feature importance analysis. Gene 558

names and corresponding Uniprot IDs found in the strains. 559
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The Pfam domains with the highest feature im-
portances and the genes in which they occur
PF00639.16

3153_T0UR35, prsA, Foldase protein PrsA 100

4201_Q02VE3, prsA, Foldase protein PrsA 44

6605_A0A0V8ESF4, prsA, Foldase protein PrsA 21

8347_Q02VE3, prsA, Foldase protein PrsA 12

13975_A0A0V8ESF4, prsA, Foldase protein PrsA 3

PF02502.13

759_G0WJQ6, lacB, Galactose-6-phosphate isomerase subunit LacB 280

760_P23494, lacA, Galactose-6-phosphate isomerase subunit LacA 280

2768_A2RJU5, rpiB, Ribose 5-phosphate isomerase B 109

21995_A0A084ACR2, U725_00770, Ribose-5-phosphate isomerase 1

21993_A0A084ACR2, U725_00770, Ribose-5-phosphate isomerase 1

21994_A0A084ACR2, U725_00770, Ribose-5-phosphate isomerase 1

21992_A0A084ACR2, U725_00770, Ribose-5-phosphate isomerase 1

21991_A0A084ACR2, U725_00770, Ribose-5-phosphate isomerase 1

PF02254.13

1793_U6EQS3, BN927_01504, Potassium uptake protein, integral membrane component, KtrA 185

dtype: int64

PF02386.11

1798_U6ERA5, BN927_01503, Potassium uptake protein, integral membrane component, KtrB 184

14146_U6ERA5, BN927_01503, Potassium uptake protein, integral membrane component, KtrB 1

dtype: int64

PF13493.1

1957_A0A552YY26, FNJ58_01005, Sensor histidine kinase KdpD 111

4393_A0A2X0R081, kdpD, Sensor protein KdpD 47

9370_G6F913, LLCRE1631_00006, Histidine kinase 7

PF02669.10

1959_A0A0A7T690, kdpC, Potassium-transporting ATPase KdpC subunit 142

7433_G6F909, kdpC, Potassium-transporting ATPase KdpC subunit 15

8338_A0A0A7T690, kdpC, Potassium-transporting ATPase KdpC subunit 10

22051_A0A0A7T690, kdpC, Potassium-transporting ATPase KdpC subunit 1

22052_A0A0A7T690, kdpC, Potassium-transporting ATPase KdpC subunit 1

22050_A0A0A7T690, kdpC, Potassium-transporting ATPase KdpC subunit 1

PF03814.10

3291_A0A3N6L743, kdpA, Potassium-transporting ATPase potassium-binding subunit 88

5174_A0A4U1N4I2, kdpA, Potassium-transporting ATPase potassium-binding subunit 34

5173_A0A4U1N4I2, kdpA, Potassium-transporting ATPase potassium-binding subunit 28

6588_A0A1V0P1X6, kdpA, Potassium-transporting ATPase potassium-binding subunit 19

21875_A0A4U1N4I2, kdpA, Potassium-transporting ATPase potassium-binding subunit 1

PF02702.12

1957_A0A552YY26, FNJ58_01005, Sensor histidine kinase KdpD 111

4393_A0A2X0R081, kdpD, Sensor protein KdpD 51

9370_G6F913, LLCRE1631_00006, Histidine kinase 8

PF07274.7

853_A0A0B8QQW5, E34_1702, DUF1440 domain-containing protein 246

4213_A0A0A7T7J0, D4M07_10125, DUF1440 domain-containing protein 46

PF11361.3

837_U6ENZ7, BN927_02559, Uncharacterized protein 246

3308_T2F4S2, kw2_0761, Uncharacterized protein 1

PF01432.15

1770_Q9CEV7, pepF, Oligoendopeptidase F homolog 187

2852_T0W231, LLT1_12110, Oligopeptidase PepB 104

3982_T0WSF4, LLT3_09005, Oligopeptidase PepB 63

4031_T0WSF4, LLT3_09005, Oligopeptidase PepB 59

4234_A0A3N6KZX4, D6118_14265, Oligoendopeptidase F (Fragment) 43

10378_T0W231, LLT1_12110, Oligopeptidase PepB 6

11367_A0A3N6KZX4, D6118_14265, Oligoendopeptidase F (Fragment) 5

13309_A0A3N6KZX4, D6118_14265, Oligoendopeptidase F (Fragment) 3

11375_T0UG73, LLT1_02400, Oligopeptidase PepB 3

14976_A0A3N6KZX4, D6118_14265, Oligoendopeptidase F (Fragment) 2

14981_T0WSF4, LLT3_09005, Oligopeptidase PepB 2

14980_A0A3N6KZX4, D6118_14265, Oligoendopeptidase F (Fragment) 2

18555_A0A3N6KZX4, D6118_14265, Oligoendopeptidase F (Fragment) 1

18551_A0A3N6KZX4, D6118_14265, Oligoendopeptidase F (Fragment) 1

18550_A0A3N6KZX4, D6118_14265, Oligoendopeptidase F (Fragment) 1

18549_A0A3N6KZX4, D6118_14265, Oligoendopeptidase F (Fragment) 1

PF07083.6

4078_A0A5D4G8H9, FYK05_04885, DUF1351 domain-containing protein 59

5959_G8P8D0, llh_10820, Uncharacterized protein 25

6250_A0A4R5MQX0, C5L16_001028, Uncharacterized protein 22

7333_U6EMK2, BN927_02080, Uncharacterized protein 15

9806_A0A0V8E0Y8, LMG9449_0693, Phage protein 8

12386_A0A1P8BLY1, DS98104_11, Uncharacterized protein 4

13595_A0A418ZKA1, D4M07_05760, DUF1351 domain-containing protein 3
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13063_A0A2Z3KHJ3, LL14B4_12765, Uncharacterized protein 2

15339_A0A1P8BLG1, DS98101_12, Uncharacterized protein 2

21535_A0A1B1IMV0, DS86501_11, Uncharacterized protein 1

20301_A0A199YP66, V425_10875, Uncharacterized protein 1

16090_A0A5D4G8H9, FYK05_04885, DUF1351 domain-containing protein 1

19432_A0A2Z3KE89, LL14B4_06080, Uncharacterized protein 1

PF12730.2

2721_A0A0V8EG05, E34_0809, ABC transporter permease 116

3693_A0A0V8EG05, E34_0809, ABC transporter permease 66

3667_A0A5D4GJ69, FYK05_02440, Lantibiotic ABC transporter permease 64

3670_Q48599, nisG, NisG 64

4151_A0A552YYN2, FNJ53_12290, ABC transporter permease 57

4150_A0A5E9J9T0, BU174_12365, ABC transporter permease 57

3327_A0A1V0PHD1, C5L16_002516, ABC transporter permease 46

7898_G6FG03, LLCRE1631_02446, Uncharacterized protein 12

8301_A0A1V0NUL7, LLJM4_1046, ABC transporter permease protein 11

9305_RXS50056, nan, hypothetical protein 9

8860_D2BQU2, LLKF_1218, ABC transporter, permease protein 6

11590_A0A0V8DPV6, LMG9449_2213, ABC transporter permease protein 5

10061_A0A0V8EGA7, N42_2256, Putative transporter trans-membrane domain bacteriocin immunity protein 5

11363_G0WJM2, smbT, PreSmb transportation protein 5

11139_Q9RAU9, lacG, LacG 5

10060_T0VBR6, LLT3_00175, Uncharacterized protein 5

12037_Q9RAU9, lacG, LacG 4

13350_O34115, lctG, LctG 3

13351_O34114, lctE, LctE 3

13734_A0A552YYN2, FNJ53_12290, ABC transporter permease 3

13733_A0A5E9J9T0, BU174_12365, ABC transporter permease 3

7565_A0A1V0NUQ4, LLCC_2147, ABC transporter permease protein 1

1619_A0A552YMR9, FNJ58_11205, ABC transporter permease 1

22549_A0A098CZD1, LGMT14_02210, Transport permease protein 1

PF12730.2

2721_A0A0V8EG05, E34_0809, ABC transporter permease 116

3693_A0A0V8EG05, E34_0809, ABC transporter permease 66

3667_A0A5D4GJ69, FYK05_02440, Lantibiotic ABC transporter permease 64

3670_Q48599, nisG, NisG 64

4151_A0A552YYN2, FNJ53_12290, ABC transporter permease 57

4150_A0A5E9J9T0, BU174_12365, ABC transporter permease 57

3327_A0A1V0PHD1, C5L16_002516, ABC transporter permease 46

7898_G6FG03, LLCRE1631_02446, Uncharacterized protein 12

8301_A0A1V0NUL7, LLJM4_1046, ABC transporter permease protein 11

9305_RXS50056, nan, hypothetical protein 9

8860_D2BQU2, LLKF_1218, ABC transporter, permease protein 6

11590_A0A0V8DPV6, LMG9449_2213, ABC transporter permease protein 5

10061_A0A0V8EGA7, N42_2256, Putative transporter trans-membrane domain bacteriocin immunity protein 5

11363_G0WJM2, smbT, PreSmb transportation protein 5

11139_Q9RAU9, lacG, LacG 5

10060_T0VBR6, LLT3_00175, Uncharacterized protein 5

12037_Q9RAU9, lacG, LacG 4

13350_O34115, lctG, LctG 3

13351_O34114, lctE, LctE 3

13734_A0A552YYN2, FNJ53_12290, ABC transporter permease 3

13733_A0A5E9J9T0, BU174_12365, ABC transporter permease 3

7565_A0A1V0NUQ4, LLCC_2147, ABC transporter permease protein 1

1619_A0A552YMR9, FNJ58_11205, ABC transporter permease 1

22549_A0A098CZD1, LGMT14_02210, Transport permease protein 1

PF05649.8

685_A0A552YTN0, pepO, Endopeptidase PepO 176

2313_G0WJP0, orf33, Oligoendopeptidase O 105

6385_A0A1V0PIK6, C5L16_000247, Oligoendopeptidase O 18

5690_A0A1V0PDD4, LLJM1_MP0164, Oligoendopeptidase O 13

2045_A0A552YGA9, FNJ53_13730, Peptidase M13 (Fragment) 8

11041_T0TDV5, LLT6_15115, Peptidase M13 4

11035_G0WJP0, orf33, Oligoendopeptidase O 3

14190_A0A1V0PDD4, LLJM1_MP0164, Oligoendopeptidase O 1

9154_A0A0B8QME1, JCM5805K_2315, Predicted metalloendopeptidase 1

PF02486.14

3424_T0VDW8, LLT3_10780, Replication initiation protein 75

3634_A0A2A9ISH2, BW154_01510, Transcriptional regulator 74

3600_D2BN15, LLKF_0307, Transcriptional regulator, Cro/CI family 70

4557_A0A5D4G3I1, FYK05_08965, Replication initiation factor domain-containing protein 46

4715_G6FEC2, LLCRE1631_01865, HTH cro/C1-type domain-containing protein 41

6230_A0A1V0P0E9, LLUC06_0643, Phosphoglucomutase 21

6375_Q2VHS6, orf4, Putative replication initiation factor 19

6863_A0A1V0NZV7, LLUC06_0361, Transcriptional regulator 18

7255_A0A4V2E0I5, EQJ87_03990, Replication initiation protein 17

7304_T0WQZ9, LLT3_02030, Uncharacterized protein 13

8688_A0A1V0NZV7, LLUC06_0361, Transcriptional regulator 11

8493_G8PA44, llh_14170, Putative replication initiation factor 10

8377_A0A1V0PFQ2, C5L16_000944, Transcriptional regulator, Cro/CI family 10

9107_D2BMA3, LLKF_2243, Replication initiation factor 9

9476_A0A2X0QYV8, AMHIJAGA_01004, Uncharacterized protein 7

9391_A0A1E7G1U0, AJ89_13205, Transcriptional regulator 7
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10392_A0A2X0SKP3, AMHIJAGA_01013, Rol_Rep_N domain-containing protein 6

9991_A0A2X0SKP3, AMHIJAGA_01013, Rol_Rep_N domain-containing protein 6

11488_A0A1E7G0I8, AJ89_13775, Cro/Cl family transcriptional regulator 5

11906_A0A2X0QYV8, AMHIJAGA_01004, Uncharacterized protein 4

13518_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 3

11090_A0A2A5SJF4, RU90_GL001998, Transcriptional regulator, Cro/CI family 3

13869_A0A2A9ISH2, BW154_01510, Transcriptional regulator 3

15730_A0A084ABP4, U725_01116, Cro/Cl family transcriptional regulator 2

12988_Q2VHS6, orf4, Putative replication initiation factor 2

19885_O32790, repD, RepD protein 1

19395_A0A0V8CKI1, KF282_2515, Transcriptional regulator Cro/CI family 1

22744_A0A3N6KY75, D6118_05875, XRE family transcriptional regulator 1

18686_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

18673_T0WSY5, LLT3_13775, Uncharacterized protein (Fragment) 1

18873_A0A2X0QYV8, AMHIJAGA_01004, Uncharacterized protein 1

PF04103.10

6622_A0A552YRV6, FNJ58_07630, Uncharacterized protein 19

11249_A0A552XIB5, FNJ55_06855, DUF4190 domain-containing protein 4

PF04967.7

4874_T0V290, LLT1_13610, Uncharacterized protein 6

4361_Q04379, nan, L.lactis plasmid pSL2 replication region (ClaI-PvuI) DNA for putative replication protein 5

6433_O54684, nan, HTH arsR-type domain-containing protein 3

7569_A0A1V0PDX7, LLJM1_pE07, RepB family protein 1

6317_G6FG90, LLCRE1631_02533, Uncharacterized protein 1

13272_T0SAH5, LLT6_03400, Uncharacterized protein (Fragment) 1

1934_Q7DH39, pLd9_2, Uncharacterized protein 1

9247_T0VID9, LLT3_00155, RepB family protein 1

11704_A0A084ADA2, U725_00534, Uncharacterized protein 1

13842_Q4LEN6, nan, Uncharacterized protein 1

18814_T0SAH5, LLT6_03400, Uncharacterized protein (Fragment) 1

PF02796.10

3148_G0WJP3, orf30, Site-specific recombinase 99

3156_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 97

2135_A0A1V0NX14, pinR, DNA invertase 54

3949_A0A098CZA4, hin_1, DNA-invertase hin 49

4458_A0A552Z1N1, FNJ53_14105, Recombinase family protein 47

4979_A0A4U1MYN0, E6O52_11720, Recombinase family protein 30

8126_A0A552Z1N1, FNJ53_14105, Recombinase family protein 19

6774_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 19

6955_A0A552YH52, FNJ58_14035, Recombinase family protein 18

6273_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 17

7334_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 16

7894_A0A098CZA4, hin_1, DNA-invertase hin 12

8110_A0A5D4GT25, FYK05_00070, Helix-turn-helix domain-containing protein (Fragment) 12

7684_A0A0D4CCF0, nan, Resolvase 11

8421_A0A2Z3KH92, LL14B4_03190, Resolvase 11

8419_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 11

9165_A0A098CZA4, hin_1, DNA-invertase hin 9

9533_G0WJP3, orf30, Site-specific recombinase 8

7903_A0A1V0NLP6, LLUC11_0642, Resolvase 8

9972_A0A4U1MYN0, E6O52_11720, Recombinase family protein 7

8802_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 7

8438_A0A0H1RIT1, VN91_2610, Transposon DNA-invertase 7

9961_G0WJP3, orf30, Site-specific recombinase 7

10448_A0A552YH52, FNJ58_14035, Recombinase family protein 6

11064_G0WJP3, orf30, Site-specific recombinase 5

11061_A0A098CY12, hin_2, DNA-invertase hin 4

11951_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 4

11947_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 4

11270_A0A0H1RQJ7, VN91_0505, Transposon Tn1546 resolvase 4

12645_A0A3B0GFY4, D8M10_09985, Helix-turn-helix domain-containing protein 4

11074_A0A0H1RIT1, VN91_2610, Transposon DNA-invertase 3

13025_A0A552YH52, FNJ58_14035, Recombinase family protein 3

13046_A0A4U1MYN0, E6O52_11720, Recombinase family protein 3

13023_A0A098CZA4, hin_1, DNA-invertase hin 2

13027_T0W9D4, LLT1_01405, Resolvase/invertase-type recombinase catalytic domain-containing protein 2

14200_A0A552X906, FNJ55_14345, Recombinase family protein 2

16804_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 1

16814_A0A552Z1N1, FNJ53_14105, Recombinase family protein 1

20534_A0A5C8JGG7, FVP42_11265, Recombinase family protein 1

16810_A0A552YH52, FNJ58_14035, Recombinase family protein 1

16813_A0A0M2ZYY4, VN96_0422, CRISPR locus-like DNA-binding protein 1

16799_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 1

20312_A0A098CZA4, hin_1, DNA-invertase hin 1

16777_A0A098CZA4, hin_1, DNA-invertase hin 1

16802_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 1

14238_A0A552YH52, FNJ58_14035, Recombinase family protein 1

14222_A0A098CZA4, hin_1, DNA-invertase hin 1

14202_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 1

16801_G0WJP3, orf30, Site-specific recombinase 1

16776_A0A1E7G0E7, AJ89_14420, Resolvase 1

16818_A0A199YR78, V425_09490, Transposon Tn552 DNA-invertase BinR 1
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The 9-mers with the highest feature importances
and the genes in which they occur
AGGGCCCAG / CTGGGCCCT

763_G0WJQ2, lacG, 6-phospho-beta-galactosidase 281

1933_G6F953, LLCRE1631_00046, Uncharacterized protein 16

1432_Q9CHW5, serC, Phosphoserine aminotransferase 4

16061_A0A1V0PDW7, LLJM1_pD08, Type IIS restriction endonuclease 1

11710_A0A1V0PDW2, LLJM1_pD07, Type IIS restriction/modification enzyme 1

14758_GCF_002148215.1_ASM214821v1_genomic, nan, hypothetical protein 1

CCGAGACCG / CGGTCTCGG

763_G0WJQ2, lacG, 6-phospho-beta-galactosidase 281

1459_A0A1V0NE97, FYK05_02750, Tim44 domain-containing protein 224

11727_A0A1V0NE97, FYK05_02750, Tim44 domain-containing protein 2

AAGATCTAC / GTAGATCTT

718_A0A5E9JHB6, BU174_06410, Glutamate synthase large subunit 229

720_A0A0B8QZB7, yhaM, 3’-5’ exoribonuclease YhaM 190

1787_A0A0A7T031, FYK05_06930, Cytochrome c-type biosis protein DsbD protein-disulfide reductase 182

1957_A0A552YY26, FNJ58_01005, Sensor histidine kinase KdpD 110

3164_A0A552XG60, FNJ55_08750, Helix-turn-helix transcriptional regulator 86

4393_A0A2X0R081, kdpD, Sensor protein KdpD 46

4619_A0A0B8QZB7, yhaM, 3’-5’ exoribonuclease YhaM 40

5054_A2RKX4, telC, Putative tellurium resistance protein 35

4605_A0A1V0P2E0, LLUC06_1421, Metallophos domain-containing protein 18

6818_A0A1V0P3T2, LLUC06_1890, Prophage protein 18

3822_A2RLN2, llmg_1628, Putative secreted protein 17

5961_A0A552XJP5, FNJ55_05160, DUF4767 domain-containing protein 15

7300_A0A1V0PDT6, LLJM1_pC10, DNA restrictase, restriction system type III 14

2027_GCF_000014545.1_ASM1454v1_genomic, nan, hypothetical protein 10

2167_T0W5N0, metE, 5-methyltetrahydropteroyltriglutamate--homocysteine methyltransferase 10

1232_Q9CE01, pepX, Xaa-Pro dipeptidyl-peptidase 8

9370_G6F913, LLCRE1631_00006, Histidine kinase 7

9530_A0A0V8E467, M20_1414, Glycosyltransferase 6

10183_A0A5D4GGJ8, FYK05_06720, Uncharacterized protein 6

8862_D2BQU4, npkS, Hybrid nonribosomal peptide synthetase/polyketide synthase 6

9515_A0A552YXF7, FNJ53_12860, Restriction endonuclease subunit S 5

12568_A0A2A9IR26, BW154_10055, McbB family protein 4

12629_Q02YN3, LACR_1424, Type I restriction-modification system methyltransferase subunit 4

11028_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 4

9409_A0A0V8E4G2, LMG9449_0570, Prophage ps1 protein 11 4

1678_G6FG47, LLCRE1631_02490, Uncharacterized protein 4

13625_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 3

11276_A0A0V8E7U2, M20_0717, Uncharacterized protein 3

3289_Q9AZS9, orf43, Portal protein 3

13488_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 3

4115_Q7DH38, hsdS, Type I R/M system specificity subunit 3

15277_A0A418ZNG0, D4M07_01510, XRE family transcriptional regulator 2

14291_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 2

15102_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 2

10513_Q8GRC4, hsdS, Type I R/M system specificity subunit 2

6143_Q02ZU2, LACR_0988, DUF4767 domain-containing protein 2

15402_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 2

15236_A0A552YX59, FNJ58_01435, NAD-dependent epimerase/dehydratase family protein 2

16367_A0A0M2ZQE9, VN96_1798, Serine/threonine protein phosphatase 1

18599_A0A2A5RL87, RU85_GL000973, AlwI restriction endonuclease 1

6488_T0UC80, LLT7_14850, Uncharacterized protein 1

12965_A0A0V8BKJ3, LKF67_1710, Type I restriction-modification system specificity subunit S 1

6484_U6EQ36, BN927_00037, Type I restriction-modification system,specificity subunit S 1

21772_Q9AZJ2, orf17, Orf17 1

9933_G6FG91, LLCRE1631_02534, Type I site-specific deoxyribonuclease 1

20178_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

7351_A0A1V0P117, LLUC06_0958, Prophage TAL 1

3714_A0A3N6N586, D6118_07250, Metallophosphoesterase 1

3172_H2AM39, hsdS, Putative methylase S 1

19861_A0A0V8CX02, LMG8520_2307, Phage N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase 1

1130_A0A0B8R0U6, acpS, Holo-[acyl-carrier-protein] synthase 1

6223_A0A5D4GE92, FYK05_04305, Phage portal protein 1

12307_A0A2A5SNV9, RU92_GL001671, Restriction endonuclease 1

GCCGTCGAC / GTCGACGGC

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 132

378_H5SYE2, gyrB, DNA gyrase subunit B 35

8980_A0A2N5WBV3, rstR_2, Cryptic phage CTXphi transcriptional repressor RstR 10

6105_A0A4U1N3H8, E6O52_04885, Uncharacterized protein 8

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 6

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 4

622_A0A4U1N0I6, E6O52_13445, Multidrug efflux MFS transporter 1

22710_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

22691_A0A0M2ZP19, VN96_2651, Type VII secretion-associated serine protease mycosin, mycP 1

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 1

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1
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AGAGTCCGG / CCGGACTCT

756_P23531, lacE, PTS system lactose-specific EIICB component 280

3516_T2F7S7, kw2_1739, Cell surface protein 18

8981_A0A2A9IQ55, BW151_05360, Uncharacterized protein 10

4012_A2RKM7, arsA, Arsenical pump-driving ATPase 8

11235_A0A443L7J1, EO246_10615, Glycoside hydrolase, family 25 4

3328_A0A5E9JJ36, BU174_07780, Serine protease 2

19564_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

CCGGGTAGC / GCTACCCGG

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 141

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 6

1543_A0A1V0NCX9, LL275_0137, ABC transporter permease protein 3

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 3

12934_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 2

15258_A0A224X4G4, RsY01_1176, N6_N4_Mtase domain-containing protein 2

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 2

15349_A0A098CZN7, rmlA1_2, Glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase 1 2

16396_Q7M177, nan, Lactocepin (Fragments) 1

19357_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

6213_A0A552XBB2, FNJ55_13240, DUF389 domain-containing protein 1

GCCAGGGAC / GTCCCTGGC

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 137

5684_A2RL04, traD, Conjugal transfer protein TraD 15

9290_T0S4R4, LLT6_13070, Uncharacterized protein 9

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 6

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 3

8127_A0A1V0NBY2, LL275_pA091, Recombinase/resolvase/invertase 3

811_H5SXV8, floL, Flotillin-like protein 3

5570_A0A0V8EQI8, N42_0733, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 3

9678_A0A4R5N3T8, C5L16_001374, Uncharacterized protein 2

686_A0A0B8QRZ5, JCM5805K_2525, Carbon starvation protein A 2

22700_Q7M177, nan, Lactocepin (Fragments) 1

19125_A0A2X0STZ2, AMHIJAGA_01418, Uncharacterized protein 1

22693_A0A1V0PDD3, LLJM1_MP0161, Lactoceptin PrtP 1

22699_Q7M177, nan, Lactocepin (Fragments) 1

16395_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 1

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

1753_A0A552YRJ7, FNJ58_07930, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 1

22708_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 1

16396_Q7M177, nan, Lactocepin (Fragments) 1

CTACCCGGC / GCCGGGTAG

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 141

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 6

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 3

12934_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 2

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 2

16396_Q7M177, nan, Lactocepin (Fragments) 1

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

14082_A0A4Q7DLN6, EQJ87_11380, Uncharacterized protein 1

12945_A0A1V0NN90, LLUC11_1145, Uncharacterized protein 1

CGCGGCGTA / TACGCCGCG

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 138

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 6

12934_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 3

2765_T0WUH0, LLT3_06515, Multidrug ABC transporter ATP-binding protein 2

19803_A0A343JPS6, 57001_11, Neck passage structure 1

16395_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

22717_Q9AIQ2, prtP, PrtP 1

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 1

22691_A0A0M2ZP19, VN96_2651, Type VII secretion-associated serine protease mycosin, mycP 1

11105_A0A343JPS6, 57001_11, Neck passage structure 1

20052_A0A343JPS6, 57001_11, Neck passage structure 1

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 1

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

CGCCGCGGC / GCCGCGGCG

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 139

2633_A2RLX5, copA, Copper/potassium-transporting ATPase 111

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 6

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 3

12934_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 2

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 2

22693_A0A1V0PDD3, LLJM1_MP0161, Lactoceptin PrtP 1

16396_Q7M177, nan, Lactocepin (Fragments) 1

19491_A0A552YP00, FNJ58_09685, Uncharacterized protein 1

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

CGCAGCCCC / GGGGCTGCG

614_A0A0A7SYJ0, ytoI, CBS domain-containing protein 107
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457_A0A0A7SWZ7, D4M07_07450, HAD family hydrolase 78

3769_Q9CH23, tagZ, Teichoic acid biosynthesis protein 68

3885_Q9CGA7, citF, Citrate lyase alpha chain 62

1914_A0A0V8EKC4, leuB, 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase 57

3452_Q9CH23, tagZ, Teichoic acid biosynthesis protein 57

3901_A0A5E9JIP8, argC, N-acetyl-gamma-glutamyl-phosphate reductase 56

3209_A2RHW4, llmg_0246, NAD(P)-bd_dom domain-containing protein 34

599_G6FCB7, LLCRE1631_01160, MFS domain-containing protein 33

6332_G8P623, argC, N-acetyl-gamma-glutamyl-phosphate reductase 11

3224_A0A3N6LC00, leuB, 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase 4

9079_A0A0A7SYJ0, ytoI, CBS domain-containing protein 3

16153_A0A5E9JIP8, argC, N-acetyl-gamma-glutamyl-phosphate reductase 2

20552_A0A0V8EPM4, N42_1004, Putative CDP-glycosylpolyol phosphate:glycosylpolyol glycosylpolyolphosphotransferase 1

22241_A0A0V8EPM4, N42_1004, Putative CDP-glycosylpolyol phosphate:glycosylpolyol glycosylpolyolphosphotransferase 1

16281_Q9CH23, tagZ, Teichoic acid biosynthesis protein 1

13913_T0S6L0, argC, N-acetyl-gamma-glutamyl-phosphate reductase 1

22423_G8P6I3, llh_9195, Uncharacterized protein 1

22422_G8P6I3, llh_9195, Uncharacterized protein 1

11952_A0A552YWL0, FNJ58_01190, MFS transporter 1

16152_T0S6L0, argC, N-acetyl-gamma-glutamyl-phosphate reductase 1

ACTGGGCCC / GGGCCCAGT

763_G0WJQ2, lacG, 6-phospho-beta-galactosidase 281

2822_T0VIZ6, LLT3_03140, Glyoxalase 106

1073_A0A0B8QXM0, FYK05_10510, Glyoxalase family protein 50

10647_A0A552XDM7, FNJ55_11285, Glycosyltransferase family 4 protein 6

1432_Q9CHW5, serC, Phosphoserine aminotransferase 4

3832_A0A5D4GFQ0, FYK05_05065, Phage tail tape measure protein 1

4612_Q02ZE2, LACR_1146, Minor tail protein gp26-like protein 1

16061_A0A1V0PDW7, LLJM1_pD08, Type IIS restriction endonuclease 1

11710_A0A1V0PDW2, LLJM1_pD07, Type IIS restriction/modification enzyme 1

14758_GCF_002148215.1_ASM214821v1_genomic, nan, hypothetical protein 1

GATCTAACC / GGTTAGATC

2374_A0A1E7G582, AJ89_04985, Cation transporter 112

3148_G0WJP3, orf30, Site-specific recombinase 92

4005_B7SFX6, pyrF_1, Orotidine 5’-phosphate decarboxylase 60

3949_A0A098CZA4, hin_1, DNA-invertase hin 43

5104_A0A1E7G225, AJ89_10755, Acyl_transf_3 domain-containing protein 29

5475_A0A552YKS5, FNJ58_11750, Site-specific integrase 26

3156_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 24

6741_A0A1V0P056, pyrF, Orotidine 5’-phosphate decarboxylase 19

6955_A0A552YH52, FNJ58_14035, Recombinase family protein 17

7764_A0A1E7G0A0, AJ89_14585, Uncharacterized protein 14

8204_A0A3N6KUH8, D6118_08800, Uncharacterized protein 12

8220_A0A3N6MWZ8, D6118_08885, Uncharacterized protein 12

8619_A0A084A9S6, U725_01810, Ser/Thr protein Kinase 11

8910_A0A199YQN0, V425_11060, Uncharacterized protein 10

8126_A0A552Z1N1, FNJ53_14105, Recombinase family protein 9

4979_A0A4U1MYN0, E6O52_11720, Recombinase family protein 9

9701_A0A0D6E075, LACPI_2408, Peptidase C51 domain-containing protein 8

5512_A0A451F063, nan, UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase 7

9533_G0WJP3, orf30, Site-specific recombinase 7

9165_A0A098CZA4, hin_1, DNA-invertase hin 6

2361_A0A1V0P8B2, dnaG, DNA primase 6

10062_A0A0V8EGR7, N42_2255, ABC-type multidrug transport system ATPase component 5

9961_G0WJP3, orf30, Site-specific recombinase 5

11064_G0WJP3, orf30, Site-specific recombinase 4

2859_A0A1V0NK65, LLUC11_0135, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 4

10448_A0A552YH52, FNJ58_14035, Recombinase family protein 4

7684_A0A0D4CCF0, nan, Resolvase 4

12744_U6ENV9, BN927_02475, Phage tail fibers 4

9972_A0A4U1MYN0, E6O52_11720, Recombinase family protein 2

6273_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 2

...

22152_S6EZI1, int, Integrase 1

16810_A0A552YH52, FNJ58_14035, Recombinase family protein 1

7334_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 1

11947_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 1

18598_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

16818_A0A199YR78, V425_09490, Transposon Tn552 DNA-invertase BinR 1

8802_K4G131, nan, Site-specific recombinase 1

16815_A0A3N6KLK1, D6118_13800, Recombinase family protein 1

16530_A0A1E7G232, AJ89_10750, Acyl_transf_3 domain-containing protein 1

11074_A0A0H1RIT1, VN91_2610, Transposon DNA-invertase 1

4757_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

16533_A0A1E7G232, AJ89_10750, Acyl_transf_3 domain-containing protein 1

16532_A0A1E7G232, AJ89_10750, Acyl_transf_3 domain-containing protein 1

16801_G0WJP3, orf30, Site-specific recombinase 1

13027_T0W9D4, LLT1_01405, Resolvase/invertase-type recombinase catalytic domain-containing protein 1

18506_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

18956_A0A3S4MEU3, EO246_00770, XRE family transcriptional regulator 1

6719_A0A3N6L7S0, AMHIJAGA_01412, Site-specific integrase 1

16531_A0A1E7G232, AJ89_10750, Acyl_transf_3 domain-containing protein 1

14238_A0A552YH52, FNJ58_14035, Recombinase family protein 1

14200_A0A552X906, FNJ55_14345, Recombinase family protein 1

16534_A0A1E7G232, AJ89_10750, Acyl_transf_3 domain-containing protein 1

19845_A0A0V8BYZ0, LKF67_0683, Putative ATP-dependent endonuclease OLD family 1

11730_G6FG94, LLCRE1631_02537, Uncharacterized protein 1
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10282_G6FG94, LLCRE1631_02537, Uncharacterized protein 1

4458_A0A552Z1N1, FNJ53_14105, Recombinase family protein 1

8318_D2BPF9, LLKF_0693, Integrase/recombinase 1

10300_T2DII5, muc, Mucus-binding protein 1

16794_A0A098CY12, hin_2, DNA-invertase hin 1

16778_A0A3N6KLK1, D6118_13800, Recombinase family protein 1

CGGAACCCG / CGGGTTCCG

2349_A0A1E7G6T4, AJ89_02035, Diphosphomevalonate decarboxylase 112

725_H5SXG2, ygdA, Ribosome hibernation promoting factor 3

10995_A0A4U1N3P2, E6O52_02920, Type IV secretory system conjugative DNA transfer family protein 1

11066_A0A1V0NLG8, LLUC11_0585, Abortive infection protein 1

CGACCTACA / TGTAGGTCG

1798_U6ERA5, BN927_01503, Potassium uptake protein, integral membrane component, KtrB 184

689_T0SFM9, LLT6_11740, Molecular chaperone GroES 84

2927_A2RIU1, kup2, Probable potassium transport system protein kup 2 82

855_Q9CHU4, kup2, Probable potassium transport system protein kup 2 30

6170_A0A2X0R671, AMHIJAGA_03057, Uncharacterized protein 24

6165_A0A2X0SR36, AMHIJAGA_03059, Prophage pi3 protein 47, replisome organiser 18

6958_A0A5D4G9W6, FYK05_06675, Single-stranded DNA-binding protein 18

6225_A0A552XIA1, FNJ55_08010, Zinc-dependent alcohol dehydrogenase family protein 14

9289_A0A0V8BJY6, LKF67_1738, Alpha-D-GlcNAc alpha-12-L-rhamnosyltransferase 9

641_A0A2A9I5E7, BW151_04910, ABC transporter 6

4936_A0A3Q9TCW2, nan, Glycosyltransferase 6

11602_A0A2X0R8N9, AMHIJAGA_01393, DUF1972 domain-containing protein 5

214_A0A0V8DC55, asd, Aspartate-semialdehyde dehydrogenase 4

823_G8P569, llh_8075, Uncharacterized protein 3

14146_U6ERA5, BN927_01503, Potassium uptake protein, integral membrane component, KtrB 1

AGCCCTATG / CATAGGGCT

1879_A0A199YU45, V425_04615, Uncharacterized protein 172

3068_A0A4R5MRI2, C5L16_001022, Uncharacterized protein 94

4068_A0A1V0ND03, LL275_0166, DNA-binding helix-turn-helix protein 56

3735_A0A1V0P1M8, LLUC06_1164, Uncharacterized protein 55

4304_T0VG54, LLT3_12415, AMP-binding protein 49

5251_A0A0M2ZRS8, tagH, Teichoic acids export ATP-binding protein TagH 34

4881_Q9AZP3, orf19, Orf19 23

5385_A0A3N6KZ20, D6118_06795, DUF658 domain-containing protein 21

5893_K4EG45, pLP712_27, Uncharacterized protein 12

7717_A0A0V8AUD8, E34_0209, Glycosyltransferase RgpE 11

319_Q9CJ54, tgt, Queuine tRNA-ribosyltransferase 10

6073_S6ET33, lr2004, Rep_3 domain-containing protein 1

13785_Q9AZP3, orf19, Orf19 1

19581_A0A1B1IMP4, DS62501_47, Putative receptor binding protein 1

19168_no_reference_sequence, nan, ATP-dependent DNA helicase Rep 1

12444_no_reference_sequence, nan, Mannose-1-phosphate guanylyltransferase 1 1

CACGCTGCG / CGCAGCGTG

766_P23496, lacX, Protein LacX, plasmid 281

2052_T0VLT5, LLT1_02685, MFS transporter permease 138

96_A0A3N6L4H6, D6118_09825, ABC transporter ATP-binding protein 77

5492_A0A1V0PC36, LLJM3_2146, Helicase 16

8548_A0A3N6MUB6, D6118_10420, Uncharacterized protein 11

11809_T0VLT5, LLT1_02685, MFS transporter permease 4

3957_A0A1B1RSL6, FNJ55_13995, ATP-dependent Clp protease ATP-binding subunit 4

12319_A0A5E9J974, BU174_12355, Phage_integrase domain-containing protein 4

10916_A0A2Z5ZA93, LLCC_2854, Major facilitator superfamily permease 3

12149_GCF_002078855.1_ASM207885v1_genomic, nan, hypothetical protein 3
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The 8-mers with the highest feature importances
and the genes in which they occur
AACCGGGG / CCCCGGTT

1093_Q9CIE4, ligA, DNA ligase 229

1569_A0A1V0NFJ4, FYK05_05295, Uncharacterized protein 218

1605_A0A1V0NGV3, FYK05_03555, Alpha-1,2-mannosidase 211

271_A0A552YLZ9, FNJ58_10890, Carboxylate--amine ligase 143

1462_A0A1V0P2J4, LLUC06_1484, Uncharacterized protein 142

1955_Q07741, oppA, Oligopeptide-binding protein OppA 128

3379_A0A552YVN8, FNJ53_13720, Oligopeptide ABC transporter substrate-binding protein 63

3621_Q9CGA2, ymbJ, Uncharacterized protein 63

599_G6FCB7, LLCRE1631_01160, MFS domain-containing protein 46

4149_A0A552XPH1, spxB, Pyruvate oxidase 41

4606_Q9AZL2, orf53, Host-specificity 34

5378_G8P9N3, llh_11870, Pyruvate oxidase 32

5441_A0A1E7G583, AJ89_04505, Sugar ABC transporter permease 25

6413_T0WSF2, LLT3_08960, Peptide-binding protein 20

5077_A0A2Z5Z723, leuC, 3-isopropylmalate dehydratase large subunit 15

6414_A0A552YVN8, FNJ53_13720, Oligopeptide ABC transporter substrate-binding protein 13

3586_A2RIG2, llmg_0453, Similar to sucrose-specific PTS enzyme IIABC 11

7721_G8P4I3, llh_1250, Transport permease protein 11

7934_A0A0M2ZQE9, VN96_1798, Serine/threonine protein phosphatase 10

8628_A0A552YVN8, FNJ53_13720, Oligopeptide ABC transporter substrate-binding protein 10

8877_A0A2X0R1Q7, AMHIJAGA_01426, DZANK-type domain-containing protein 9

6033_A2RKR3, leuC, 3-isopropylmalate dehydratase large subunit 8

9656_A0A5D4GGJ8, FYK05_06720, Uncharacterized protein 8

9807_A0A552Z8H2, FNJ53_01980, Alpha-mannosidase 7

10281_A0A0V8BSM9, LKF24_1801, Alpha-12-mannosidase 6

3378_A0A552YLX2, FNJ58_11860, Oligopeptide ABC transporter substrate-binding protein 6

9876_A0A418ZNE6, D4M07_01460, Uncharacterized protein 6

3891_A0A199YQC2, V425_08775, Pyruvate oxidase 6

7817_A0A1V0NGV3, FYK05_03555, Alpha-1,2-mannosidase 5

1952_A0A0V8F5Q1, KF282_0779, Oligopeptide ABC transporter periplasmic oligopeptide-binding protein OppA 5

...

13553_R9QMT9, BM13_07, Putative regulatory protein 3

12251_A0A1V0PDI7, xseA, Exodeoxyribonuclease 7 large subunit 3

7936_Q8LTK0, orf45, Putative tail-host specificity protein 3

13543_A0A1E7G6X2, AJ89_02180, Rep_Org_C domain-containing protein 3

13611_A0A3S3LMM5, EO246_11575, Cyclase family protein 3

13991_Q9AZL2, orf53, Host-specificity 3

9863_A0A1V0NDZ0, LL275_0522, Prophage TAL protein 2

8742_A0A5D4GBJ0, FYK05_06745, PBECR4 domain-containing protein 2

2390_A2RJY0, purH, Bifunctional purine biosynthesis protein PurH 2

15711_T2DJZ9, ORF4, Putative tip pilin 2

15241_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 2

15249_A0A4Q7DS20, EQJ87_08675, Flippase 2

15541_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 2

15382_A0A1V0NRS4, LLJM4_pE38, Oligopeptide-binding protein oppA2 2

14262_S6ESE5, PphaDRAFT_1720, Uncharacterized protein 1

10831_A0A2X0R3D5, sle1, N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase sle1 1

19150_A0A5C8JJ07, FVP42_09395, Site-specific integrase 1

13992_G6FCN2, LLCRE1631_01275, Uncharacterized protein 1

17262_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

17325_A0A5E9JFK6, BU174_10220, Pyruvate oxidase 1

6311_A0A2Z5Z9V4, mobD, MobD 1

11259_A0A5D4GEK9, FYK05_04250, Prophage_tail domain-containing protein 1

17344_A0A5E9JFK6, BU174_10220, Pyruvate oxidase 1

20154_A0A1K2HFG3, SAMN02746068_01581, Sortase A 1

4240_G8P3H7, leuC, 3-isopropylmalate dehydratase large subunit 1

8294_G9BNK8, nan, Hypothetical truncated plasmid mobilization protein D 1

19330_Q38319, nan, Uncharacterized protein 1

19603_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

17272_Q8LTK0, orf45, Putative tail-host specificity protein 1

7933_A2RMW7, ps457, Hypothetical serine/threonine-rich protein P11E10.02c in chromosome I 1

CCTGGCCA / TGGCCAGG

1266_A0A5D4G8C0, FYK05_07765, Aldo/keto reductase 230

1172_Q9CFG0, purH, Bifunctional purine biosynthesis protein PurH 214

1689_A0A3B0GSN0, D8M10_10975, Beta-galactosidase 197

1782_A0A2Z3KMV2, FYK05_01170, Uncharacterized protein 183

710_A0A2A9IHU5, BW151_00910, Ferrous iron transport protein B 181

123_A0A0A7T473, D4M07_02195, ABC transporter permease 173

4130_A0A4U1N5Z5, E6O52_02045, Uncharacterized protein 50

4322_Q9AZX9, orf50, Orf50 48

372_H5SVZ7, ychF, Ribosome-binding ATPase YchF 45

257_Q9CDT1, uppS, Isoprenyl transferase 44

2289_A0A552XE81, FNJ55_10690, Biotin--[acetyl-CoA-carboxylase] ligase 34

5234_A0A084A793, U725_02694, Serine protease 34

6046_A0A552YRJ9, FNJ58_08500, Beta-galactosidase 26

3918_A0A0H1RIT8, LKF67_1881, GntR family transcriptional regulator 26

6098_A0A3N6KPU0, D6118_12180, Phage tail protein 20

5929_A0A5D4GPE8, FYK05_00510, Phage tail protein 20

7777_A0A0V8E0U6, LMG9449_0698, Uncharacterized protein 14

815_A0A1V0ND63, FYK05_11130, Glycosyltransferase 11

8136_A0A2A9IC12, BW151_00480, Uncharacterized protein 10

2376_T0UJF2, LLT7_04785, Histidine kinase 10

1
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6744_A0A1B1H1Y7, spaCB, Extracellular pilin protein, LPDTG anchored 8

8910_A0A199YQN0, V425_11060, Uncharacterized protein 8

7751_A0A3N6KPU0, D6118_12180, Phage tail protein 6

11756_A0A552XMU7, FNJ55_01905, Phage tail protein 5

11338_A0A5D4GE84, FYK05_04255, Phage tail protein 5

1658_A0A4U1N2C5, E6O52_09340, ABC transporter ATP-binding protein 4

9252_A0A552YL06, FNJ58_11545, Phage tail protein 4

13279_A0A3N6KPU0, D6118_12180, Phage tail protein 3

3169_T0VVJ5, LLT1_03515, Ig-like domain-containing protein 3

11304_S6FHF7, O9U_01445, Uncharacterized protein 3

14917_A0A5D4GPE8, FYK05_00510, Phage tail protein 2

285_O32810, deoD, Purine nucleoside phosphorylase DeoD-type 2

16119_A0A4U1N0F7, E6O52_07945, Beta-galactosidase 2

14336_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 2

11974_A0A0V8BWM0, D4M07_03645, Alpha-glucosidase 2

1794_G6FFL0, LLCRE1631_02303, Uncharacterized protein 2

15014_A0A0V8DLC1, LMG9449_2595, Uncharacterized protein 2

15591_A0A2A9IM14, BW154_06955, Mobilization protein 2

18325_A0A5D4GPE8, FYK05_00510, Phage tail protein 1

18303_A0A5D4GPE8, FYK05_00510, Phage tail protein 1

13281_A0A552YFD4, FNJ58_14740, Phage tail protein (Fragment) 1

10311_A0A2X0RBJ8, feoB, Ferrous iron transport protein B 1

12954_A0A0V8BMM8, LKF24_2067, Phage replicative DNA helicase repA 1

9754_A0A1V0NC18, LL275_pB20, LysM domain-containing protein 1

10596_A0A552YL06, FNJ58_11545, Phage tail protein 1

5641_A0A5E9JG24, BU174_09215, Phage holin 1

12816_A0A552XMU7, FNJ55_01905, Phage tail protein 1

18917_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

1129_A0A0V8BHN8, LKF24_2375, Copper-translocating P-type ATPase 1

18345_A0A5D4GPE8, FYK05_00510, Phage tail protein 1

841_H5SW69, ybcH, Hydrolase_4 domain-containing protein 1

18281_A0A5D4GPE8, FYK05_00510, Phage tail protein 1

19406_A0A2A9IPS2, BW154_00710, Glyco_trans_2-like domain-containing protein 1

12024_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

758_P23532, lacF, PTS system lactose-specific EIIA component 1

6237_A0A2Z3KDS5, LL14B4_04855, Phage holin 1

9815_A0A0V8DN08, LMG8520_0053, Beta-galactosidase 1

18227_A0A552YL06, FNJ58_11545, Phage tail protein 1

CGTATACG / CGTATACG

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 142

3921_A0A2Z5Z4J7, LLCC_0830, Polysaccharide biosynthesis export protein 54

4123_A0A1V0PCK8, LLJM3_2354, Polysaccharide biosynthesis export protein (Flippase) 40

4796_A0A1V0NI99, LL275_1998, Prophage BPP 39

1898_A0A1V0NSX1, BU174_02235, Transcriptional regulator 34

5391_T2F5Z1, kw2_1355, Cell surface protein 31

5452_A0A0B8QX55, JCM5805K_2776, Glycosyltransferase 31

4672_G6FFV4, LLCRE1631_02397, Uncharacterized protein 22

563_Q9CJD1, trpS, Tryptophan--tRNA ligase 19

1769_A0A1V0P5E4, LLUC06_2399, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 18

7718_A0A0V8AUD0, E34_0207, Alpha-D-GlcNAc alpha-12-L-rhamnosyltransferase 11

8178_G6FFV4, LLCRE1631_02397, Uncharacterized protein 10

8830_A0A0B8QN26, JCM5805K_1084, Nucleoside-diphosphate-sugar epimerases 10

6424_A0A5E9JFA6, BU174_10365, Polysaccharide transporter 9

8906_A0A2A9HLX0, BW151_11665, Mucus-binding protein 8

8849_A0A4S2TAU7, E5555_06535, Uncharacterized protein 7

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 6

11423_A0A2X0R2U4, fokIM, Site-specific DNA-methyltransferase (adenine-specific) 5

12508_A0A2X0PDB6, AMHIJAGA_00674, Uncharacterized protein 4

12148_GCF_002078855.1_ASM207885v1_genomic, nan, hypothetical protein 3

13736_A0A5E9J9X4, BU174_12380, DNA-binding response regulator 3

12176_A0A1V0PCZ1, LLJM1_MP0022, DNA polymerase IV 3

15814_Q9KJ09, nan, Uncharacterized protein 2

15111_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 2

15140_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 2

4544_A0A1V0P5E4, LLUC06_2399, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 2

14359_A0A3Q9T941, nan, Acyltransferase 2

15711_T2DJZ9, ORF4, Putative tip pilin 2

12934_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 1

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

20318_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

18841_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

21146_T2F5Z1, kw2_1355, Cell surface protein 1

22717_Q9AIQ2, prtP, PrtP 1

20500_A0A3N6KKI2, D6118_13535, DNA cytosine methyltransferase 1

6744_A0A1B1H1Y7, spaCB, Extracellular pilin protein, LPDTG anchored 1

6145_A0A3N6L7S0, AMHIJAGA_01412, Site-specific integrase 1

21145_T2F5Z1, kw2_1355, Cell surface protein 1

22691_A0A0M2ZP19, VN96_2651, Type VII secretion-associated serine protease mycosin, mycP 1

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 1

20570_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

4660_A0A1V0NJL3, LLUC11_pB10, Uncharacterized protein 1

17754_G6FFV4, LLCRE1631_02397, Uncharacterized protein 1

18873_A0A2X0QYV8, AMHIJAGA_01004, Uncharacterized protein 1

13269_G6FFV4, LLCRE1631_02397, Uncharacterized protein 1

2694_A0A084ADJ4, U725_00506, Uncharacterized protein 1

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 1

CCGGGTAG / CTACCCGG
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1578_Q9CG28, murI, Glutamate racemase 220

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 141

2048_A0A0A7T3I8, D4M07_07465, O-acetyl-L-homoserine sulfhydrolase / O-acetyl-L-serine sulfhydrolase 125

1913_A0A4V5Q0N0, E6O52_06855, O-acetylhomoserine aminocarboxypropyltransferase/cysteine synthase 88

6647_G8P8Z4, llh_14185, ADP-ribose pyrophosphatase 20

2145_A0A552XCE3, FNJ55_12305, Sugar ABC transporter permease 12

8619_A0A084A9S6, U725_01810, Ser/Thr protein Kinase 11

8098_Q9CG28, murI, Glutamate racemase 10

6868_A0A0V8AUQ3, CYU10_001094, O-acetyl-L-homoserine sulfhydrolase / O-acetyl-L-serine sulfhydrolase 9

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 6

10450_G8P8Z4, llh_14185, ADP-ribose pyrophosphatase 6

1543_A0A1V0NCX9, LL275_0137, ABC transporter permease protein 3

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 3

12148_GCF_002078855.1_ASM207885v1_genomic, nan, hypothetical protein 3

11021_Q8LTK0, orf45, Putative tail-host specificity protein 3

15349_A0A098CZN7, rmlA1_2, Glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase 1 2

12934_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 2

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 2

15258_A0A224X4G4, RsY01_1176, N6_N4_Mtase domain-containing protein 2

19357_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

14203_G8P8Z4, llh_14185, ADP-ribose pyrophosphatase 1

12945_A0A1V0NN90, LLUC11_1145, Uncharacterized protein 1

18462_Q6QPZ1, llaJIM2, M2.LlaJI 1

14754_GCF_002148215.1_ASM214821v1_genomic, nan, hypothetical protein 1

16396_Q7M177, nan, Lactocepin (Fragments) 1

6213_A0A552XBB2, FNJ55_13240, DUF389 domain-containing protein 1

14082_A0A4Q7DLN6, EQJ87_11380, Uncharacterized protein 1

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

CCCGGCCC / GGGCCGGG

108_G8P4K5, hflX, GTPase HflX 186

536_A0A0V8F5M9, carA, Carbamoyl-phosphate synthase small chain 112

3062_G8P4E4, llh_1055, 6-aminohexanoate-cyclic-dimer hydrolase 93

4010_A0A0V8ERS3, fetB, Iron export ABC transporter permease subunit FetB 58

5352_A0A0D6E0F4, LACPI_2377, YbbM family protein 35

516_Q9CGY0, yjiF, Putative gluconeogenesis factor 33

696_A0A161VFB9, BU174_05970, Acetolactate synthase 24

7649_A0A1V0NZ40, LLUC06_0159, ABC superfamily ATP binding cassette transport system 13

7298_A0A0D6E0F4, LACPI_2377, YbbM family protein 13

2802_A0A552YTB2, xylB, Xylulose kinase 2

20087_A0A199YUE2, V425_04245, AAA_5 domain-containing protein 1

22765_A0A0D6E0F4, LACPI_2377, YbbM family protein 1

21673_G8P8X6, xylB, Xylulose kinase 1

21674_G8P8X6, xylB, Xylulose kinase 1

14761_GCF_002148215.1_ASM214821v1_genomic, nan, hypothetical protein 1

13026_A0A2Z3KEJ8, LL14B4_07710, Glycosyltransferase family 2 protein 1

21676_G8P8X6, xylB, Xylulose kinase 1

GCCGGGTA / TACCCGGC

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 141

2050_A0A0V8DZ16, FYK05_05830, Flavocytochrome c 112

3263_T0UQW3, pcp, Pyrrolidone-carboxylate peptidase 92

4149_A0A552XPH1, spxB, Pyruvate oxidase 52

4240_G8P3H7, leuC, 3-isopropylmalate dehydratase large subunit 44

5378_G8P9N3, llh_11870, Pyruvate oxidase 33

5617_A0A3N6KJ95, D6118_13870, Uncharacterized protein 29

5592_O87765, pcp, Pyrrolidone-carboxylate peptidase 29

6033_A2RKR3, leuC, 3-isopropylmalate dehydratase large subunit 22

5077_A0A2Z5Z723, leuC, 3-isopropylmalate dehydratase large subunit 20

6058_T0UQW3, pcp, Pyrrolidone-carboxylate peptidase 18

7270_O87765, pcp, Pyrrolidone-carboxylate peptidase 13

8598_WP_063283344, nan, hypothetical protein 11

9071_T0UQW3, pcp, Pyrrolidone-carboxylate peptidase 10

9222_GCF_002078375.2_ASM207837v2_genomic, nan, hypothetical protein 8

10237_A0A4R5MVY9, C5L16_001694, Aconitase domain-containing protein 7

3891_A0A199YQC2, V425_08775, Pyruvate oxidase 6

10335_T0UQW3, pcp, Pyrrolidone-carboxylate peptidase 6

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 6

3097_T0UPL0, LLT1_10045, Uncharacterized protein 6

11422_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 5

11348_A0A2N5WAM8, CYU10_000147, Uncharacterized protein 5

2848_A0A1V0PIB8, BU174_08340, Competence protein CoiA 4

4606_Q9AZL2, orf53, Host-specificity 3

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 3

12934_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 2

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 2

12945_A0A1V0NN90, LLUC11_1145, Uncharacterized protein 1

17354_G8P9N3, llh_11870, Pyruvate oxidase 1

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

16396_Q7M177, nan, Lactocepin (Fragments) 1

14082_A0A4Q7DLN6, EQJ87_11380, Uncharacterized protein 1

19591_A5GYN0, nan, Putative antireceptor 1

11850_A0A552YZQ8, FNJ53_10515, Phage major capsid protein 1

CCCGCGGG / CCCGCGGG

1879_A0A199YU45, V425_04615, Uncharacterized protein 170

3735_A0A1V0P1M8, LLUC06_1164, Uncharacterized protein 46

1573_A0A1V0NDH8, FYK05_07950, Uncharacterized protein 46
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3205_T0W656, LLT1_01675, Glyco_trans_2-like domain-containing protein 32

5642_T0VBR3, LLT3_02570, Uncharacterized protein 2

19492_A0A552YP05, FNJ58_09700, Transcription elongation factor GreAB 1

AGACCGGG / CCCGGTCT

1704_G6FA63, LLCRE1631_00406, VWFA domain-containing protein 167

1543_A0A1V0NCX9, LL275_0137, ABC transporter permease protein 148

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 138

2782_A0A1V0NTV8, BU174_07100, Lactoylglutathione lyase 112

367_Q9CIJ4, nadK, NAD kinase 111

2559_A0A1E7G3N0, AJ89_08730, Endonuclease 78

3425_T0TIN0, ilvA, L-threonine dehydratase 63

3931_A2RMB5, glgA, Glycogen synthase 57

710_A0A2A9IHU5, BW151_00910, Ferrous iron transport protein B 56

4759_T0TIN0, ilvA, L-threonine dehydratase 38

522_A0A3N6LTR1, carB, Carbamoyl-phosphate synthase large chain 34

5536_A0A5E9JLN0, glgA, Glycogen synthase 24

6459_T0UEH4, glgA, Glycogen synthase 18

72_U6EJD3, BN927_01516, Zinc ABC transporter, ATP-binding protein ZnuC 16

6554_A0A4U1N091, E6O52_07630, VWA domain-containing protein 15

4246_G6FA63, LLCRE1631_00406, VWFA domain-containing protein 15

9560_A0A418ZNM5, D4M07_01465, MPTase-PolyVal domain-containing protein 6

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 6

9917_WP_014608333, nan, Putative glycosyltransferase EpsH 6

6853_A0A4U1N1K1, E6O52_07380, Phage repressor protein/antirepressor Ant 4

13504_A0A2X0R7W7, AMHIJAGA_01255, Uncharacterized protein 3

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 3

11776_G8P6W8, llh_9465, Glycogen synthase, ADP-glucose transglucosylase 3

13632_H5SZ75, hsdS, Probable specificity determinant HsdS 3

5065_A0A1V0NHS6, LL275_1874, Excinuclease ABC subunit B 2

15170_A0A3Q9TE96, nan, Glycosyltransferase 2

15187_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 2

12934_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 1

13928_Q02V83, LACR_E6, DNA or RNA helicase of superfamily II 1

21023_A0A3N6N2R6, D6118_05790, VWA domain-containing protein 1

4241_A0A1V0NTX8, LLJM4_0896, Putative extracellular protein 1

20558_A0A4Q7DNQ3, EQJ87_10995, Nucleotidyltransferase domain-containing protein 1

22691_A0A0M2ZP19, VN96_2651, Type VII secretion-associated serine protease mycosin, mycP 1

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 1

12121_A0A0A7T0D7, KF282_2340, Uncharacterized protein 1

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

CGCGCCCC / GGGGCGCG

2384_T0S925, dapB, 4-hydroxy-tetrahydrodipicolinate reductase 112

2796_A0A1E7G784, AJ89_00320, Short-chain dehydrogenase 107

619_A0A3B0H6A7, D8M10_04720, PTS fructose transporter subunit IIC 105

1957_A0A552YY26, FNJ58_01005, Sensor histidine kinase KdpD 101

3809_A0A0V8BPS7, D4M07_03110, ABC transporter ATP-binding protein 59

465_A0A2A5SJG1, RU90_GL002050, RelA_SpoT domain-containing protein 54

4393_A0A2X0R081, kdpD, Sensor protein KdpD 51

243_Q9CE80, aspS, Aspartate--tRNA ligase 35

468_T2F3F8, kw2_0426, Sugar ABC transporter ATP-binding protein 34

5298_A0A552XLW0, FNJ55_03155, Beta-glucosidase 32

6009_A0A1E7G3I2, AJ89_07565, Uncharacterized protein 25

7467_A0A0M2ZVV2, VN96_1126, Beta-glucosidase 16

714_A0A0V8CDJ9, ilvD, Dihydroxy-acid dehydratase 10

9370_G6F913, LLCRE1631_00006, Histidine kinase 8

9153_G8P8X7, llh_5075, Aldose 1-epimerase 5

1554_Q9CHW2, acyP, Acylphosphatase 4

12354_A0A098CZ60, LGMT14_01629, Uncharacterized protein 4

5630_A0A552YWD6, FNJ53_13330, DUF2479 domain-containing protein 4

1763_G6FDB0, LLCRE1631_01503, Glycosyltransferase 4

11744_T2F4F0, kw2_0576, Type II restriction-modification system restriction subunit 2

15229_D2BMH1, ycbI, Glycosyltransferase, family 2 2

19302_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

CCGATCGA / TCGATCGG

642_A0A2Z5Z4F5, LLCC_0789, Acyltransferase/SGNH hydrolase 112

2955_A0A552XE72, FNJ55_10670, Amidase domain-containing protein 96

319_Q9CJ54, tgt, Queuine tRNA-ribosyltransferase 93

3258_A0A5E9JJ43, BU174_03185, Aconitate hydratase 79

3234_A0A2X0PNV8, AMHIJAGA_03052, Putative type I restriction enzymeP M protein 77

2410_T0WRY4, LLT3_09475, 7,8-dihydroneopterin aldolase 76

3622_G6FDG3, LLCRE1631_01556, MobC domain-containing protein 72

3477_A0A552YXH0, FNJ53_12870, Type I restriction endonuclease subunit R 71

3932_A0A5D4GHY6, mobC, Plasmid mobilization relaxosome protein MobC 59

4138_T0U9S2, LLT1_00685, Mobilization protein 54

4435_A0A3B0GSK7, D8M10_12840, Type I restriction-modification system subunit M 46

5054_A2RKX4, telC, Putative tellurium resistance protein 35

2516_T0UPD5, LLT1_10230, RNA methyltransferase 34

6192_Q9CHS1, hsdR, Type I restriction enzyme R Protein 23

6220_O52273, HsdM, Modification subunit 21

6265_A0A2N5W9N0, CYU10_002307, Phage nucleotide-binding protein 21

7408_I7KHJ2, BN193_04835, Type I restriction-modification system,DNA-methyltransferase subunit M 14

7156_T0W4I1, LLT7_13655, Type I restriction enzyme R protein 14

7442_G6FDG3, LLCRE1631_01556, MobC domain-containing protein 14

5841_A0A170MYL3, AB996_0770, Aconitate hydratase 14

8288_A0A5E9JJ43, BU174_03185, Aconitate hydratase 12
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9369_A0A552XE72, FNJ55_10670, Amidase domain-containing protein 9

9856_A0A2A5RV88, RU87_GL000612, Bacterial mobilization protein (MobC) 7

2027_GCF_000014545.1_ASM1454v1_genomic, nan, hypothetical protein 7

8777_A0A0V8BY67, LKF24_1364, Positive transcriptional regulator MutR family 6

7822_A0A4U1MYS5, E6O52_11305, Peptidase M23 6

3846_A0A1V0NCP2, FYK05_10350, Prophage protein 6

10904_G6FDG3, LLCRE1631_01556, MobC domain-containing protein 6

5171_A0A0V8CFH3, D4M07_04935, Glycosyltransferase family 2 protein 5

3172_H2AM39, hsdS, Putative methylase S 5

...

3978_A0A5E9JDB7, BU174_12270, Restriction endonuclease subunit S (Fragment) 2

10791_A0A2Z5Z8L4, citB, Aconitate hydratase 2

13248_A0A1V0P0Y0, LLUC06_0915, Prophage protein 2

9854_A0A4V6PJG7, C5L16_002413, Methylase_S domain-containing protein 2

10240_G1FE34, hsdM, Type I restriction-modification system modification subunit 2

13176_G0WKQ4, hsdR, Type I restriction enzyme R protein 2

12697_G6FDH0, LLCRE1631_01563, Site-specific DNA-methyltransferase (Adenine-specific) 2

6632_A0A4U1N837, E6O52_00555, Restriction endonuclease subunit S 2

17045_Q9CHS1, hsdR, Type I restriction enzyme R Protein 1

10785_G0WJU4, hsdM, Type I R/M system methylation subunit 1

17035_Q9CHS1, hsdR, Type I restriction enzyme R Protein 1

6488_T0UC80, LLT7_14850, Uncharacterized protein 1

16668_Q38338, nan, Uncharacterized protein 1

17073_Q9CHS1, hsdR, Type I restriction enzyme R Protein 1

20090_A0A1V0NFY0, LL275_1227, Helicase conserved C-domain protein 1

5877_A0A552YVN4, FNJ53_13700, Uncharacterized protein 1

7479_T0TLF0, LLT6_13060, Uncharacterized protein 1

8361_A0A4V6PJG7, C5L16_002413, Methylase_S domain-containing protein 1

21110_A0A1V0PEU4, C5L16_002090, Surface antigen 1

20119_A0A552YSK0, FNJ58_06870, Acylphosphatase 1

11862_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

15920_A0A5D4GD10, FYK05_04650, Type I restriction-modification system subunit M 1

5764_I6TDF7, hsdS, Type I restriction-modification HsdS subunit 1

6224_Q9CFQ8, pi334, Prophage pi3 protein 34 1

17054_T0W4I1, LLT7_13655, Type I restriction enzyme R protein 1

9947_A0A2N5W9N0, CYU10_002307, Phage nucleotide-binding protein 1

7631_A0A552XBI5, FNJ55_13115, Restriction endonuclease subunit S 1

132_A0A0A7T4D2, tmk, Thymidylate kinase 1

7516_G0WKQ4, hsdR, Type I restriction enzyme R protein 1

20210_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

CGGCCCCG / CGGGGCCG

526_Q9CF36, mutS2, Endonuclease MutS2 112

4001_A0A2Z5Z3C0, LLCC_0429, Uncharacterized protein 43

4697_A0A552XPG4, FNJ55_00330, Pyridine nucleotide-disulfide oxidoreductase 31

5532_A0A5E9JHL7, BU174_05870, MFS transporter 24

3642_A0A1V0PI20, C5L16_001902, Permease of the major facilitator superfamily 10

3451_H5SXL1, scrK, Fructokinase 10

9431_A0A2Z5Z3C0, LLCC_0429, Uncharacterized protein 8

10330_A0A5E9JLI1, BU174_00750, Uncharacterized protein 7

10747_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 6

9625_A0A1V0PEM0, LMA_00053, Nucleoside-diphosphate-sugar epimerase 6

2880_T0V5M5, LLT1_13160, Oxidoreductase 4

11990_A0A1V0P3T2, LLUC06_1890, Prophage protein 4

3361_G8P9P5, llh_11930, Putative Dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase, Mercuric ion reductase 3

18540_A0A084AC92, U725_00901, Putative ABC transporter 1

CGGCCCGA / TCGGGCCG

81_A0A0B8QK93, recG, ATP-dependent DNA helicase RecG 72

3526_A0A199YVL8, V425_02170, Uncharacterized protein 60

3790_A0A1E7G234, AJ89_10765, Metal ABC transporter ATPase 28

3463_A0A2X0R6I6, AMHIJAGA_02577, Uncharacterized protein 27

4631_A0A1V0NQY6, LLUC11_2165, Phage related anti-repressor protein 23

4180_A0A418ZIU7, D4M07_09185, Bro-N domain-containing protein 20

7050_A0A2Z3KG78, LL14B4_01070, Cell wall anchor protein 18

6325_A0A1E7G234, AJ89_10765, Metal ABC transporter ATPase 18

6567_A0A1V0NTG4, LLJM4_0606, Calcium-transporting ATPase 9

13441_A0A418ZND6, D4M07_01410, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 3

5835_A0A418ZIU7, D4M07_09185, Bro-N domain-containing protein 3

13497_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 3

13864_A0A1E7G234, AJ89_10765, Metal ABC transporter ATPase 3

10276_T0UBL6, LLT1_04615, Cation_ATPase_N domain-containing protein 2

11638_A0A1V0NQY6, LLUC11_2165, Phage related anti-repressor protein 2

18572_A0A2X0PSS3, AMHIJAGA_01014, Uncharacterized protein 1

1918_A0A552YVJ0, FNJ58_03980, Cell wall anchor protein 1

6789_A0A1V0NJK7, LLUC11_pB17, Thiol reductase thioredoxin 1

4467_A0A3B0G751, D8M10_01580, Cell wall anchor protein 1

8339_A0A1V0P0V4, LLUC06_0885, Uncharacterized protein 1

831_A0A166YF72, llrD, DNA-binding response regulator 1

GCCGTGCC / GGCACGGC

306_H5SW22, pdhD, Dihydrolipoyl dehydrogenase 230

1590_A0A0V8C435, D4M07_00485, Glycosyltransferase 220

34_A0A5E9JXM6, nadE, NH(3)-dependent NAD(+) synthetase 175

2052_T0VLT5, LLT1_02685, MFS transporter permease 137

48_A0A0A7T7M6, FYK05_13175, Fructose-2,6-bisphosphatase 99

3957_A0A1B1RSL6, FNJ55_13995, ATP-dependent Clp protease ATP-binding subunit 64

1775_A0A0V8BZ72, LKF67_0660, Putative Lysophospholipase Monoglyceride lipase 63
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334_P37282, groL, 60 kDa chaperonin 34

5617_A0A3N6KJ95, D6118_13870, Uncharacterized protein 29

5026_A0A1P8BLY2, DS98103_42, Major capsid protein 24

3489_A0A1P8BLY2, DS98103_42, Major capsid protein 19

6263_A0A1V0PDI6, LLJM1_MP0166, Type I restriction-modification system, HsdM subunit 19

7501_A0A023UB80, W34_003, Glycosyltransferase 14

8562_A0A3N6MT82, D6118_11635, DUF1642 domain-containing protein 11

8073_A0A0H1RNI6, VN91_1332, Poly-beta-1,6 N-acetyl-D-glucosamine synthase, pgaC 10

8821_A0A5E9JKG6, BU174_05125, Uncharacterized protein 10

8497_S6FJY9, lysS, Lysine--tRNA ligase 7

443_A9QSL8, gatB, Aspartyl/glutamyl-tRNA(Asn/Gln) amidotransferase subunit B 6

4553_A2RMX0, ps453, Phage tail component 5

10905_A0A1P8BLY2, DS98103_42, Major capsid protein 5

11499_A0A418ZNW2, D4M07_01400, Uncharacterized protein 5

714_A0A0V8CDJ9, ilvD, Dihydroxy-acid dehydratase 4

8060_A0A4S2T6Y6, E5555_05605, Uncharacterized protein 4

11809_T0VLT5, LLT1_02685, MFS transporter permease 4

12578_A0A084A8T2, U725_02153, Uncharacterized protein 4

11202_A0A4S2T788, E5555_06015, Uncharacterized protein 4

239_Q02WP2, rpoZ, DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit omega 4

12176_A0A1V0PCZ1, LLJM1_MP0022, DNA polymerase IV 3

13440_A0A5D4GDQ0, FYK05_06695, Uncharacterized protein 3

11182_G8P518, llh_7820, ImpB/MucB/SamB family protein 3

10916_A0A2Z5ZA93, LLCC_2854, Major facilitator superfamily permease 3

3684_A0A1V0NR72, LLJM4_pA07, DNA polymerase IV 2

1991_A0A0M2ZS42, VN96_1520, EpsL 2

4614_A0A0M2ZS42, VN96_1520, EpsL 2

15509_A0A418ZNW2, D4M07_01400, Uncharacterized protein 2

19603_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

19344_Q9AYX4, nan, Uncharacterized protein 1

862_A0A1V0NYY6, LLUC06_0111, 1,4-alpha-glucan branching enzyme 1

6349_A0A1V0P5U2, LLJM3_pA46, DNA polymerase IV 1

10344_A0A3B0GFW2, D8M10_00945, Y-family DNA polymerase 1

19085_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

22184_A0A1P8BMH4, DS98204_41, Major capsid protein 1

19982_A0A1V0NHT1, LL275_1871, Prophage protein 1

8084_A0A0V8BEL0, LKF24_2652, Prophage protein 1

14239_A0A0B8QZG6, JCM5805K_1429, Nucleotidyltransferase/DNA polymerase 1

3623_A0A1V0NWM9, umuC, DNA polymerase IV 1

14077_A0A1V0NEY6, LL275_0837, Uncharacterized protein 1

19505_S6ER13, umuC, ImpB/MucB/SamB family protein 1

CGGTCCGA / TCGGACCG

2052_T0VLT5, LLT1_02685, MFS transporter permease 137

373_Q9CDW3, rplD, 50S ribosomal protein L4 112

2347_T2F4G9, kw2_0399, PSP1 C-terminal domain-containing protein 112

2187_T0UKY1, LLT1_12200, Prephenate dehydrogenase 112

831_A0A166YF72, llrD, DNA-binding response regulator 107

83_A0A0V8F6M6, FYK05_08005, RNA-binding transcriptional accessory protein 78

122_G6FDX0, ddl, D-alanine--D-alanine ligase 78

3230_T2F6V6, kw2_1688, LD-carboxypeptidase 38

6658_A0A418ZIX5, D4M07_09195, XRE family transcriptional regulator 20

1381_G6FCF2, LLCRE1631_01195, Muramoyltetrapeptide carboxypeptidase 17

81_A0A0B8QK93, recG, ATP-dependent DNA helicase RecG 15

7182_G8P7M9, llh_3910, Muramoyltetrapeptide carboxypeptidase 15

7681_A0A1V0NZ66, LLUC06_0274, Lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis protein 11

9653_A0A5D4GB36, FYK05_06705, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 8

8476_T2F698, kw2_1293, Transcriptional regulator GntR family 8

8856_D2BQT8, pksA, PKS acyl-CoA transferase 6

11809_T0VLT5, LLT1_02685, MFS transporter permease 4

677_A0A2X0SXC9, pspA, Phosphoserine phosphatase 1 3

11887_A0A0A7T1P6, D4M07_11905, AraC family transcriptional regulator 3

10916_A0A2Z5ZA93, LLCC_2854, Major facilitator superfamily permease 3

3095_A0A0A7SZ23, liaR, DNA-binding response regulator 2

14862_G8P7M9, llh_3910, Muramoyltetrapeptide carboxypeptidase 2

15064_A0A139MGA5, LACDD01_00380, FtsK domain-containing protein 2

14851_A0A5E9JI97, BU174_08255, LD-carboxypeptidase 2

17668_A0A2Z5Z5W9, LLCC_1312, Muramoyltetrapeptide carboxypeptidase 1

19489_A0A552YNZ2, FNJ58_09675, N-6 DNA methylase 1

14720_A0A1V0P2A0, LLUC06_1358, Integrase 1

18838_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

12980_A0A0A7T1P6, D4M07_11905, AraC family transcriptional regulator 1

16630_A0A0A7T1P6, D4M07_11905, AraC family transcriptional regulator 1

14744_A0A0V8ELJ8, LLUC06_1385, DNA methylase 1

GCGCGCCC / GGGCGCGC

286_T0UPZ4, murA, UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 1-carboxyvinyltransferase 186

669_A0A1E7G664, rny, Ribonuclease Y 112

2693_T0WRP3, mntH, Divalent metal cation transporter MntH 102

1737_T0UGJ2, LLT1_04820, Diguanylate cyclase 91

829_A0A2A9ICB9, BW151_00875, Uncharacterized protein 16

7540_A0A5E9JFJ5, BU174_11325, Cell division protein FtsK 15

11675_A0A5E9JKY2, mntH, Divalent metal cation transporter MntH 5

1784_A0A5D4GI34, FYK05_02365, Uncharacterized protein 4

5630_A0A552YWD6, FNJ53_13330, DUF2479 domain-containing protein 4

887_Q9CGL4, ykjB, Uncharacterized protein 2

13055_A0A0V8BFP4, LKF67_2540, Preprotein translocase secY subunit 1

11684_A0A0V8AQG8, E34_1368, Putative conjugal transfer protein 1
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CCCACGGG / CCCGTGGG

1006_A0A0A7T596, D4M07_11450, DUF805 domain-containing protein 230

522_A0A3N6LTR1, carB, Carbamoyl-phosphate synthase large chain 226

1951_D2BKW8, agl, Alpha-amylase 130

3270_A0A0V8C5G6, LKF24_0728, Alpha-amylase 88

3575_T0VGS1, LLT3_04205, Endoglucanase 69

810_Q9CIX6, tmcAL, tRNA(Met) cytidine acetate ligase 17

6763_A0A3N6MZU3, D6118_10400, NAD-dependent epimerase/dehydratase family protein 12

3735_A0A1V0P1M8, LLUC06_1164, Uncharacterized protein 11

8086_A0A1P8BKE1, DS38502_54, Tail protein 9

11423_A0A2X0R2U4, fokIM, Site-specific DNA-methyltransferase (adenine-specific) 5

4795_A0A5D4G6Q9, FYK05_09300, Cof-type HAD-IIB family hydrolase 4

2362_T0S545, LLT6_04780, Pantothenic acid transporter pant 4

12456_A0A418ZKY6, D4M07_05935, Phage tail protein 4

5396_A0A552YVR1, FNJ58_02320, Uncharacterized protein 3

20345_A0A3D3NP33, DIS86_07410, ABC transporter ATP-binding protein 1

1335_A0A0A7T053, LL14B4_03000, ABC transporter permease 1

19722_A0A1B1IME2, DS50901_47, Putative distal tail protein 1

13051_A0A0V8C7W0, LKF24_1647, Maltose O-acetyltransferase 1

14727_A0A0V8BJE9, LLUC06_1366, Methyltransferase 1

19876_T0UQM4, LLT1_06740, HTH cro/C1-type domain-containing protein 1

GGGGCCCC / GGGGCCCC

1430_Q9CDR9, rliDA, Transcriptional regulator 151

2767_A0A0V8EUY9, FYK05_04215, Internalin 112

3928_A0A0V8EUY9, FYK05_04215, Internalin 62

2317_G8P392, llh_0200, Dihydrolipoamide acetyltransferase component of pyruvate dehydrogenase complex 34

473_A0A5D4GIP3, FYK05_02620, ATP-dependent Clp protease ATP-binding subunit 34

9044_A0A0V8AUN5, E34_0322, Glycerophosphodiester phosphodiesterase 4

6336_T0UK80, LLT1_02475, Uncharacterized protein 2

21687_A0A5D4G946, FYK05_08885, LacI family DNA-binding transcriptional regulator 1

21688_A0A2A5SKI8, RU90_GL000864, Catabolite control protein B 1
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The four Pfam domains in PrtP and the genes in
which they were present
PF00082.17

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 142

3540_A0A1V0P5Q8, LLCC_2838, Serine protease 72

4315_Q48674, nisP, NisP 23

9212_A0A2A5RPY4, RT41_GL000252, AAA ATPase 8

10689_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 6

9636_A0A2A9HY28, BW151_06580, Subtilisin 6

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 6

13847_Q48674, nisP, NisP 3

9014_H5SXJ9, nisP, Cleave leader peptide/cell wall-associated serine proteasee proteinase 3

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 3

13846_A0A223DQK0, pLd8_4, Serine protease 3

12934_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 2

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 2

16396_Q7M177, nan, Lactocepin (Fragments) 2

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

21287_T0THE7, LLT6_12615, Peptidase_S8 domain-containing protein 1

22693_A0A1V0PDD3, LLJM1_MP0161, Lactoceptin PrtP 1

22700_Q7M177, nan, Lactocepin (Fragments) 1

22708_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 1

22699_Q7M177, nan, Lactocepin (Fragments) 1

19732_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

16395_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

21290_Q48674, nisP, NisP 1

21288_Q48674, nisP, NisP 1

21289_A0A1B1RSN4, nisP, Nisin leader peptide-processing serine protease 1

13210_GCF_002078415.1_ASM207841v1_genomic, nan, hypothetical protein 1

dtype: int64

PF02225.17

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 142

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 6

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 3

16395_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

22693_A0A1V0PDD3, LLJM1_MP0161, Lactoceptin PrtP 1

22708_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 1

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 1

dtype: int64

PF06280.7

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 142

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 6

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 3

12934_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 2

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 2

16396_Q7M177, nan, Lactocepin (Fragments) 1

22694_P15293, prt, PII-type proteinase 1

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

dtype: int64

PF00746.16

1769_A0A1V0P5E4, LLUC06_2399, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 168

1963_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 144

2020_A0A3N6MZK3, D6118_10070, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 126

2520_T0V5N0, LLT3_01765, Internalin 110

2767_A0A0V8EUY9, FYK05_04215, Internalin 104

2859_A0A1V0NK65, LLUC11_0135, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 84

4247_A0A5E9JJV4, BU174_01535, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 52

4544_A0A1V0P5E4, LLUC06_2399, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 47

4944_A0A2Z5Z6B3, LACR_1517, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 32

5080_T0VU01, LLT1_04715, Uncharacterized protein 30

3504_A0A2Z5Z6H7, LLT1_10265, Uncharacterized protein 24

6299_A0A4U1N3S2, E6O52_05930, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein (Fragment) 21

6963_A0A1B1H1Y6, spaA, Extracellular pilin protein, LPSTG anchored 18

6713_A0A1V0PHK3, C5L16_001479, Cell surface protein 16

3732_Q9CG97, ymcF, Uncharacterized protein 13

7574_T0VAA5, LLT3_04230, Gram_pos_anchor domain-containing protein 12

3928_A0A0V8EUY9, FYK05_04215, Internalin 12

3202_A0A1V0NRX8, LLJM4_0127, Uncharacterized protein 11

8999_A0A084AAA5, U725_01392, Putative outer membrane protein (Fragment) 10

8871_A0A552YWU7, FNJ58_01740, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 10

8411_A2RKD6, llmg_1152, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 8

8906_A0A2A9HLX0, BW151_11665, Mucus-binding protein 8

3989_A0A2Z5Z2W1, LLT1_06215, Uncharacterized protein 8

9899_A0A3N6KLP2, D6118_13445, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 7

10300_T2DII5, muc, Mucus-binding protein 6

10720_A0A2A9IQN2, BW154_09195, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 6

10746_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 6

6708_T0UQ06, LLT1_06215, Uncharacterized protein 5

12703_A0A1V0NRX8, LLJM4_0127, Uncharacterized protein 4

4672_G6FFV4, LLCRE1631_02397, Uncharacterized protein 4

...

1570_A0A1V0P0P3, LLUC06_0730, Uncharacterized protein 4

9106_A0A4R5N401, C5L16_000978, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 4
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13855_T0UV88, LLT1_10265, Gram_pos_anchor domain-containing protein 3

13919_A0A3D4RHC1, DIW25_04035, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 3

15529_A0A2A9IB35, BW151_00735, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 2

16392_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 2

15710_T2DKF6, yhhB2, YhhB2 2

14064_T0WSZ7, LLT3_01170, Peptidase S8 2

20157_A0A1K2HGU6, SAMN02746068_01579, LPXTG-motif cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 1

20133_A0A3D3NPL6, DIS86_08420, Isopeptide-forming domain-containing fimbrial protein 1

20240_no_reference_sequence, nan, hypothetical protein 1

13269_G6FFV4, LLCRE1631_02397, Uncharacterized protein 1

20683_A0A084ABB5, U725_01233, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein (Fragment) 1

12934_P16271, prtP, PI-type proteinase 1

22710_A0A2X0PDC6, prtP, PIII-type proteinase 1

20155_A0A2A5S6T5, RU88_GL001714, LPXTG-domain-containing protein cell wall anchor domain 1

11049_A0A3S3M7M3, EO246_00740, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 1

22707_Q49SG9, prtP, Lactocepin 1

21761_A0A1V0NBY0, LL275_pA088, Mucus-binding protein 1

17724_G6FFV5, LLCRE1631_02398, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 1

20896_A0A1V0NRX8, LLJM4_0127, Uncharacterized protein 1

22395_A0A098CZ61, sraP, Serine-rich adhesin for platelets 1

14553_H5SW98, ybeF, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 1

20894_A0A1V0NRX8, LLJM4_0127, Uncharacterized protein 1

22691_A0A0M2ZP19, VN96_2651, Type VII secretion-associated serine protease mycosin, mycP 1

17014_G6FEA7, LLCRE1631_01850, GRAM_POS_ANCHORING domain-containing protein 1

20897_A0A1V0P6E8, LLJM3_0145, Outer membrane protein 1

5834_A0A084A7Q8, U725_02535, Uncharacterized protein (Fragment) 1

17016_A0A3N6MZK3, D6118_10070, LPXTG cell wall anchor domain-containing protein 1

14077_A0A1V0NEY6, LL275_0837, Uncharacterized protein 1
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Complete RefSeq genomes

GCF_000006865.1_ASM686v1_genomic.fa

GCF_000009425.1_ASM942v1_genomic.fa

GCF_000014545.1_ASM1454v1_genomic.fa

GCF_000025045.1_ASM2504v1_genomic.fa

GCF_000143205.1_ASM14320v1_genomic.fa

GCF_000192705.1_ASM19270v1_genomic.fa

GCF_000236475.1_ASM23647v1_genomic.fa

GCF_000312685.1_ASM31268v1_genomic.fa

GCF_000344575.1_ASM34457v1_genomic.fa

GCF_000468955.1_ASM46895v1_genomic.fa

GCF_000478255.1_ASM47825v2_genomic.fa

GCF_000479375.3_ASM47937v3_genomic.fa

GCF_000807375.1_ASM80737v1_genomic.fa

GCF_002078375.2_ASM207837v2_genomic.fa

GCF_002078415.1_ASM207841v1_genomic.fa

GCF_002078435.1_ASM207843v1_genomic.fa

GCF_002078475.2_ASM207847v2_genomic.fa

GCF_002078495.1_ASM207849v1_genomic.fa

GCF_002078615.2_ASM207861v2_genomic.fa

GCF_002078765.2_ASM207876v2_genomic.fa

GCF_002078855.1_ASM207885v1_genomic.fa

GCF_002078895.1_ASM207889v1_genomic.fa

GCF_002078915.1_ASM207891v1_genomic.fa

GCF_002078935.1_ASM207893v1_genomic.fa

GCF_002078955.1_ASM207895v1_genomic.fa

GCF_002078975.2_ASM207897v2_genomic.fa

GCF_002078995.2_ASM207899v2_genomic.fa

GCF_002148215.1_ASM214821v1_genomic.fa

GCF_002804185.1_ASM280418v1_genomic.fa

GCF_002804285.1_ASM280428v1_genomic.fa

GCF_002895225.1_ASM289522v1_genomic.fa

GCF_003176835.1_ASM317683v1_genomic.fa

GCF_003394085.1_ASM339408v1_genomic.fa

GCF_003966935.1_ASM396693v1_genomic.fa

GCF_900088425.1_A12_genomic.fa
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pH homeostasis genes not found in feature im-
portance analysis

Table 1: Genes for pH regulation in L. lactis which did not show up
among the most important features in feature importance analysis.

Gene Strains Uniprot IDs
F1F0-ATPase
atpE 342 T0VYB2
atpB 342 H5T0Y3
atpF 342 P0A2Z1
atpH 342 Q93MY9, A2RMI5
atpA 342 A0A1E7G5Y3
atpG 342 Q9CER9, Q9RAU1
atpD 342 Q9CES0
atpC 342 Q9CES1
Glutamate decarboxylase
gadC 322 A0A0V8BGA8, G6FB03, A0A1V0NV72,

S6F093, G8P477, A0A0M2ZSP7, A0A1V0PHP7,
A0A1V0PHH6

gadB 342 A0A0B8QP21, A0A2Z5Z7D0
gadR 330 A0A0H1RNV3, A0A3N6LC24
Arginine deiminase (ADI)
arcA 337 P58013, Q9K576, A0A1V0NX69
arcB 342 P0C2U0
arcC 342 G3ACV8, A0A5D4FS98, G8P9K7, A0A1E7G1U6,

A0A2Z5Z4Q5
arcD 291 A2RNI5, Q9CE19, G0WJT2, A0A2A5SRB6
Malolactic fermentation
Malolactic
enzyme

342 A0A0V8DT35, T0VDN6, A0A161U1P3, H5SYD7

For some genes multiple Uniprot IDs were found in the strains. Second column
indicates how many strains contained at least one copy of the gene by one of
the Uniprot IDs in third column. The genes could be present in more strains.

1
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Chapter 4

Bacillus manuscript

This manuscript describes the attempt to train random forest models to pre-
dict the growth of Bacillus strains on 14 different carbon sources. Bacillus is a
genus of Gram-positive, spore-forming bacteria with diverse functionality. Var-
ious strains of Bacillus are used as PGPR for improvement of plant health [2]
or as probiotics for the improvement of animal health [3]. The aim of mod-
elling growth with random forest was to analyse the resulting models to learn
more about which genes and other genomic elements might influence maximum
growth on the different sugars.

Maximum growth on each sugar was measured for 388 strains of Bacillus strains
from several species. Different approaches were attempted to model the growth.
Single-species models were trained to not make assumptions about shared ge-
netic mechanisms between species; and conversely, multi-species models were
trained with the assumption that relevant genes might be shared between dif-
ferent species and therefore be more easily identified by the algorithm as they
would stand out among species-specific genes. Some models were built to predict
growth on a single sugar, whereas other models were built for predicting growth
on all sugars. The single-sugar models assumed that growth on each sugar had
an independent mode of action, whereas the multi-sugar models assumed that
each strain might additionally have a general tendency towards higher or lower
growth and that mechanisms for growth on a disaccharide may depend on the
same mechanisms as growth on one or both of its monomers. Different genome
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representations (gene presence/absence, Pfam domains, and nucleotide 9-mers)
were tested and showed similar prediction performance on a test dataset. As
the feature-space was quite large compared to the number of measured growth
values, a reduction of the feature-space was tried, where features were limited
to genes with known involvement in growth on various carbon sources. Finally,
the prediction of maximum growth was transformed into a classification problem
(growth vs no growth).

The aim of the project was to analyse the prediction models to learn more about
which genomic elements determine higher growth on each of the 14 sugars. How-
ever, the models did not have high enough prediction scores, and were therefore
not further analysed to learn which genes, gene variants, or non-coding regions
of the genome predictions were based on. The reasons for the low performance
may be due to multiple factors. The data patterns associated with higher growth
may be to complex relative to the number of measured growth values for each
sugar. The mechanisms for higher growth may not be well represented by the
tested genome representations. With the way maximum growth was measured,
it may have been influenced by factors, which could not be accounted for in the
model.
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Abstract
Bacillus is an industrially important genus of bacteria used for a wide variety of
applications. The genus is diverse and its members live in many environments - partly
due to an ability to utilize many different carbon sources. While many genes involved in
growth on various sugars are well-described, predicting maximum growth from this
knowledge remains a challenge. In this study, machine learning models were trained to
predict the growth of Bacillus on 14 different sugars (arabinose, cellobiose, fructose,
galactose, glucose, lactose, maltose, mannose, raffinose, ribose, sorbitol, sucrose,
trehalose, and xylose) based on genome sequences. The aim was to not only build an
in-silico screening tool for maximum growth on various sugars, but also learn more
about the genetic mechanisms that cause higher growth by performing feature
importance analysis on the models. Several models were tested, some only for Bacillus
subtilis, others for multiple species. Some models were trained separately for each sugar,
others for a combination of sugars. Binary classification models as well as models
predicting quantitative growth were examined. Baselines were established for model
performance using no genetic information. The genomes were represented in different
ways - by genes, by functional regions of the proteins, or by k-mers (subsequences of
DNA or amino acid sequences of length k), and in some models the genomic input was
restricted to genes with known involvement in sugar metabolism. None of the models
had sufficiently higher prediction performance than the baseline to assume feature
importance analysis could identify the genomic features responsible for higher growth.
No feature importance analyses were therefore performed. The poor prediction
performances might be caused by multiple factors. If genomic mechanisms for higher
growth are complex, there may not have been enough growth measurements for the
algorithm to recognize the causative patterns. The tested genomic representations may
not capture the relevant mechanisms well. Finally, there could have been too much
noise or too many false negatives in the growth measurements or the sequencing data.

Introduction 1

Bacillus is a genus of gram positive, spore-forming bacteria, which is found in a wide 2

range of environments including soil and marine environments as well as being a 3

common genus in the microbiomes of many animals [1]. Many species of Bacillus have 4

applications in agriculture, where they are used to improve plant health [2–4] and as 5

probiotic supplements in animal feed to reduce use of antibiotics and promote animal 6
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growth [5, 6]. Bacillus is used in probiotic supplements for human health as well [7, 8], 7

and as cell factories for large-scale production of enzymes, antibiotics, and vitamins [9]. 8

The genus also include human pathogens such as B. anthracis and some strains of B. 9

cereus [7, 8]. 10

For the selection of Bacillus strains for industrial applications, a strain-specific 11

property to consider is substrate-specificity for various sugars, as choice of sugar can 12

influence for instance sporulation rate [10], biomass of end products [11], and 13

composition of end products [12]. The genes used for metabolism of various sugars are 14

especially well-studied in the model organism B. subtilis 168 [13]. These can be found in 15

the database SubtiWiki, which contains published and curated information on B. 16

subtilis genes and proteins [14]. Although well-studied for B. subtilis 168, the presence 17

of a set of genes for metabolism of a sugar does not always correspond to the ability of 18

other Bacillus strains to grow on the sugar. For instance, the growth of B. cereus 19

strains on various carbon sources was measured and compared to the presence of gene 20

cassettes for the metabolism of each [15]. While most gene cassettes had high or perfect 21

correlation with ability to grow on the sugar, in some cases known cassettes could not 22

explain the growth. 23

In the study presented here, 388 Bacillus strains were grown for 18 hours on 14 24

different sugars (arabinose, cellobiose, fructose, galactose, glucose, lactose, maltose, 25

mannose, raffinose, ribose, sorbitol, sucrose, trehalose, and xylose) and their genomes 26

were sequenced. We tested whether machine learning models could predict the growth 27

based on genome sequences. By modelling growth on various carbon sources with 28

machine learning and conducting feature importance analyses on the models, we hoped 29

to learn more about the mode of action, i.e. the genomic mechanisms responsible for 30

how well the strains grow on each sugar. 31

A machine learning algorithm takes a set of features (for instance genes) and 32

corresponding target values (in our case growth on a sugar) and finds patterns in the 33

features that best explain the target values. A machine learning model is built by 34

finding these patterns in one dataset (training data), after which it can be evaluated by 35

making predictions for a separate dataset (test data) and comparing them to the actual 36

target values. The machine learning algorithm Random Forest (RF) was selected since 37

it tends to perform well for high-dimensional datasets with many noisy features as well 38

as many correlated features [16] and the algorithm has previously been used with good 39

results to model bacterial phenotypes [17–19]. An RF consists of multiple decision trees, 40

which are built from different subsets of the training data. RF can be used both for 41

regression problems (predicting continuous values) and for classification problems 42

(predicting categories). 43

A model with high prediction performance can be analysed to find out which 44

features had the highest impact on predictions and might therefore indicate genomic 45

mechanisms involved in causing the modelled phenotype [17,19,20]. The growth on 14 46

carbon sources was thus modelled with RF not only to produce a screening tool for new 47

strains, but also to identify undiscovered mechanism behind higher growth through 48

feature importance analysis. Since many of the genes involved are already known, these 49

are expected to show up in the feature importance analysis, but undiscovered 50

mechanisms can also be revealed this way. For instance, some known sugar metabolism 51

systems may work for other sugars. Proteins can have activity for multiple substrates 52

but with different specificity. An example is the B. subtilis transporter for arabinose, 53

AraE, which can also transport d-xylose and d-galactose if induced by l-arabinose [21]. 54

Other mechanisms affecting growth may be found in sequence variability in genes, 55

promoters, or binding sites of repressors. Finally, entirely new genes may also be 56

identified through machine learning modelling. However, the results of such feature 57

importance analysis must be carefully evaluated. In genomic data, the features are not 58
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independent of each other - for instance genes from the same operon co-occur in the 59

genomes. There can also be correlation between genes with unrelated functions because 60

strains will have many genes in common if they are taxonomically closely related. Other 61

genes may therefore also show up in feature importance analysis. 62

Since the genomic explanation of higher growth on a given carbon source may be 63

found in a specific gene, a set of genes, a specific gene sequence, or even a sequence 64

outside of the coding regions of the DNA, the genomes must be represented 65

appropriately for a machine learning model to identify the relevant signals. We 66

therefore tested various ways of representing the genomes. 67

One way to represent genomes is by the presence/absence of genes. We included this 68

representation in our tests since presence of gene cassettes is an already established part 69

of the mechanism for metabolism of various sugars [14,15,22]. 70

When building prediction models for strains from different species, genes with the 71

same function may have lower sequence similarity than they have within the same 72

species. Since their shared function might be better captured by representing them only 73

by functional regions, we also tested representing the genomes by counting occurrences 74

of Pfam domains. Pfam domains are functional regions of proteins [23], and have 75

previously been used to predict the ability to grow on various carbon sources for strains 76

from different phyla [24]. Although some genes contain multiple Pfam domains, many 77

Pfam domains are shared by different genes. Using Pfam domains as genomic 78

representation can therefore produce a smaller number of features than when using 79

genes [19]. The chances of the machine learning algorithm identifying random patterns 80

instead of the underlying mechanism behind higher growth, increase the larger the 81

feature-space is [25]. Reducing the feature-space by using Pfam domains may therefore 82

increase chances of identifying relevant features. 83

To be able to detect potential variations in genes and non-coding areas affecting 84

maximum growth on the 14 carbon sources, we used k-mers. These are all the 85

sub-sequences of length k, which can be made from a sequence. This genome 86

representation can also detect presence/absence of genes. However, it has a much larger 87

feature-space and produces many noisy features (features not related to the target 88

value). This representation has been used for phenotype-genotype matching 89

before [19,26–29]. 90

Many sugar metabolism genes seem to be horizontally transferred between Bacillus 91

strains [15]. In a multi-species model, such genes would stand out among 92

species-specific genes. Yet, in some cases, strains from different species use different 93

genes to grow on a sugar [15]. If there are too many different mechanisms, the machine 94

learning algorithm may not be able to identify them. A species-specific model might do 95

better in such cases. 96

Individual models can be built for growth on each of the 14 sugars, but data from 97

growth on the various sugars can also be combined into one model. This produces a 98

larger dataset, and if some strains generally grow little on all sugars, it can help capture 99

reasons for low growth outside of the genes for specific sugar metabolism. It can also 100

help identify shared mechanisms for growth on different sugars, such as enzymes like 101

GanA (also called LacA and YvfN) which can break glucosidic bonds in both 102

galacto-oligosaccharides, galactotetraose, galactotriose, galactobiose, and lactose 103

(although with much lower activity) [30]. Some sugars are disaccharides or 104

trisaccharides formed from monosaccharides joined by glycosidic bonds. After breaking 105

the glycosidic bond between the monomers in disaccharides and trisaccharides, the 106

bacteria is left with the monosaccharides. The genomic mechanisms for growth on (at 107

least one of) the respective monosaccharides could therefore be expected to also be 108

necessary for growth on the disaccharide. Two ways of representing sugars in the RF 109

model were therefore tested - one in which each sugar was represented as one entity and 110
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one which took into account the monomer composition. 111

Results and discussion 112

Growth patterns were not determined solely by species 113

The dataset consisted of 388 Bacillus strains representing 23 different species (Table 1). 114

Several species assignments were to unclassified species-level taxonomies (such as 115

Bacillus sp. Y-01 and Bacillus sp. FJAT-14266 ). The strains were grown in defined 116

media with one of 14 different sugars added as the carbon source. The sugars were 117

arabinose, cellobiose, fructose, galactose, glucose, lactose, maltose, mannose, raffinose, 118

ribose, sorbitol, sucrose, trehalose, and xylose. OD620 was measured immediately after 119

inoculation and after 18 hours of growth. There were thus 14 growth measurements for 120

each of the 388 strains (hereafter referred to as ’growth values’). 121

Growth profiles of the strains are shown as a heatmap in Figure 1, where both the 122

strains (rows) and the sugars (columns) have been clustered, and the strains (rows) 123

have been coloured by species. The row clustering reveals that the growth profiles of the 124

strains are not entirely species-determined: The rows did not cluster into large blocks of 125

same-species strains. Rather, most species are represented in several clusters. Yet there 126

are species-associated tendencies. Strains of the same species, while not always 127

clustering together, do for the most part show some similarity in sugar preferences. For 128

instance, most of the B. pumilus strains are in the lower middle of the rows, which show 129

little growth on most sugars, but some B. pumilus strains are in the higher rows. 130

Whereas most B. velezensis strains are in the upper rows, which show growth on most 131

sugars. B. subtilis strains are represented in many clusters. The column clustering 132

Table 1. Number of Bacillus strains of each species.
Species Number of strains
Bacillus subtilis 97
Bacillus pumilus 74
Bacillus sp. Y-01 53
Bacillus licheniformis 33
Bacillus velezensis 26
Bacillus megaterium 20
Bacillus amyloliquefaciens 18
Bacillus paralicheniformis 16
Bacillus butanolivorans 11
Bacillus sp. FJAT-14266 9
Bacillus simplex 8
Bacillus safensis 6
Bacillus sp. 1s-1 3
Bacillus clausii 3
Bacillus sp. YP1 3
Bacillus sp. H15-1 1
Bacillus sp. WP8 1
Bacillus altitudinis 1
Bacillus mycoides 1
Bacillus lentus 1
Bacillus circulans 1
Bacillus sp. ZY-1-1 1
Bacillus sp. LM 4-2 1
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Fig 1. Bacillus growth on 14 sugars. Measured as the increase in OD620 after 18 hours of growth. Dark purple
indicates high growth and light yellow indicates no growth. Both the strains (rows) and the sugars (columns) are clustered by
the growth profiles. The species of the strains are indicated by the colors behind the row labels.
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illustrates that most strains tended to grow poorly on galactose, lactose, and xylose. 133

Separate models for each sugar for B. subtilis performed poorly 134

The simplest model setup was tested first: Building individual models for growth on 135

each of the 14 sugars. These models made no assumptions about shared genetic 136

mechanisms for growth on different sugars. The dataset was first restricted to a single 137

species, as strains from the same species are more likely to have shared genetic 138

mechanisms for utilizing a sugar. The species represented by most strains was B. subtilis. 139

Separate models were therefore built for B. subtilis growth on each of the fourteen 140

sugars. Presence/absence of genes was used as genomic representation in the models. 141

The presence/absence patterns were determined based on a pangenome (Table 2). 142

Table 2. Gene distribution in the pangenome of 96 B. subtilis strains.
Gene type Number of genes
Core genes (99% ≤ strains ≤ 100%) 1386
Soft core genes (95% ≤ strains < 99%) 1918
Shell genes (15% ≤ strains < 95%) 1473
Cloud genes (0% ≤ strains < 15%) 7318
Total genes (0% ≤ strains ≤ 100%) 12095

Table 3. Prediction scores for single-sugar B. subtilis models.
Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PC) and Explained Variance (EV).

Sugar PC EV
Arabinose 0.37 0.14
Cellobiose 0.52 0.27
Fructose 0.33 0.11
Galactose 0.54 0.22
Glucose 0.25 0.06
Lactose 0.36 0.09
Maltose 0.56 0.25
Mannose 0.47 0.22
Raffinose 0.61 0.37
Ribose 0.28 -0.01
Sorbitol 0.69 0.46
Sucrose 0.42 0.17
Trehalose 0.51 0.23
Xylose 0.55 0.30

The correlations between predicted and measured growth values in the test data are 143

given in Table 3 by Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PC) and by Explained Variance 144

(EV). None of the fourteen models had a high prediction performance. The measured 145

growth values plotted against the predicted growth values can be seen in Supplementary 146

Figure S1 for each of the models. 147

Separate multi-species models for each sugar performed poorly 148

If genes for sugar metabolism are horizontally transferred or highly preserved, they will 149

stand out from species-specific genes in a multi-species model. With the assumption 150

that different species of Bacillus tend use the same genes to grow on a given sugar, 151

individual multi-species models for each of the 14 sugars were tested. Presence/absence 152
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Table 4. Gene distribution in the pangenome of 721 Bacillus strains.
Gene type Number of genes
Core genes (99% ≤ strains ≤ 100%) 3
Soft core genes (95% ≤ strains < 99%) 4
Shell genes (15% ≤ strains < 95%) 9900
Cloud genes (0% ≤ strains < 15%) 176723
Total genes (0% ≤ strains ≤ 100%) 186630

of genes in the 388 Bacillus strains was used as genomic representation in the models. It 153

was determined from a pangenome of 721 Bacillus strains (Table 4). 154

In a model based on strains from multiple species, the features are subject to a high 155

degree of systematic difference between species due to population structure. If strains 156

from one species tend to have very similar or distinct growth patterns, the machine 157

learning algorithm might identify species-specific genes as highly indicative of those 158

growth patterns even if the genes are not involved in causing the growth patterns. In 159

that case, species-specific genes may be good predictors of the growth values, yet 160

feature analysis would reveal nothing about the mode of action. By including one-hot 161

encoded species-features in the model and combining each species-feature with all the 162

corresponding species-specific genes, this type of model behaviour can more easily be 163

identified. Baseline models were also build for each sugar, determining how well models 164

could predict growth on a sugar by species-features alone. The correlations between 165

predicted and measured growth values were higher than for the B. subtilis models 166

(Table 5 and Figure S2). However, the correlations were not much higher than the 167

baseline models for most sugars. Most of the correlation could thus be attributed to 168

different growth patterns in the different species. 169

Table 5. Prediction scores for single-sugar models of all species.
Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PC) and Explained Variance (EV).

With genomic features Species-features only
Sugar PC EV PC EV
Arabinose 0.76 0.58 0.67 0.44
Cellobiose 0.68 0.46 0.66 0.43
Fructose 0.65 0.42 0.61 0.37
Galactose 0.59 0.32 0.60 0.35
Glucose 0.67 0.44 0.59 0.35
Lactose 0.55 0.30 0.54 0.29
Maltose 0.68 0.47 0.63 0.39
Mannose 0.58 0.33 0.44 0.18
Raffinose 0.54 0.29 0.37 0.13
Ribose 0.66 0.43 0.60 0.35
Sorbitol 0.77 0.59 0.69 0.47
Sucrose 0.58 0.33 0.51 0.23
Trehalose 0.63 0.39 0.61 0.37
Xylose 0.59 0.34 0.55 0.30

Genetic features had low impact on predictions in a combined 170

model for all species on all sugars 171

The explanation for low growth on a sugar might not always be found in the genes 172

specific to growth on that sugar. The strain could have general low ability for growth 173
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Fig 2. Model prediction performances for models based on strains from all species with data from growth
on all sugars. Measured growth values plotted against predicted growth values for the test data. The blue lines indicate
where perfect predictions would lie.

on any carbon source. Combining data for growth on all 14 sugars in the same model, 174

would allow the algorithm to more easily identify such behaviour. Additionally, the low 175

prediction performance of the single-sugar models could be due to a small data size 176

relative to the number of features (57 training strains and 942 features in the B. subtilis 177

models and 219 training strains and 2481 features in the multi-species models). By 178

building a model consisting of strains from all species and including data for growth on 179

all fourteen sugars the largest possible dataset was achieved. To combine datasets of 180

growth on different sugars, the sugars were included in the model as one-hot encoded 181

features. For each growth measurement, one sugar-feature thus had a value of 1 and the 182

other thirteen sugar-features had the value 0. Species annotation was also included in 183

the model as one-hot encoded features to detect potential species-bias with feature 184

importance analysis. The genomic representation in the model was the 185

presence/absence of genes as defined by their pangenome. 186

Since there was generally higher growth on some sugars than others, a model which 187

combined the data could get a certain amount of prediction accuracy from the 188

sugar-features alone. To determine how much of the predictive power was based on 189

genomic features, and how much was due to strains growing more on some sugars and 190

less on others, a baseline was determined for how well a model based solely on the 191

information provided by sugar-features would predict. A second baseline model 192

predicted growth values based on sugar-features and species-features, but without 193

further genomic features. Comparison to this model would establish if species 194

membership was the main information gained from adding genomic features to the 195

model. 196

Table 6. Prediction scores for models based on data from all species for
growth on all sugars. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Pearson Correlation
Coefficient (PC), and Explained Variance (EV).

Model features RMSE PC EV
Sugar 0.47 0.31 0.09
Sugar and species 0.38 0.65 0.42
Sugar, species, and gene presence/absence 0.36 0.69 0.48

Table 6 shows the test data prediction scores for the three models and Figure 2 197

shows the measured growth values plotted against the predicted growth values. The 198
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first baseline model (sugar-features only) performed very poorly with a PC of 0.31. 199

Adding species information to the model increased the predictive power (PC of 0.65). 200

However, adding gene presence/absence profiles to the model did not increase the PC 201

much further (PC of 0.69). Figure 2 shows that some species tended to have low growth 202

values whereas others tended towards higher growth values. 203

Pfam, gene, and 9-mer models performed similarly for B. 204

subtilis 205

Only 7 genes were present in 95 % of the strains or more (Table 4). This suggests that 206

ortholog genes could have been divided into separate gene groups for the different 207

species. A different threshold for sequence similarity within the gene groups of the 208

pangenome might improve the prediction performance of the model, but could also risks 209

grouping genes with different functions together. In addition to gene presence/absence, 210

two other genomic representations were investigated, to see if they contained more 211

relevant signals for the prediction of growth. These genomic representations were counts 212

of Pfam domains and counts of nucleotide 9-mers respectively. As already established, 213

adding gene presence/absence profiles to the model, which included data from multiple 214

species, did not increase the prediction performance much compared to the baseline 215

model which included species-features. To avoid simply modelling species-dependent 216

behaviour, the dataset was therefore restricted to strains from B. subtilis again. Growth 217

data for each of the 14 sugars was put in the same model by including the sugars as 218

one-hot encoded features. As a baseline, a model with no genomic features was also 219

trained. 220

Table 7 shows the prediction scores of the four models. The models with genomic 221

features performed very similarly in terms of correlation scores. While all three 222

performed better than the model without genomic features, they showed systematic 223

prediction errors similarly to the model without genomic features (Figure S3). The best 224

performing of the models was the 9-mer model. 225

Table 7. Prediction scores for B. subtilis models based on data for growth
on all sugars. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Pearson Correlation Coefficient
(PC), and Explained Variance (EV).

Model RMSE PC EV
One-hot encoded sugars
Gene presence/absence 0.37 0.59 0.35
Pfam domains 0.38 0.57 0.32
9-mers 0.37 0.60 0.36
Sugar-features only 0.41 0.47 0.22
Monomer-encoded sugars
Gene presence/absence 0.37 0.60 0.35
Pfam domains 0.39 0.56 0.31
9-mers 0.37 0.62 0.38
Sugar-features only 0.41 0.47 0.22

Explicitly modelling the monomers of disaccharides and 226

trisaccharides did not improve performance 227

While some of the tested sugars were monosaccharides, others were disaccharides and 228

trisaccharides. They consist of monosaccharides linked by glycosidic bonds. To 229

explicitly inform the algorithm of this relationship, monomer-encoding of the sugars was 230
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tested (see Methods and materials) . The results of using the monomer-encoding can be 231

seen in Table 7 and Figure S3. The models performed similarly to the models which 232

used one-hot encoding. 233

Restricting the feature-space to curated genes did not improve 234

the performance 235

A large feature-space becomes increasingly challenging the more mechanisms are 236

involved in causing high growth on a sugar - for instance if interchangeable sets of genes 237

can provide the strain with the ability to grow on a sugar, sequence variations in some 238

genes also have an effect, and a few transporters for other sugars also have some activity 239

towards the sugar. Numerous combinations of relevant features increase the amount of 240

data needed for training. There may be too many features for the RF to identify true 241

signals in the comparatively small training dataset. This problem increases when 242

including data from growth on multiple sugars in the same model. It was done under 243

the assumption that a strain’s general ability for growth could influence growth on 244

individual sugars. However, if strains grow with independent abilities on each sugar, a 245

model would not benefit from combining the data. It would instead be left only with 246

the added complexity of identifying multiple, unrelated mechanisms. 247

In an attempt to remove noisy features, the feature-space was reduced to genes with 248

already established involvement in sugar metabolism. A BLAST search was made for 249

the 96 B. subtilis strains against 296 genes from the categories ’carbon core metabolism’ 250

and ’growth on specific carbon sources’ in the database SubtiWiki [14]. The dataset was 251

limited to the B. subtilis strains since SubtiWiki is a database of genes in B. subtilis. 252

Most of the genes were found in all strains (Figure S5). Only 35 genes were not found in 253

all strains (Table S1). A xylose isomerase gene, xylA (uniprot ID E0TVS5), was only 254

found in 2 strains. However, another xylose isomerase gene (Uniprot ID P0CI80) was 255

found in 89 strains. A gene for citrate uptake via proton symport, yraO, was only found 256

in 35 strains. The rest were missing in 1-8 strains each. 257

The search matches were used to create genomic features for an RF. Seven 258

representations of the matches were tested: The percent identity scores from the 259

BLAST search against the SubtiWiki genes, nucleotide 8-mers, and amino acid 2-mers, 260

3-mers, 4-mers, 5-mers, and 6-mers. The results are summarized in Table 8 and Figure 261

S4. All representations of matches to the SubtiWiki genes resulted in similar prediction 262

performance. Reducing the feature-space did not result in better models than those 263

based on full genome representation. As the 296 genes had matches in almost all the 264

strains, this suggests that the explanation for higher growth is not found in variations in 265

these known genes. 266

Table 8. Prediction scores for B. subtilis models where genomic features
were based on matches to 296 SubtiWiki genes. Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PC), and Explained Variance (EV).

Model RMSE PC EV
Percent identity 0.37 0.61 0.37
Nucleotide 8-mer 0.38 0.58 0.34
Nucleotide 9-mer 0.38 0.59 0.34
Amino acid 2-mer 0.39 0.55 0.30
Amino acid 3-mer 0.38 0.58 0.33
Amino acid 4-mer 0.39 0.56 0.31
Amino acid 5-mer 0.38 0.58 0.33
Amino acid 6-mer 0.38 0.59 0.35
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Table 9. Prediction scores for each model.
Genomic representation Balanced accuracy Sensitivity Specificity AUC
None, all sugars 0.69 0.85 0.52 0.73
None, sugar group 1* 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.56
None, sugar group 2** 0.51 0.70 0.31 0.53
Pfam domains* 0.54 0.67 0.41 0.60
Gene presence/absence* 0.54 0.57 0.51 0.56
Full genome 9-mers* 0.50 0.59 0.41 0.55
SubtiWiki, identity* 0.56 0.53 0.59 0.58
SubtiWiki, nt 8-mers* 0.50 0.48 0.52 0.49
SubtiWiki, aa 2-mers* 0.54 0.52 0.56 0.50
SubtiWiki, aa 3-mers* 0.50 0.37 0.62 0.49
SubtiWiki, aa 4-mers* 0.52 0.51 0.54 0.50
SubtiWiki, aa 5-mers* 0.55 0.42 0.67 0.49
SubtiWiki, aa 6-mers* 0.52 0.47 0.56 0.53

*Sugar group 1: Galactose, lactose, sorbitol, and xylose.
**Sugar group 2: Arabinose, cellobiose, fructose, glucose, maltose, mannose, raffinose,
ribose, sucrose, and trehalose.

Classification models of growth did not perform well 267

Growth was measured in terms of increase in OD620 over 18 hours, as maximum growth 268

is assumed to have been reached at this time point. However, with start- and endpoint 269

measurements only, it is neither possible to determine if OD620 has decreased again after 270

reaching stationary phase, nor if there has been an extended lag-phase. Additionally, 271

Bacillus strains can sometimes clump together, causing variation in OD620 readings. 272

The increase in OD620 may therefore not reflect maximum growth accurately. If there is 273

too much noise in the target values it can hinder an RF regression model in detecting 274

relations to the relevant genomic features. Yet, despite noise, the measurements should 275

accurately depict whether strains were able to grow on the sugars at all. RF 276

classification models were therefore trained to predict if the strains could grow or not. 277

The growth values were converted to a binary dataset with the two categories 278

’growth’ and ’no growth’, defined as above or below an OD620 increase of 0.3 over 18 279

hours. The threshold is an in-house standard. However, the distribution of growth 280

values did not display a clear distinction between observations of OD620 below and 281

above the threshold. With more data, it would have been possible to exclude all 282

measurements close to the threshold in order to have more certainty of correct labelling. 283

Growth on all 14 sugars were included as one-hot encoded features in the same model 284

to gain more data for training and because there could be shared genetic mechanisms 285

for growth on different sugars. To increase chances of strains in the model using the 286

same genes for metabolism of a sugar, the dataset was restricted to B. subtilis strains. 287

Figure 3 displays which strains grow on the 14 sugars. On most of the sugars, almost all 288

strains grew. For 10 of the sugars the growth data was thus highly imbalanced with 289

most observations belonging to the category ’growth’ and very few belonging to the 290

category ’no growth’. There was only balance between the number of growing and 291

non-growing strains for galactose, lactose, xylose, and sorbitol. This provides a problem 292

in machine learning modelling; with very few examples of non-growing strains in the 293

training data, the algorithm cannot detect relevant genetic signals. 294

A baseline was determined for how well a model would perform based solely on 295

sugar-features. As expected, due to the imbalanced data, the baseline model with no 296
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Fig 3. B. subtilis growth on 14 sugars. Growth is defined as OD620 increasing by
more than 0.3 in 18 hours. Growth is indicated by black and no growth is indicated in
white. The strains (rows) are clustered by their gene presence/absence patterns and the
sugars (columns) are clustered by growth profiles.
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genomic features did achieve high sensitivity (fraction of ’growth’ predictions that were 297

correctly predicted) but low specificity (fraction of ’no growth’ predictions that were 298

correctly predicted) (Table 9). A separate baseline model was built for the sugars 299

galactose, lactose, sorbitol, and xylose (hereafter referred to as sugar group 1), for which 300

the growth data was more balanced. With a balanced accuracy (the average of correct 301

classifications for the two classes) of 0.53, this baseline model had no predictive power. 302

Models were trained on the balanced part of the data (sugar group 1) with 3 303

different whole-genome representations (genes, Pfam domains, and 9-mers of the DNA) 304

and 7 different representations of genes matching the set of SubtiWiki genes for ’growth 305

on specific carbon source’ and ’carbon core metabolism’ (identity, nucleotide 8-mers, 306

and amino acid 2-mers, 3-mers, 4-mers, 5-mers, and 6-mers). The balanced accuracies 307

were all low, ranging from 0.50 to 0.56 (Table 3). 308

Potential data errors 309

Lack of growth can occur in an experiment despite a strain having the ability to grow. 310

Without duplicates it is difficult to determine if or to which degree this happens. This 311

could potentially be an issue, which would cause poor performance in the classification 312

models as well as the regression models. 313

False negatives are not only a potential issue with the target values. There can also 314

potentially be false negatives in the feature-space. Some sugar metabolism genes in 315

Bacillus are found on plasmids [15]. If plasmids are frequently lost during DNA 316

extraction, relevant mechanisms for growth on a specific sugar might not be consistently 317

included in the genomic data. This would affect the prediction abilities of the models 318

severely. As DNA extraction in our study was not optimized for plasmid detection, 319

some plasmids may not have been sequenced. All 96 B. subtilis genomes contained 320

matches to nearly all the SubtiWiki genes for ’growth on specific carbon source’ and 321

’carbon core metabolism’, so this concern is mainly with regards to unknown sugar 322

metabolism genes and other species. 323

Conclusion 324

Machine learning was used to model the growth of Bacillus on 14 different sugars 325

(arabinose, cellobiose, fructose, galactose, glucose, lactose, maltose, mannose, raffinose, 326

ribose, sorbitol, sucrose, trehalose, and xylose). The growth was measured as increase in 327

OD620 over the first 18 hours of growth, which was assumed to reflect maximum growth 328

capability. The models were trained on one set of genomes and tested on a separate set. 329

Both species-specific (B. subtilis) and multi-species models were tested. Individual 330

models for growth on the respective sugars were tested, as were multi-sugar models in 331

which the growth data from multiple sugars were included in the same model. Different 332

genome representations (genes, Pfam domains, nucleotide k-mers, and amino acid 333

k-mers) and two sugar representations (one-hot encoding and monomer-encoding) were 334

tested. The contribution of species- and sugar-features was determined as baselines for 335

multi-species and multi-sugar models. Models with the genomic feature-space restricted 336

to genes with known involvement in sugar metabolism were also tested. 337

Generally, the PC between predicted and measured growth was around 0.6 and EV 338

was around 0.4 for the test data. The highest correlation was achieved for growth on 339

sorbitol in a multi-species model (PC=0.77, EV=0.59). None of the models improved 340

sufficiently from relevant baseline models to assume that feature importance analysis 341

would identify the genomic features responsible for higher growth. No feature 342

importance analyses were therefore performed. 343
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Classification models were examined for B. subtilis growth on galactose, lactose, 344

sorbitol, and xylose. Models were constructed for full genome representations (genes, 345

Pfam domains, and 9-mers) as were models with features restricted to genes with known 346

involvement in sugar metabolism. None of the models performed well with balanced 347

accuracies ranging from 0.50 to 0.56. 348

The poor performance of the models can have multiple explanations. If the genomic 349

mechanisms for higher growth are complex, the number of growth measurements may be 350

too small compared to the number of features. The tested genomic representations may 351

not capture the relevant signals well. Finally, there could be too much noise or too many 352

false negatives in the data - both in the growth measurements and the sequencing data. 353

Methods and materials 354

The method closely follows the previous work by the same authors [19]. 355

High-throughput growth assays 356

All experiments were performed in 96 MicroWell plates in a final volume of 200 µL and 357

as single determinations. The Bacillus strains were grown overnight from glycerol stocks 358

at 37 °C with shaking in VIB (Veal Infusion Broth, BD Difco 234420, Becton, Dickinson 359

and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ) before inoculating 1 % into a chemically defined 360

medium (Glutamic acid/l-glutamate 5 g/L, MgSO4 0.5 g/L, KCl 0.5 g/L, KH2PO4 361

1 g/L, Fe2SO4 · 6H2O 0.15 mg/L, MnSO4 · H2O 5 mg/L, CuSO4 · 5H2O 0.16 mg/L, fill 362

up to 1 L, adjust to pH 7, sterile filtrate) added 1 % of one of the following C-sources: 363

d-Fructose (Merck, 1.04007), d-Galactose (Sigma, G0625), Sucrose (Merck, 1.07651), 364

Maltose (Merck, 1.05910), Trehalose (Merck, 1.08216), d-Xylose (Merck, 1.08692), 365

Glucose (Sterile stock, Substrate kitchen (50 %)), Lactose (Sterile stock, Substrate 366

kitchen (20 %)), Cellobiose (Sigma C7252), l-Arabinose (SAFC, W325501), Mannose 367

(Merck, 1.05388), Sorbitol (Acros Organics), Ribose (Sigma R7500), Raffinose (Sigma, 368

R-0250) and water as control. Incubation was at 37 °C with shaking for 18 hours, 369

OD620 nm was measured at T=0 and T=18 hours. 370

Sample preparation, sequencing, assembly, and quality control 371

Extraction, library preparation, and sequencing was performed by BaseClear. Genomic 372

DNA was extracted from cell pellets using the bacteria/fungi DNA isolation kit from 373

ZYMO Research, and sequenced by Illumina HiSeq 2500 using NexteraXT library 374

preparation. Assembly and quality control was performed as described in [19]. 375

Species annotation 376

KmerFinder was used for species annotation [31,32] using the bacteria.ATG database 377

version 20190108 stable downloaded on January 31 2019. 378

Pangenomes 379

Gene identification and annotation was performed with Prokka version 1.14.1 [33]. The 380

resulting gff 3 files were used to build a pangenome with Roary version 3.12.0 [34] 381

(default settings). Two pangenomes were build: One containing all the species and one 382

containing only 96 B. subtilis strains. 383
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Pfam annotation 384

Pfam annotation was done with the EMBL-EBI perl script, pfam scan.pl 385

(ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/Pfam/Tools/PfamScan.tar.gz) using the Hidden 386

Markov Model library Pfam-A version 32.0 [23]. 387

Counting k-mers in genomes and in genes 388

When counting k-mers in the genomes, reverse-complement k-mers were considered the 389

same entity. They were counted thus since the genome fasta files could be reporting 390

either strand of the DNA. When doing k-mer counts for genes however, the strand was 391

known and reverse-complement sequences were therefore counted separately. 392

BLAST search for SubtiWiki genes involved in specific carbon 393

source utilization or carbon core metabolism 394

The protein sequences of the 296 genes belonging to the categories ’Utilization of specific 395

carbon sources’ and ’Carbon core metabolism’ in SubtiWiki [14] were downloaded from 396

Uniprot [35] (gene Uniprot IDs in Supplementary Materials). A blast database was 397

created from the sequences, and a blastp search was made with the protein fasta files for 398

each of the B. subtilis strains. Matches with less than 50% identity or 80% coverage 399

were discarded. For each gene of a strain, the match with highest identity was kept and 400

the other matches discarded. Finally, for each of the SubtiWiki genes, the match with 401

highest identity in a strain was selected. These identity values were recorded in a matrix 402

(missing values were set to 0), and it was used as input to a RF. The genes thus 403

determined ’best matches’ were also used to calculate k-mer counts from. 404

Sugar features 405

To include data for multiple sugars in the same model, the carbon source was indicated 406

by introducing sugar-features. Two ways to represent the sugars were tested. 407

The first was one-hot encoding (example in Figure 4A). Each of the 14 sugars were 408

represented by a separate feature. For any growth measurement, a 1 was recorded for 409

the relevant sugar-feature and 0’s were recorded for the 13 other sugar-features. 410

In the second way to represent the sugars, the monomers were explicitly encoded 411

(therefore referred to as ’monomer-encoding’). For monosaccharides, the representation 412

was identical to the one-hot encoding. For the disaccharides and the trisaccharide, an 413

additional 1 was recorded for the monomers. For instance, growth on lactose was thus 414

represented by a 1 for the lactose feature, a 1 for the glucose feature, and a 1 for the 415

galactose feature (example in Figure 4B). 416

Removal of potential false negative growth data 417

Strains for which the OD620 increased by less than 0.3 in 18 hours for all sugars, were 418

removed from the dataset. These strains might contain the genetic potential to grow on 419

one or more of the sugars but lack other nutrients in the media, causing the lack of 420

growth. 421

Random Forest - preprocessing of input 422

To reduce the feature-space, all genomic matrices were pruned to remove features which 423

occurred in less than 10% of the strains or which had a standard deviation below 0.139, 424

and features with identical values for each strain were collapsed into single, combined 425
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A) One-hot encoding
Strains Glucose Galactose Lactose Growth
Strain 1 1 0 0 1.5
Strain 1 0 1 0 0.3
Strain 1 0 0 1 0.5
Strain 2 1 0 0 1.7

B) Monomer-encoding
Strains Glucose Galactose Lactose Growth
Strain 1 1 0 0 1.5
Strain 1 0 1 0 0.3
Strain 1 1 1 1 0.5
Strain 2 1 0 0 1.7

Fig 4. Illustration of sugar-features. A) One-hot encoding of sugars, where the
growth of Strain 1 has been measured on glucose, galactose, and lactose respectively,
and growth of Strain 2 has been measured on glucose. B) Monomer-encoding of sugars
for the same growth measurements. Here, the disaccharide lactose is represented by
three 1s.

features. The matrix containing percent identity to the SubtiWiki genes however, was 426

not pruned since it only contained 296 genomic features. 427

The strains were split into a training dataset (60% of the strains) and a test dataset 428

(40% of the strains). Each experiment performed with the same set of strains used the 429

same split. 430

Random Forest training 431

The RF models were implemented in python 3.7.3 using 432

ensemble.RandomForestRegressor for regression models and 433

ensemble.RandomForestClassifier for classification models, both from sklearn 0.21.2. 434

For every model, hyper-parameters were determined from the training data with 30 435

iterations of randomized 3-fold cross-validated grid-search with the grid: 436

random state: [2], 437

n estimators: [10] + list(np.arange(10, 200, 10)), 438

max features: [’auto’, ’sqrt’, ’log2’], 439

max depth: list(np.arange(5, 20, 5)) + [None], 440

min samples split: list(np.arange(2, 17, 2)), 441

min samples leaf: list(np.arange(1, 10, 1)) 442

For the Random Forest Classifier, an additional parameter was set: 443

class weight: [’balanced’] 444

The grid-search was performed using sklearn.model selection.RandomizedSearchCV. 445

The final performance of each model was calculated based on test data, which was not 446

part of the grid-search for hyper-parameters. 447
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Supplementary material

Fig S1. Prediction for the test data of B. subtilis growth on each of 14 sugars. Measured growth values plotted
against predicted growth values. Perfect predictions would lie on the blue line.
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Fig S2. Prediction for the test data of Bacillus growth on each of 14 sugars. Measured growth values plotted
against predicted growth values. Perfect predictions would lie on the blue line.
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Fig S3. Prediction for the test data of B. subtilis growth on 14 sugars. Measured growth values plotted against
predicted growth values. Perfect predictions would lie on the blue line. Using two different sugar representations (one-hot
encoding in top row and monomer-encoding in bottom row) and 3 different genomic representations (genes, Pfam domains,
and 9-mers) as well as no genomic representation.
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Fig S4. Prediction for the test data of B. subtilis growth on 14 sugars. Measured growth values plotted against
predicted growth values. Perfect predictions would lie on the blue line. Using seven different representations of genes
matching to SubtiWiki genes in the categories ’Utilization of specific carbon sources’ and ’Carbon core metabolism’.
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Uniprot IDs of the SubtiWiki genes belonging to the categories
’Utilization of specific carbon sources’ and ’Carbon core
metabolism’
P39062, P39065, P39067, P94363, P42308, P55069, O34427, O34534, P94532, P96600,
P96603, P96602, P96601, O07020, O07021, O32259, P71067, O07007, P45868, O05256,
O05250, O05251, O34389, P54572, P54571, P94515, P94516, P55189, O34726, O34864,
O05407, O34962, O31404, O34591, O31550, O34324, O31551, P18158, P18156, P18157,
P30300, P37965, P37948, P36947, P36949, P36948, P36946, P36945, P36944, P96710,
E0TVS5, P0CI80, P39211, P94490, P18429, P94489, P94488, P94552, P94531, P42293,
P94522, P94523, P94524, P94525, P94528, P94529, P94530, P96711, P71012, O31714,
O31713, P26379, P26380, P26381, P26382, P23914, P55180, P39574, P39840, P39575,
O31646, O31645, O31644, P39841, P42956, P42957, C0H3V2, P96574, Q06004, O34368,
P39143, O05264, O05262, P40747, O05263, O05261, P12011, P12012, P10585, P12013,
P42235, P42236, P42237, P42238, P42239, P42240, Q9JMQ1, O34456, P50846, P50845,
P50844, P50847, P50842, P50843, O34673, O34354, O34808, O34346, O34961, O34736,
O35045, O34896, P42412, P42413, P42414, P42415, P42416, P42417, P26935, P42418,
P42419, P42420, P37947, P46337, P46336, O34718, O05265, O32223, P40332, P54723,
O32157, O32153, O32154, O32155, O32156, O32152, O31458, P39816, O31459, Q797S1,
Q45582, Q45581, O34450, O35000, O34521, O34817, O32151, P42973, P40740, P40739,
P39805, P42403, O34768, P07819, P05655, P05306, P26212, P15400, P15401, P54495,
P39795, P39794, P39796, O34645, O34518, O34706, O34335, O34829, P94360, P54717,
P54716, P54715, O06993, P00691, C0SPA0, P37515, O06994, O06989, O06990, O06991,
O06995, O06987, O06988, O07012, O07013, O32261, O07011, O07008, O07009, O05506,
O05505, O05507, O05508, O05510, O05511, O05512, O05509, P39130, O31522, O31519,
O31520, O31518, O31521, O31421, O31523, O31525, O31526, O31527, O31528, O31529,
O31530, P53561, Q795R2, C0SPB3, O34559, P10475, P04957, O07921, O07003, P46319,
P46318, P46317, P46320, P46321, P39116, O34819, O34310, P05656, P21344, Q45070,
Q45071, P94521, O05242, P96578, O32253, P37869, P13243, P09124, O31691, P42980,
O34529, P80860, P40924, P39773, P20166, P80885, P27876, O34994, Q45597, O34425,
Q03224, P54418, P54470, P80859, O34557, P45694, O34499, P19669, P39156, P54547,
O34827, P09339, P07343, P39120, P39126, P49814, P23129, P16263, P21881, P21882,
P21883, P21880, Q9KWU4, P08065, P08066, P08064, P80886, P80865, P37877, Q04777,
Q04778, Q04789, O34788, P55910, P13714, P39646, O05521
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Table S1. SubtiWiki genes from the categories ’growth on specific carbon source’ and ’carbon core
metabolism’ which not all 96 B. subtilis strains contained. Based on BLAST search, where a match is defined by
identity > 50% and coverage > 80%.

Uniprot ID Name Alternative names Number of strains
without the gene

E0TVS5 94
O05407 yraO 61
O06987 yvdE mdxR 2
O06988 yvdF 2
O06989 mdxE yvdG 2
O06990 mdxF yvdH 2
O06991 mdxG yvdI 2
O06993 yvdK malK, mdxK 2
O06994 malL yvdL 2
O06995 pgcM yvdM 2
O07007 lutR yvfI 1
O07008 ganR lacR, yvfJ 1
O07012 ganA yvfN, lacA 1
O07921 csn 1
O31644 manR yjdC 2
O31645 manP yjdD 3
O31646 manA yjdE 3
O32153 frlD yurL 4
O32154 frlM yurM 4
O32155 frlN yurN 4
O32156 frlO yurO 2
O32259 lutC yvbY 1
O34819 pelB ppr 3
P0CI80 7
P18429 xynA 8
P37515 maa yyaI 4
P39211 xylB yncA 5
P39574 galK ipa-35d 1
P39575 galT ipa-36d 1
P40739 bglP sytA 2
P42973 bglA 2
P71067 lutP yvfH 1
P94488 xynP ynaJ 5
P94489 xynB ynaK 5
P94490 xylR 5
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Fig S5. Highest percent identity for BLAST matches in 96 B. subtilis strains (columns) to 296 SubtiWiki
genes (rows) from the categories ’growth on specific carbon source’ and ’carbon core metabolism’ with
identity > 50% and coverage > 80%. Rows and columns are clustered. Dark blue is 100 % identity and light yellow is
0% identity (indicates if no matches with identity > 50% and coverage > 80%). Growth profiles for 14 sugars are shown
above (’growth’ in black and ’no growth’ in light yellow).
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Chapter 5

Toxin manuscript

Interpreting a machine learning model to learn which genomic patterns it has
identified as predictive of the phenotype does not necessarily reveal the mech-
anisms causing the phenotype - similarly to statistics, where correlation does
not imply causation. Some phenotypes occur primarily in specific branches of
taxonomy. This can make it difficult for a machine learning algorithm to dis-
cern which genes are causing the phenotype and which are merely specific to for
instance a species or a subspecies. If a phenotype is very heavily biased with
regards to taxonomy, a machine learning model may therefore be able to predict
it without providing any insights as to the cause of the phenotype.

Since pathogenic bacteria and non-pathogenic bacteria tend to belong to dif-
ferent taxonomic groups, machine learning may have no trouble discerning be-
tween the two, but might base predictions on genomic features, which are not
involved in causing pathogenicity. For some species, datasets can be created,
which contain a balanced number of pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains, but
it is difficult to obtain large datasets with such annotation. Other species are
almost exclusively pathogenic or only contain non-pathogenic strains. In this
manuscript, a knowledge-based approach was therefore implemented instead.

In this study, the aim was to test if a set of Pfam domains associated with known
toxin proteins could be used to identify pathogenic strains. The idea was to
identify pathogens by one of the mechanisms that makes them pathogenic - toxin
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proteins. It was tested whether bacterial toxins involved in pathogenicity shared
a small set of Pfam domains. A set of 66 Pfam domains was obtained, which
was enriched in pathogenic strains (83 % of the investigated pathogens) and
had low occurrence (9 %) in a set of commensal strains obtained from healthy
individuals. The commensal dataset most likely contain some opportunistic
pathogens [66], explaining at least part of the identification of some of the
commensal strains as pathogenic.
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Abstract
Bacterial infections are a major cause of deaths every year; at least 1.7 million people in
the U.S. develop sepsis every year, and for 1 in 3 hospital deaths, the patient has
sepsis [1]. Early detection of pathogenic bacteria in environmental samples, such as
drinking water, can therefore help to prevent major outbreaks of disease. New
high-throughput sequencing techniques enable fast screening of environmental samples
for a broad range of pathogenic organisms. However, computational methods for
detecting pathogens in such samples often rely on definitions of pathogens that can be
too broad. These definitions include many mechanisms for surviving in a human host
that are also commonly used in non-pathogenic, commensal bacteria. Here, our
approach is to look for known toxin genes associated with pathogens. We use a set of
Pfam domains solely associated with toxin proteins as a rapid and robust method for
finding these genes encoding potential toxins. We have manually curated a set of 66
toxin-associated Pfam domains, which are present in harmful bacterial toxins. The
domains distinguished well between 1647 known pathogenic strains and 1520 commensal
strains, for which the domains were present in 83 % of the pathogens and in 9 % of the
commensal strains, which may contain some opportunistic pathogens. Scanning
sequencing data for a small set of Pfam domains can be done quickly with new
technologies, allowing rapid detection from sequenced data. This method could thus
provide a good indication of the presence/level of pathogenic bacteria in environmental
samples as well as clinical isolates. Further, applications could allow for ‘real time’
detection of potential toxins from single molecule reads in third generation sequencing
(such as Oxford Nanopore flow cells).

Introduction 1

Bacterial infections are a leading cause of deaths world wide each year. In 2018, an 2

estimated ten million people fell ill with tuberculosis alone [2]. Tuberculosis is a 3

potentially deadly disease caused by the bacterium Mycobacteria tuberculosis, and while 4

it is treatable with antibiotics, the rise in antibiotic resistant strains is calling for an 5

increase in efforts to prevent infections. One of the successful efforts to prevent 6

infectious diseases is to use surveillance of pathogenic bacteria to detect outbreaks and 7

sources of contamination. Levels of contamination in water are estimated through the 8

levels of Fecal Indicator Bacteria (FIB) such as Escherichia coli, Clostridium 9
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perfringens, and fecal enterococci [3, 4]. FIB are measured as an approximation of the 10

level of human-derived bacteria and thus for potential human pathogens, but they do 11

not directly correspond to the levels of pathogens [3], as there are many relatively 12

harmless FIB strains that contain no toxins and do not cause disease. A number of 13

different bacterial species have pathogenic members, and in some cases pathogenic and 14

non-pathogenic strains only have few genetic differences [5]. The simultaneous high 15

diversity and high specificity can make pathogen detection by molecular assays 16

inefficient. 17

Metagenomic sequencing has the potential to detect a broader range of pathogens 18

in one assay and is not restricted to culturable organisms. Existing methods to identify 19

pathogens from sequencing data often focus on the most common pathogenic organisms, 20

thereby missing less common pathogens and pathogens that are difficult to cultivate in 21

labs. Some methods are based on sequence similarity to genes with known involvement 22

in virulence (such as VFDB [6] and VirulenceFinder [7]). By nature, these methods 23

have a limited effectiveness in detecting new pathogens with low similarity to known 24

pathogens. Other methods use machine learning - for instance PaPrBaC [8], BacPaC [9], 25

and DeepPaC [10]. However, a drawback to using machine learning is that it can be 26

difficult to determine the reason a strain is classified as either a pathogen or a 27

non-pathogen based on the predictive model. For regulatory purposes, it is 28

advantageous to be able to document the exact reason a given strain is labelled as 29

pathogenic. Methods for reliable identification of a broad range of pathogenic bacteria 30

from metagenomic sequencing therefore requires the development of new bioinformatics 31

methods. 32

In this paper, we investigate whether small sequence motifs representing toxin 33

functional domains in pathogenic bacteria can be used as bio-markers of pathogenicity. 34

A popular resource of protein functional domain motifs is the Pfam database [11]. Pfam 35

domains are functional regions of proteins, such as the transmembrane region of ABC 36

transporters (PF00664) or the C2H2 type Zinc finger (PF00096). A protein can thus 37

contain multiple different domains and the same domain can occur in proteins with 38

different functions. A Pfam domain consists of a profile Hidden Markov Model derived 39

from of a multiple sequence alignment. Pfam domains represent protein functional 40

domains, and as such, are more generalized models that are less species-specific than 41

full-length amino acid sequences of proteins; hence they could provide more general 42

bio-markers of pathogenicity because they are less sensitive to sequence variability. To 43

find a set of appropriate Pfam domains for identification of pathogens, different proteins 44

involved in pathogenicity were considered. Pathogens use a number of different 45

mechanisms to invade the host, evade the host immune system, and cause disease. These 46

mechanisms, known as virulence factors, include survival mechanisms (for instance 47

resistance to acid and bile), adhesion, colonization, immune evasion and suppression, 48

entry into cells, toxin production, and toxin delivery systems (secretion out of the 49

bacterial cells and delivery into the host cells). Some virulence factors are not unique to 50

pathogens. For instance, a common criterion for selecting probiotic strains is high 51

tolerance towards bile and acid in order for the strain to survive ingestion and produce 52

beneficial effects in the host [12]. Colonization ability and other competitive advantages 53

are also not problematic except in pathogens [13]. Proteinaceous toxins on the other 54

hand, might provide good indicators of pathogenicity for a large fraction of pathogenic 55

bacteria. Vibrio cholerae for instance, produce an exotoxin (cholera toxin), which binds 56

to host receptors on the cell surface of mucosal cells where it causes activation of adenyl 57

cyclase and thus increases the levels of cyclic AMP in the cell. This inhibits sodium 58

chloride uptake by the vili and activates chloride secretion by the crypt cells, leading 59

water to flow into the gut by osmosis and thus leads to severe diarrhoea [14]. Another 60

example of a toxin producing pathogen is Clostridium botulinum, which produces the 61
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botulinum neurotoxin (BoNT) [15]. This highly poisonous enzyme causes the disease 62

botulism although it is also used to treat some types of nerve and muscle disorders [16]. 63

Not all toxins are bacterial and not all toxins cause disease in humans. Toxins are 64

employed in a wide variety of contexts - between multicellular organisms, between 65

multicellular organisms and pathogens, between bacterial strains (sometimes of the 66

same species), and between cellular genomes and selfish elements [17]. Examples of 67

non-bacterial toxins thus include spider toxins [18] and toxins from snake venom [19]. 68

Examples of bacterial toxins that do not cause disease in humans include many 69

antimicrobial peptides - for instance nisin, which is used in industry as an additive for 70

food protection and preservation [20]. Other antimicrobial proteins include polymorphic 71

toxins, which are active against related bacterial strains [17,21], and the toxins from 72

toxin-antitoxin systems, which are active within the bacterial cell itself and are used for 73

regulative response towards different types of stress, phage infections, plasmid-loss, or 74

the loss of superintegrons [22]. Despite the many different types and applications of 75

toxins, some mechanisms are shared [17]. A study showed that a large dataset of more 76

than 10000 toxin proteins from a wide array of sources was represented by a small set of 77

only 381 Pfam domains [23]. However, not all of these Pfam domains occur in bacterial 78

toxins and not all of them are uniquely associated with toxic proteins, which would be 79

criteria for good bio-markers. Despite containing multiple domains, many toxins only 80

have a single functional domain responsible for the enzymatic activity [23]. Other 81

domains in the toxin protein, such as ABC transporter domains or transposase domains, 82

can often be found in non-toxic proteins as well. 83

Here, we have manually curated a set of toxin-associated Pfam domains and tested 84

if they would be both unique to pathogenic bacteria and commonly found in them, and 85

thus provide good bio-markers. Good markers must both identify pathogenic strains of 86

very different taxonomies, as well as distinguish between pathogenic and non-pathogenic 87

strains of the same species. Ideally, good bio-markers also indicate the pathogenic mode 88

of action. To find out whether toxin Pfam domains are good indicators of pathogenic 89

bacteria, three hypothesis were investigated: 1) all toxin proteins contain a toxin Pfam 90

domain; 2) if a bacterial strain has such a toxin Pfam domain, it can be pathogenic; and 91

3) if a bacterial strain is pathogenic, it will contain such a Pfam domain. 92

To test these, a list of toxin Pfam domains was manually curated and a set of 93

known toxin proteins from the Virulence Factors Database (VFDB) [6] was evaluated 94

for the presence of these Pfam domains. The performance of the Pfam domains as 95

pathogenic bio-markers was evaluated by screening two datasets. One dataset consisted 96

of 1647 known pathogens from the Pathosystems Resource Integration Center 97

(PATRIC) [24], while the other consisted of 1520 human microbiota strains from healthy 98

individuals [25]. The commensal dataset provided an imperfect control, since the 99

commensal gut flora of healthy individuals can contain opportunistic pathogens. 100

Opportunistic pathogens are commensal or environmental organisms, which do not 101

generally cause disease, but which under special circumstances can do so. This can for 102

instance happen due to a weakened immune system, a change in the microbiota 103

composition, or a wound [26]. The commensal dataset was reported to contain members 104

with pathogenic potential [25]. However, low presence of toxin Pfam domains in the 105

commensal dataset does still provide a good indication of whether the domains would 106

be useful bio-markers of pathogenicity. 107
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Methods & materials 108

Data 109

The dataset of pathogenic strains was obtained from the PATRIC database [24], by 110

searching for public strains which had a Good Genome Quality and an annotation in 111

the Disease field. This resulted in genomes from 3743 strains. Only the genomes 112

isolated from a human host were selected, since some of the bacteria were plant 113

pathogens. Strains without Assembly Accession were filtered out, as were strains with 114

the following annotations in the Disease field: Commensal, Commensal (plant), Healthy, 115

Healty, Human, Methilcillin resistace, Not connected, Oral isolate of undefined 116

diagnosis, and Periodically healthy. This resulted in a set of genomes representing 1868 117

strains. Of these, there were 3 duplicate entries (GCA 000162075.1, GCA 000162115.1, 118

GCA 000175675.1). 119

The dataset of commensal strains consisted of 1520 microbiome reference strains 120

isolated from fecal samples from 155 healthy human hosts [25]. The strains were found 121

by culture-based isolation using 11 different media under anaerobic conditions [25]. 122

Protein sequences of 215 toxins were obtained from VFDB [6] by selecting ’Toxin’ 123

in the Keyword list (http://www.mgc.ac.cn/cgi-bin/VFs/listVFs.cgi?Keyword=Toxin). 124

A set of 220925 bacterial genomes were retrieved from GenBank through the FTP 125

site provided by NCBI. The quality scores for each genome were obtained from the 126

dBBQs website [27]. The protein analysis was performed using the ProdMX tool [28]. 127

Pfam annotation 128

The amino acid sequences of VFDB set A (experimentally verified virulence factors) was 129

downloaded and the proteins, which were annotated as ’toxin’ in the Keyword list, were 130

extracted and annotated with Pfamscan (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/pfa/pfamscan/). 131

The Pfam annotations of the strains were obtained from a precomputed in-house 132

dataset at UAMS. The dataset consisted of annotations for all of the GenBank genomes. 133

In this dataset, the annotation with Pfam domains was done using Pfamscan and 134

Pfam32.0 [11]. For some of the strains in the pathogenic dataset, the RefSeq assembly 135

accessions were given rather than the GenBank assembly accessions. Not all the 136

pathogenic strains were found in the in-house precomputed dataset of Pfam counts from 137

UAMS. The final set of pathogenic strains therefore consisted of 1647 strains (S1 File). 138

Results 139

Pathogenic and commensal strains have distinct phylogenetic profiles. 140

The strains in the pathogenic and commensal dataset represented a similar number of 141

genera, but the number of different species was four times higher in the commensal 142

dataset. The pathogenic strains came from 210 different species of 84 different genera, 143

whereas the commensal strains came from 804 different species of 82 different genera. 144

Table S1 shows the number of strains belonging to each of the 30 most represented 145

pathogenic species and Table S2 shows the number of strains belonging to each of the 30 146

most represented commensal genera. The two datasets had distinct phylogenetic profiles 147

- only 20 genera (Table S4) and 16 species (Table S3) were represented in both datasets. 148

Manual curation of Pfam domains found by keyword search for ”toxin” 149

A keyword search for ”toxin” in the Pfam database resulted in a list of 1297 Pfam 150

domains. The list consisted of all Pfam domains matching the word ”toxin” in either 151

the text fields of the database entry, the sequence description or species fields, the 152
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HEADER or TITLE records from Protein Data Bank (PDB) files, the Gene Ontology 153

IDs or terms, or in the InterPro abstracts [29]. Most of these Pfam domains were 154

therefore not from toxin proteins, but matched the search term due to other indirect 155

connections to toxins. These were removed from the list. For instance, some were 156

regulators, modifiers or transporters of toxins, such as the toxin delivery and activation 157

system, ShlB, of haemolysin ShlA (PF03865). Some were immunity proteins towards 158

toxins - such as pesticin immunity protein (PF16765), which is a protein that protects 159

the cell from the toxin pesticin. Others were antitoxins from toxin-antitoxin systems, 160

such as the antitoxin VapB towards the toxin VapC (PF09957). The toxin domains 161

from the toxin-antitoxin systems were also excluded from the list as they are regulatory 162

elements within the bacteria itself. After manual curation, the list consisted of 216 toxin 163

Pfam domains. 164

Toxin Pfam domains were present in 103 VFDB toxin proteins. 165

To test the hypothesis that all toxin proteins contain toxin Pfam domains, the set of 166

known bacterial toxin proteins from VFDB was investigated. The VFDB proteins 167

annotated as toxins were screened for their presence of the 216 toxin domains. Only 103 168

of the VFDB proteins contained toxin domains, while the remaining 112 did not. Of 169

those, 13 proteins did not contain any Pfam domains at all. However, most of the 170

proteins, which did not contain toxin domains, were not the structural components of 171

the toxins but constituted other parts of the toxin system. For example they were 172

transporters and modifiers of the toxin, secretion systems, activators of the toxin, or 173

units of the toxin responsible for adhesion. Others were responsible for the biosynthesis 174

of lipopolysaccharides (10 LPS proteins from Bordetella pertussis, 6 LPS proteins from 175

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 11 LPS proteins from Helicobacter pylori, and 3 LPS proteins 176

from Shigella flexneri) and lipooligosaccharides (8 LOS proteins from Haemophilus 177

influenzae). These would not be expected to contain toxin Pfam domains, as none of 178

the proteins are toxins, but rather synthesize the toxins. Another 18 VFDB toxin 179

proteins were from a genomic island, pks, which is found in E. coli, Klebsiella 180

pneumoniae, Enterobacter aerogenes, and Citrobacter koseri [30]. The pks island is 181

responsible for synthesizing the toxin colibactin. 182

Based on the criteria described above, we found that only 126 of the VFDB 183

proteins with the annotation ’Toxin’ were actual protein toxins, as opposed to proteins 184

that regulate or modify toxin activity. Of these 126 proteins, 7 of them did not contain 185

any Pfam domains, 103 toxin proteins contained one or more of the 216 toxin Pfam 186

domains, and 16 toxin proteins contained other Pfam domains. 187

An additional 4 toxin domains were identified from the toxin proteins. 188

Table 1 shows the VFDB toxin proteins, which did not contain any of the 216 toxin 189

Pfam domains. The Pfam domains of these proteins were further examined to see if 190

they might be unique to toxins and should be included in the list. Some of the 191

examined domains had descriptions and species distributions in the Pfam database, 192

indicating that they were not unique to toxins. However, four new domains were added 193

to the list (Table 2). 194

The first of these four domains was a Domain of Unknown Function (DUF), 195

PF10734, which was present in the accessory cholera enterotoxin (Ace) of Vibrio 196

cholerae O1 biovar El Tor str. N16961 (Table 1). The DUF was present in 157 197

pathogenic strains and in no commensal strains (Table 2). 198

The second of the four domains was another DUF (PF05506), which was found in 199

two copies in the hemolytic phospholipase C precursor (PlcH) of Pseudomonas 200

aeruginosa PAO1 (Table 1). This domain was present in 119 pathogenic strains and no 201
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Table 1. Toxin genes from VFDB, which did not contain any of the 216 toxin domains. The columns contain the name of
the toxin, the strain it is from, and lists of the Pfam domains found in the protein (if any).

Toxin Strain Pfam domains
Accessory cholera
enterotoxin (ace)

Vibrio cholerae O1
biovar El Tor str. N16961 PF10734

Hemolytic phospholipase C
precursor (plcH ) Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 PF04185, PF05506, PF05506

Pic serine protease precursor,
autotransporter (pic) Escherichia coli O44:H18 042 PF13018, PF02395

Pet serine protease precursor,
autotransporter (pet) Escherichia coli O44:H18 042 PF13018, PF02395

Listeriolysin S (l lsA) Listeria innocua SLCC6294 -
SagB family dehydrogenase
(l lsB) Listeria innocua SLCC6294 PF00881

Streptolysin-associated
protein (l lsD) Listeria innocua SLCC6294 PF02624

CAAX amino terminal
protease (l lsP) Listeria innocua SLCC6294 PF02517

Beta-hemolysin (hlb) Staphylococcus aureus
subsp. aureus COL PF03372

Cytolysin subunit (cylL) Enterococcus faecalis str. MMH594 PF16934
Cytolysin subunit (cylS) Enterococcus faecalis str. MMH594 PF16934
Exfoliative toxin A (eta) Staphylococcus aureus ZM PF13365
Exfoliative toxin B (etb) Staphylococcus aureus PF13365
Cytolethal distending
toxin B (cdtB)

Campylobacter jejuni
subsp. jejuni NCTC 11168 PF03372

Cytolethal distending
toxin B (cdtB)

Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica
serovar Typhi str. CT18 PF03372

Cytolethal distending
toxin B (cdtB) Escherichia coli O157:H str. 493/89 PF03372

Type III secretion system
effector, phospholipase
A2 activity (exoU )

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA103 PF01734

Toxin subunit Set1A (set1A) Escherichia coli O44:H18 042 -
Toxin subunit Set1B (set1B) Escherichia coli O44:H18 042 -
ShET1A (set1A) Shigella flexneri 2a str. 301 -
ShET1B (set1B) Shigella flexneri 2a str. 301 -
Enterotoxin (senB) Shigella flexneri 2a str. 301 -
Murine toxin (ymt) Yersinia pestis CO92 -

commensal strains (Table 2). DUFs cannot be added by knowledge-based curation, but 202

was added by empirical evidence. Their function is by definition unknown and needs 203

further investigation to identify their role. 204

The third of the four domains was an Immunoglobulin A1 protease domain 205

(PF02395), which was present in both the Pic and Pet proteins of Escherichia coli 206

O44:H18 042 (Table 1). It was present in 504 of the pathogenic strains and 11 of the 207

commensal strains (Table 2). Notably, two of the toxin proteins that contained no Pfam 208

domains, Set1A and Set1B, are encoded on the opposite strand of Pic within the same 209

region [31]. The Set1A and Set1B subunits form the Shigella Enterotoxin 1 (ShET1). 210

Of the seven toxin proteins from VFDB containing no Pfam domains, four might thus 211

be indirectly identified by the presence of the Immunoglobulin A1 protease domain 212
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(PF02395); these are the two set1A and the two set1B in Table 1. 213

The last of the four domains added to the list of toxin Pfam domains was a 214

Mersacidin/Two-component Enterococcus faecalis cytolysin (PF16934). It was found in 215

two cytolysin subunits (CylL and CylS) from Enterococcus faecalis str. MMH594 216

(Table 1). The domain was present in 84 pathogens and 6 commensal strains (Table 2). 217

The other toxin proteins in Table 1 contained Pfam domains, which were deemed 218

non-specific to toxins based on the description and species distribution in the Pfam 219

database. This was true for all the domains in the Listeriolysin S proteins of Listeria 220

innocua SLCC6294 (LlsB, LlsP, and LlsD). The Endonuclease/Exonuclease/phosphatase 221

family (PF03372), which was present in four of the proteins in Table 1, was also not 222

specific to toxins. Neither were the trypsin-like peptidase domain (PF13365), which was 223

present in Staphylococcus aureus exfoliative toxin A and B, and the patatin-like 224

phospholipase domain (PF01734), which was present in the type III secretion system 225

effector (ExoU) of Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA103. 226

With the addition of these 4 Pfam domains (Table 2) to the list of toxin domains, 227

62 toxin Pfam domains were present in the VFDB toxin proteins. With this list, toxin 228

domains were present in 109 of the 126 toxin proteins. 229

The 62 toxin domains from the VFDB toxin proteins, were more prevalent 230

in pathogens than in commensal strains. 231

The two other hypotheses were that if a bacterial strain contains a toxin Pfam domain, 232

it could be pathogenic, and conversely if a bacterial strain is pathogenic, it will contain 233

a toxin Pfam domain. To test the two hypotheses, the datasets of commensal and 234

pathogenic strains were investigated for the presence of the 216 toxin Pfam domains 235

curated from the Pfam database keyword search. The manually curated set of 216 toxin 236

Pfam domains was not unique to the pathogenic strains (Table 3). Only 4 commensal 237

strains did not contain any of the 216 Pfam domains. They were also not present in all 238

pathogenic strains, as 29 pathogenic strains did not contain any of the Pfam domains. 239

The full set of 216 toxin domains would therefore not serve well as pathogen 240

bio-markers, as the set decidedly was not uniquely associated with pathogenic strains. 241

To find domains more likely to uniquely identify human pathogens, the list was 242

therefore limited to the 62 domains, which occurred in the VFDB toxin proteins. Most 243

of the pathogenic strains (1340) contained one or more of these 62 Pfam domains. Half 244

of the commensal strains (796) also contained at least one of the domains (Table 3). 245

However, this was mainly due to a few Pfam domains, which occurred in many 246

commensal strains (Table S5). 247

Table 2. Pfam domains from the VFDB toxin proteins, which were not in the list of
domains found by keyword search in the Pfam database. The number of commensal and
pathogenic strains where each domain is present.

Pfam Description Commensal
strains

Pathogenic
strains

PF10734 Domain of unknown function
(DUF2523) 0 157

PF05506 Domain of unknown function
(DUF756) 0 119

PF02395 Immunoglobulin A1 protease 11 504

PF16934 Two-component Enterococcus
faecalis cytolysin (EFC) 6 84
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Table 3. The count of toxin Pfam domains at different steps in the curation of the final toxin Pfam domain list.

Toxin Pfam
domains

in the list

Commensal strains Pathogenic strains
Containing toxin

Pfam domains
Without toxin
Pfam domains

Containing toxin
Pfam domains

Without toxin
Pfam domains

Initial curated
list of toxin
Pfam domains

216 1516 4 1618 29

Toxin Pfam
domains which
occur in
VFDB toxin
proteins

62 796 724 1340 307

After removing
the three Pfam
domains most
prevalent in
commensal strains

59 129 1391 1301 346

After reinstating
some Pfam domains
not occurring in
the VFDB toxins

70 182 1338 1430 217

After removing
four Pfam domains
prevalent in
GenBank genomes

66 139 1381 1360 287

Removing Pfam domains highly prevalent in the commensal strains. 248

Some of the 62 toxin Pfam domains were present in many commensal strains. The most 249

prevalent Pfam domains were therefore examined to determine if they truly indicated 250

the presence of virulent toxins. This resulted in the removal of the three most prevalent 251

domains from the list. 252

The first of these three domains was a thiol-activated cytolysin domain (PF01289), 253

which was present in five VFDB toxin proteins - in the listeriolysin O precursor of 254

Listeria monocytogenes EGD-e, in the streptolysin O precursor of Streptococcus pyogenes 255

M1 GAS, in the pneumolysin of Streptococcus pneumoniae TIGR4, in the perfringolysin 256

O of Corynebacterium diphtheriae NCTC 13129, and in the thiol-activated cytolysin of 257

Bacillus anthracis str. Sterne. In all five proteins it co-occurred with a thiol-activated 258

cytolysin beta sandwich domain (PF17440). The domain PF01289 was present in 101 259

commensal strains and 245 pathogenic strains. The co-occurring domain PF17440 260

however, was present in 232 pathogens and only in 3 commensals. The two domains 261

co-occurred in most of the pathogens. Only 14 pathogens containing PF01289 did not 262

contain PF17440 (12 of these were Bacteroides fragilis). 263

The second domain that was removed from the list was a zinc dependent 264

phospholipase C domain (PF00882), which was present in the phospholipase C of 265

Clostridium perfringens str 13 and is a well described α-toxin with hemolytic 266

activities [32]. However, it was present in 610 commensal strains and only in 85 267

pathogenic strains. Most of the 85 pathogenic strains containing the domain also 268

contained multiple other toxin Pfam domains. Only 12 pathogenic strains were 269

identified solely by the zinc dependent phospholipase C domain and did not contain any 270

of the other toxin domains. 271

By removing the zinc dependent phospholipase C domain (PF00882) and the 272

thiol-activated cytolysin domain (PF01289) from the list of toxin domains, 580 fewer 273
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commensal strains were identified as virulent and only 25 fewer pathogens were 274

identified. 275

In the commensal strains, the third most common of the 62 domains was an 276

ADP-ribosyltransferase exoenzyme (PF03496). The domain was present in seven VFDB 277

toxin proteins (Table 4). Four of these toxin proteins contained the domain as their only 278

Pfam domain. However, three of the four (Iap, C2, and CdtA) were part of 279

two-component toxins where the other component of the toxin also contained toxin 280

Pfam domains; in all three cases the other toxin component contained the same three 281

domains - a clostridial binary toxin B/anthrax toxin PA Ca-binding domain (PF03495), 282

a clostridial binary toxin B/anthrax toxin PA domain 2 (PF17475), and a clostridial 283

binary toxin B/anthrax toxin PA domain 3 (PF17476). The detection of these three 284

toxins would therefore not be lost by removing the ADP-ribosyltransferase exoenzyme 285

domain from the list. The other three of the seven VFDB toxin proteins containing the 286

ADP-ribosyltransferase exoenzyme domain were the type III secretion effectors ExoS, 287

ExoT, and SpvB (Table 4). All three proteins contained a second Pfam domain. ExoS 288

and ExoT both contained a Yersinia virulence determinant YopE domain (PF03545), 289

which could be used to identify the toxins instead of the ADP-ribosyltransferase 290

exoenzyme domain. This domain was already on the list and did not occur in the 291

commensal strains. SpvB also contained a second Pfam domain, the Salmonella 292

virulence plasmid 65kDa B protein domain (PF03534). It was not included on the list of 293

toxin domains however, since it was not described as a toxin domain, was not present in 294

any other VFDB toxin proteins, and since it was present in 88 commensal strains (for 295

which it only co-occurred with the ADP-ribosyltransferase exoenzyme domain once). 296

The ADP-ribosyltransferase exoenzyme domain was present in 89 commensal strains 297

and in 118 pathogenic strains. In most of these pathogenic strains, it was not the only 298

toxin domain present. Removing it from the list of toxin domains thus only affected the 299

identification of 14 pathogens, whereas 87 fewer commensal strains were identified as 300

virulent. Seven of the pathogens, which did not contain any other toxin domains, were 301

Bacteroides fragilis strains. 302

After removing the thiol-activated cytolysin domain (PF01289), the zinc dependent 303

phospholipase C domain (PF00882), and the ADP-ribosyltransferase exoenzyme domain 304

(PF03496) from the list, there were 59 toxin domains left. These were present in 1301 of 305

the pathogens and only in 129 of the commensal strains (Table 3). 306

Table 4. VFDB toxin proteins containing the ADP-ribosyltransferase exoenzyme domain PF03496.
Toxin Strain Toxin

Pfam
domains

Other
Pfam
domains

Iota toxin, component Ia (iap) Clostridium perfringens E str. NCIB 10748 PF03496,
PF03496

C2 toxin, component I (C2I ) Clostridium botulinum C str. 203U28 PF03496
CdtA (cdtA) Clostridium difficile str. CCUG 20309 PF03496,

PF03496
Exoenzyme C3 (C3 ) Clostridium botulinum D str. 1873 PF03496
Type III secretion system effectors (exoS) with
ADP ribosyltransferase activity and
GTPase-activating protein activity

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 PF03545,
PF03496

Type III secretion system effectors (exoT) with
ADP ribosyltransferase activity and
GTPase-activating protein activity

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 PF03545,
PF03496

Type III secretion system effector (spvB) with
ADP-ribosylation activity

Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar
Typhimurium str. LT2

PF03496 PF03534
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Reinstating some toxin Pfam domains, which were not in the VFDB toxin 307

proteins. 308

Some of the 216 domains which were not found in VFDB toxin proteins had to be 309

reinstated in the list, since major groups of important pathogens were not identified by 310

the 59 toxin domains. For instance, none of the 61 strains of M. tuberculosis were 311

identified, 52 out of 53 B. fragilis also remained unidentified, and 39 out of 418 E. coli 312

strains also remained unidentified. 313

Polymorphic toxins have been described to have some functional regions in 314

common with toxins used by pathogens against human hosts [17]. However, no Pfam 315

domains described as polymorphic toxin domains were found in the VFDB toxin 316

proteins. They were therefore not reinstated on the list. Some of the 216 domains were 317

from yeast or animal venoms. These were also not reinstated. Eleven domains were 318

reinstated on the list (PF06109, PF07906, PF16535, PF14021, PF03507, PF18413, 319

PF12261, PF17752, PF16376, PF05588, PF17993), resulting in a list of 70 toxin Pfam 320

domains (Table 5). With this list, 1430 out of 1647 pathogens and 182 out of 1520 321

commensal strains contained toxin domains (Table 3). 322

Four domains had high abundance in the good quality genomes of GenBank 323

The abundance of the 70 toxin domains was examined across 166093 good quality 324

genomes of 14970 species from GenBank (Table S6). There is a bias in public databases 325

towards sequencing pathogenic bacteria; a high percentage of strains in GenBank may 326

therefore contain the domains. However, if a high percentage of species contain the 327

domains, it would indicate that they are not specific to pathogens. While most domains 328

were found in 2 % of the species or less, a few domains were found in a higher 329

percentage of species. Four of the domains were highly prevalent and were found in 330

10 % - 29 % of the species - a haemagglutination activity domain (PF05860), RTX 331

calcium-binding nonapeptide repeat (4 copies) (PF00353), hemagglutinin repeat 332

(PF13332), and a domain of unknown function DUF756 (PF05506). After removing 333

these four domains from the list, the 66 remaining domains were present in 1360 out of 334

1647 pathogens and 139 of the 1520 commensal strains (Table 5). With this list, all 61 335

M. tuberculosis strains in the pathogenic dataset were identified, 17 of the B. fragilis, 336

and all but one of the E. coli strains. Two of the domains in the list were not present in 337

neither the commensal nor the pathogenic strains - the short repeat of the RtxA toxin 338

(PF07634) and the Vibrio thermostable direct hemolysin (PF03347). The distribution of 339

the 66 toxin domains in the commensal and pathogenic strains can be seen in Table 5. 340

Discussion 341

We set out to find out if a set of toxin related Pfam domains would be useful 342

bio-markers for identifying pathogenic bacteria. A list of toxin Pfam domains was 343

curated, and the final list contained 66 domains. To examine if the domains could be 344

used for pathogen identification, three hypotheses were tested. 345

The first hypothesis was that all bacterial toxin proteins contain toxin Pfam 346

domains. The known toxin proteins of VFDB were screened, and 103 out of 126 toxin 347

proteins contained at least one domain annotated as a toxin domain. However, sixteen 348

VFDB toxin proteins only contained Pfam domains which were not specific to toxins, 349

and seven toxin proteins did not contain any Pfam domains at all. Thus, based on strict 350

criteria, the first hypothesis would be rejected. 351

The second hypothesis was that if a bacterial strain contained a toxin Pfam 352

domain, then it can be pathogenic. The commensal dataset was used to test this 353

hypothesis as the strains were all isolated from healthy subjects. In the commensal 354
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Table 5. The number of commensal (Com) and pathogenic (Path) strains containing each of the 66 toxin Pfam domains in
the final list of bio-markers.

Pfam Summary Com Path Pfam Summary Com Path
PF14021 Tuberculosis necrotizing toxin 47 81 PF08090 Heat stable E.coli enterotoxin 1 0 1
PF05707 Zonular occludens toxin (Zot) 43 174 PF02764 Diphtheria toxin, T domain 0 2
PF07906 ShET2 enterotoxin, N-terminal region 14 207 PF01324 Diphtheria toxin, R domain 0 2
PF06109 Haemolysin E (HlyE) 13 256 PF02763 Diphtheria toxin, C domain 0 2
PF01117 Aerolysin toxin 12 2 PF09156 Anthrax toxin lethal factor, middle

domain
0 6

PF02395 Immunoglobulin A1 protease 11 504 PF01375 Heat-labile enterotoxin alpha chain 0 44
PF03318 Clostridium epsilon toxin

ETX/Bacillus mosquitocidal toxin
MTX2

7 2 PF03498 Cytolethal distending toxin A/C
domain

0 67

PF16934 Two-component Enterococcus faecalis
cytolysin (EFC)

6 84 PF16458 Beta-prism lectin 0 19

PF16376 N-terminal domain of fragilysin 5 17 PF02876 Staphylococcal/Streptococcal toxin,
beta-grasp domain

0 95

PF17440 Thiol-activated cytolysin beta
sandwich domain

3 232 PF12919 TcdA/TcdB catalytic
glycosyltransferase domain

0 61

PF16535 Type III cell invasion protein SipB 2 144 PF12920 TcdA/TcdB pore forming domain 0 50
PF07373 CAMP factor (Cfa) 2 30 PF18413 Neuraminidase-like domain 0 45
PF05791 Bacillus haemolytic enterotoxin

(HBL)
2 29 PF02917 Pertussis toxin, subunit 1 0 64

PF05785 Rho-activating domain of cytotoxic
necrotizing factor

1 119 PF02918 Pertussis toxin, subunit 2 and 3,
C-terminal domain

0 39

PF12261 Thermostable hemolysin 1 30 PF03545 Yersinia virulence determinant
(YopE)

0 119

PF03495 Clostridial binary toxin B/anthrax
toxin PA Ca-binding domain

1 25 PF11713 Peptidase C80 family 0 95

PF17475 Clostridial binary toxin B/anthrax
toxin PA domain 2

1 47 PF10734 Protein of unknown function
(DUF2523)

0 157

PF08339 RTX C-terminal domain 1 148 PF03497 Anthrax toxin LF subunit 0 83
PF17476 Clostridial binary toxin B/anthrax

toxin PA domain 3
1 25 PF07968 Leukocidin/Hemolysin toxin family 0 108

PF03440 Aerolysin/Pertussis toxin (APT)
domain

0 5 PF17752 Burkholderia lethal factor 1 0 24

PF01742 Clostridial neurotoxin zinc protease 0 4 PF01123 Staphylococcal/Streptococcal toxin,
OB-fold domain

0 95

PF03505 Clostridium enterotoxin 0 2 PF05372 Delta lysin family 0 79
PF17993 Haemagglutinin 70 C-terminal

domain
0 2 PF03507 CagA exotoxin 0 50

PF05588 Clostridium botulinum HA-17 domain 0 2 PF02691 Vacuolating cyotoxin 0 60
PF12563 Hemolytic toxin N terminal 0 18 PF09101 Exotoxin A binding 0 49
PF07952 Clostridium neurotoxin, Translocation

domain
0 4 PF09102 Exotoxin A, targeting 0 49

PF07953 Clostridium neurotoxin, N-terminal
receptor binding

0 4 PF16671 Actin cross-linking domain 0 17

PF01376 Heat-labile enterotoxin beta chain 0 43 PF00161 Ribosome inactivating protein 0 15
PF07951 Clostridium neurotoxin, C-terminal

receptor binding
0 3 PF02258 Shiga-like toxin beta subunit 0 13

PF02048 Heat-stable enterotoxin ST 0 32 PF12918 TcdB toxin N-terminal helical domain 0 58
PF09276 Pertussis toxin S5 subunit 0 5 PF09009 Exotoxin A catalytic 0 56
PF09275 Pertussis toxin S4 subunit 0 5 PF07634 RtxA repeat 0 0
PF07737 Anthrax toxin lethal factor, N- and

C-terminal domain
0 6 PF03347 Vibrio thermostable direct hemolysin 0 0
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dataset, 139 strains contained one or more of the toxin domains from the list of 66 355

domains. However, the dataset was not perfect for testing the second hypothesis, since 356

some commensal strains can be opportunistic pathogens and since healthy subjects can 357

be carriers of opportunistic pathogens without showing symptoms. For instance, 358

commensal strains can confer colonization resistance towards a pathogen or confer 359

beneficial immune responses reducing the pathogenic effect of a pathogen [33]. Further, 360

the mere presence of a toxin gene in a genome does not guarantee that that gene will be 361

expressed, or that an active toxin protein will be made. Virulence depends on multiple 362

factors. In addition to toxins, these include adherence and colonization, invasion into 363

the host cells, survival in the host cells, secretion systems, quorum-sensing, and 364

biofilm-formation [34]. Disturbance of any of the virulence factors can reduce or prevent 365

the virulent effects of the pathogen. For instance, the probiotic Bacillus clausii strain 366

O/C has been shown to produce proteases with antitoxin effects that counteracted the 367

effect of toxins from Clostridium difficile and Bacillus cereus [34]. Additionally, if a 368

strain lacks other virulence factors than the potential to produce toxins, the presence of 369

a toxin gene may not result in pathogenicity. 370

The 66 domains were generally limited to few different species in the good quality 371

genomes of GenBank. Some of the 66 domains however, were present in several hundred 372

different species; yet this may not signify that they are not associated with 373

pathogenicity. Many of the strains they occur in may not cause disease under normal 374

circumstances - for instance, several were soil bacteria. However, in large amounts, or in 375

an already compromised host, they might. There are possibly many bacteria that have 376

pathogenic potential of a less severe character - for instance able to cause mild 377

diarrhoea - which are not sequenced in relation to this effect and therefore not 378

annotated as pathogens. If toxin Pfam domains are to be used for the identification of 379

pathogens, it may be useful to also account for the severity of symptoms different toxins 380

cause. Future work may look into, whether different toxin Pfam domains can be 381

associated with different severity of disease. 382

Sixteen of the toxin proteins from VFDB only contained Pfam domains that were 383

also common in the commensal strains. Inclusion of these domains in a search for 384

pathogens would lead to many false positives. An ADP-ribosyltransferase exoenzyme 385

domain (PF03496) was common in the commensal strains where it was present in some 386

bacteria generally recognized as safe (GRAS) for human consumption such as 387

Bifidobacterium adolescentis [35]. Other methods must be used to detect toxins which 388

only contain such Pfam domains. The method of identifying pathogens by the presence 389

of toxin Pfam domains may be improved by also defining sets of domains, whose 390

co-occurrence in the same protein is indicative of a toxin. For instance this may be the 391

case for the two domains (PF03496, PF03534) in the Type III secretion system effector 392

SpvB from Salmonella enterica subsp. enterica serovar Typhimurium str. LT2. Since 16 393

toxin proteins only contained Pfam domains, which were commonly found in 394

commensals and even in strains with GRAS status, the second hypothesis was rejected. 395

The third hypothesis was that if a bacterial strain was pathogenic, it would contain 396

a toxin Pfam domain. Although by far most of the pathogenic strains contained one or 397

more of the 66 toxin domains, 287 out of the 1647 strains did not. For example none of 398

the 11 Borrelia strains or the 27 Francisella tularensis strains contained any of the 66 399

toxin domains. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, neither have any known toxins. 400

There are other pathogenic modes of action than toxin proteins, such as synthesis of 401

non-proteinaceous toxins like LPSs or LOSs. It is therefore possible, that some of the 402

217 pathogens which lack toxin domains do not contain toxin proteins. Alternatively, 403

their toxins contain only Pfam domains, which are not toxin-specific. It is also possible 404

that their toxins have not yet been discovered and thus neither have their domains. The 405

third hypothesis was therefore also rejected. 406
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Based on strict criteria, all 3 hypotheses were rejected; however, the list of 66 toxin 407

domains distinguished well between known pathogens and commensal strains and the 408

domains were not widespread in different species in GenBank. The list identified 1360 409

out of 1647 pathogenic strains (83 %), while only identifying 139 out of 1520 commensal 410

strains (9 %) - some of which may be opportunistic pathogens. Screening for toxin 411

Pfam domains could therefore be used effectively to indicate the presence of pathogenic 412

bacteria in large genomic datasets such as metagenomic samples. Sequencing long reads 413

- for instance with Oxford Nanopore flow cells, which can also be analysed real-time - 414

would render sequences of sufficient length for gene identification and Pfam domain 415

annotation. Searching sequences with Hidden Markov Models (pfamscan) is a relatively 416

slow procedure and not suitable for real-time analysis. However, faster tools for 417

annotation with Pfam domains are being developed [36,37]. Their annotation speed 418

would allow real-time analysis. When using this method in metagenomic samples, it 419

must be taken into account that not all of the toxin Pfam domains are unique to 420

bacteria. Many are present in viruses and eukaryotes as well. For instance, aerolysin 421

(PF01117) is present in Salmo salar (salmon). If screening for instance wastewater for 422

toxin Pfam domains, the reads should therefore also be mapped to a database of 423

bacteria to establish their relevance. 424

As the list of toxin domains identified a broad set of pathogenic strains, it can be 425

expected to also identify new pathogens, as well as prove useful in identifying toxins in 426

strains where the virulence factors have not yet been fully discovered. 427
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Appendix

Table S1. The 30 most represented species in the dataset of pathogenic strains.

Species Number of strains
Escherichia coli 418
Streptococcus pneumoniae 173
Haemophilus influenzae 104
Staphylococcus aureus 80
Mycobacterium tuberculosis 61
Helicobacter pylori 60
Bacteroides fragilis 53
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 50
Salmonella enterica 48
Clostridium difficile 41
Francisella tularensis 27
Acinetobacter baumannii 24
Pseudomonas fluorescens 23
Burkholderia pseudomallei 23
Vibrio cholerae 18
Yersinia pestis 18
Campylobacter jejuni 16
Gardnerella vaginalis 13
Klebsiella pneumoniae 13
Propionibacterium acnes 12
Streptococcus pyogenes 12
Listeria monocytogenes 11
Mycoplasma pneumoniae 11
Shigella flexneri 10
Neisseria gonorrhoeae 10
Neisseria meningitidis 9
Staphylococcus epidermidis 9
Enterococcus faecium 8
Mycobacterium massiliense 8
Enterococcus faecalis 8
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Table S2. The 30 most represented genera in the dataset of commensal strains.

Genus Number of strains
Bacteroides 338
Bifidobacterium 144
Ruminococcus 137
Clostridium 87
Collinsella 79
Blautia 62
Parabacteroides 59
Eubacterium 46
Coprobacillus 41
Roseburia 37
Dorea 36
Eubacterium 32
Streptococcus 28
Prevotella 25
Coprococcus 23
Lachnospiraceae 23
Ruminococcus 20
Escherichia 19
Firmicutes 19
Clostridium 18
Faecalibacterium 17
Butyricicoccus 17
Hungatella 12
Odoribacter 12
Lactobacillus 12
Clostridiaceae 10
Erysipelatoclostridium 10
Olsenella 9
Absiella 8
Klebsiella 7
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Table S3. The species which are represented both by commensal strains and
pathogenic strains.

Species Pathogenic Commensal
Escherichia coli 418 19
Bacteroides fragilis 53 31
Klebsiella pneumoniae 13 7
Enterococcus faecalis 8 1
Bacillus cereus 4 2
Streptococcus mutans 2 1
Bacteroides caccae 1 12
Staphylococcus warneri 1 1
Paeniclostridium sordellii 1 1
Streptococcus anginosus 1 5
Enterobacter cloacae 1 1
Streptococcus gallolyticus 1 2
Eggerthella lenta 1 1
Clostridium perfringens 1 1
Burkholderiales bacterium 1 1
Bacteroides vulgatus 1 66

Table S4. The genera which are represented both by commensal strains and
pathogenic strains.

Genus Pathogenic Commensal
Escherichia 419 19
Streptococcus 208 28
Staphylococcus 94 1
Bacteroides 55 338
Clostridium 49 87
Enterococcus 19 7
Klebsiella 13 7
Propionibacterium 12 1
Bacillus 10 6
Peptoclostridium 5 1
Enterobacter 2 3
Fusobacterium 2 6
Paeniclostridium 1 1
Pseudoflavonifractor 1 1
Tannerella 1 2
Eggerthella 1 2
Burkholderiales 1 1
Citrobacter 1 1
Alistipes 1 5
Prevotella 1 25
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Table S5. The number of commensal and pathogenic strains containing each of the 62 toxin Pfam domains found in the
VFDB toxin proteins.

Pfam Commensal
strains

Pathogenic
strains Pfam Commensal

strains
Pathogenic

strains
PF00882 610 85 PF07737 0 6
PF01289 101 245 PF08090 0 1
PF03496 89 118 PF02764 0 2
PF05707 43 174 PF01324 0 2
PF05860 25 507 PF02763 0 2
PF00353 21 292 PF01375 0 44
PF13332 15 324 PF09009 0 56
PF01117 12 2 PF16458 0 19
PF02395 11 504 PF12918 0 58
PF03318 7 2 PF12919 0 61
PF16934 6 84 PF12920 0 50
PF17440 3 232 PF02917 0 64
PF05791 2 29 PF05506 0 119
PF07373 2 30 PF02918 0 39
PF17475 1 47 PF03545 0 119
PF17476 1 25 PF11713 0 95
PF08339 1 148 PF10734 0 157
PF05785 1 119 PF03497 0 83
PF03495 1 25 PF02876 0 95
PF12563 0 18 PF07968 0 108
PF01742 0 4 PF01123 0 95
PF03440 0 5 PF05372 0 79
PF03505 0 2 PF02691 0 60
PF03498 0 67 PF09101 0 49
PF01376 0 43 PF09102 0 49
PF07953 0 4 PF16671 0 17
PF07952 0 4 PF00161 0 15
PF07951 0 3 PF02258 0 13
PF02048 0 32 PF09156 0 6
PF09276 0 5 PF03347 0 0
PF09275 0 5 PF07634 0 0
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Table S6. The number of GenBank’s good quality genomes (166093) and species (14970) containing each of 70 toxin Pfam
domains.

Pfam Summary Nr.
Org.

% Org. Nr.
Species

%
Species

PF05860 haemagglutination activity domain 45039 27 2789 19
PF00353 RTX calcium-binding nonapeptide repeat (4 copies) 31640 19 4362 29
PF13332 Hemagglutinin repeat 25944 15 1553 10
PF05506 Domain of unknown function (DUF756) 20659 12 1869 12
PF06109 Haemolysin E (HlyE) 19035 11 25 0
PF17440 Thiol-activated cytolysin beta sandwich domain 17271 10 188 1
PF02395 Immunoglobulin A1 protease 16390 10 228 2
PF03545 Yersinia virulence determinant (YopE) 15648 9 49 0
PF07968 Leukocidin/Hemolysin toxin family 15373 9 169 1
PF16535 Type III cell invasion protein SipB 14998 9 106 1
PF07906 ShET2 enterotoxin, N-terminal region 14947 9 68 0
PF05707 Zonular occludens toxin (Zot) 14024 8 1127 8
PF02876 Staphylococcal/Streptococcal toxin, beta-grasp domain 13293 8 37 0
PF14021 Tuberculosis necrotizing toxin 12393 7 1107 7
PF10734 Protein of unknown function (DUF2523) 10957 6 656 4
PF01123 Staphylococcal/Streptococcal toxin, OB-fold domain 10774 6 18 0
PF05372 Delta lysin family 10298 6 12 0
PF12261 Thermostable hemolysin 6728 4 933 6
PF03497 Anthrax toxin LF subunit 6494 4 219 1
PF02917 Pertussis toxin, subunit 1 6110 4 166 1
PF12919 TcdA/TcdB catalytic glycosyltransferase domain 5687 3 181 1
PF09101 Exotoxin A binding 4742 3 35 0
PF09009 Exotoxin A catalytic 4710 3 39 0
PF11713 Peptidase C80 family 4710 3 163 1
PF09102 Exotoxin A, targeting 4690 3 41 0
PF08339 RTX C-terminal domain 4603 3 51 0
PF02918 Pertussis toxin, subunit 2 and 3, C-terminal domain 4446 3 17 0
PF12918 TcdB toxin N-terminal helical domain 4366 3 32 0
PF03498 Cytolethal distending toxin A/C domain 4288 3 113 1
PF05791 Bacillus haemolytic enterotoxin (HBL) 3714 2 227 2
PF00161 Ribosome inactivating protein 3662 2 160 1
PF07373 CAMP factor (Cfa) 3267 2 58 0
PF18413 Neuraminidase-like domain 3174 2 581 4
PF02258 Shiga-like toxin beta subunit 3153 2 8 0
PF05785 Rho-activating domain of cytotoxic necrotizing factor 2719 2 69 0
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Pfam Summary Nr.
Org.

% Org. Nr.
Species

%
Species

PF16934 Two-component Enterococcus faecalis cytolysin (EFC) 2470 1 98 1
PF12920 TcdA/TcdB pore forming domain 2189 1 126 1
PF03495 Clostridial binary toxin B/anthrax toxin PA Ca-binding

domain
1753 1 70 0

PF17475 Clostridial binary toxin B/anthrax toxin PA domain 2 1698 1 42 0
PF03440 Aerolysin/Pertussis toxin (APT) domain 1692 1 85 1
PF17752 Burkholderia lethal factor 1 1654 1 13 0
PF02691 Vacuolating cyotoxin 1580 1 5 0
PF01375 Heat-labile enterotoxin alpha chain 1359 1 97 1
PF12563 Hemolytic toxin N terminal 1333 1 56 0
PF03507 CagA exotoxin phosphopeptide substrate mimic region 1217 1 1 0
PF16458 Beta-prism lectin 1212 1 41 0
PF16671 Actin cross-linking domain 1075 1 31 0
PF03318 Clostridium epsilon toxin ETX/Bacillus mosquitocidal toxin

MTX2
934 1 198 1

PF01376 Heat-labile enterotoxin beta chain 920 1 4 0
PF09275 Pertussis toxin S4 subunit 914 1 6 0
PF09276 Pertussis toxin S5 subunit 914 1 6 0
PF01117 Aerolysin toxin 913 1 134 1
PF17476 Clostridial binary toxin B/anthrax toxin PA domain 3 863 1 37 0
PF02048 Heat-stable enterotoxin ST 820 0 19 0
PF03347 Vibrio thermostable direct hemolysin 706 0 9 0
PF07737 Anthrax toxin lethal factor, N- and C-terminal domain 301 0 33 0
PF07953 Clostridium neurotoxin, N-terminal receptor binding 248 0 11 0
PF01742 Clostridial neurotoxin zinc protease 246 0 9 0
PF07952 Clostridium neurotoxin, Translocation domain 244 0 9 0
PF07951 Clostridium neurotoxin, C-terminal receptor binding 222 0 6 0
PF02764 Diphtheria toxin, T domain 195 0 17 0
PF09156 Anthrax toxin lethal factor, middle domain 195 0 5 0
PF03505 Clostridium enterotoxin 184 0 9 0
PF02763 Diphtheria toxin, C domain 184 0 13 0
PF01324 Diphtheria toxin, R domain 176 0 6 0
PF05588 Clostridium botulinum HA-17 domain 142 0 10 0
PF17993 Haemagglutinin 70 C-terminal domain 121 0 2 0
PF16376 N-terminal domain of fragilysin 37 0 1 0
PF08090 Heat stable E.coli enterotoxin 1 13 0 4 0
PF07634 RtxA repeat 2 0 2 0
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S1 File. GenBank IDs of the 1647 pathogenic strains from PATRIC

GCA 000461775.1, GCA 000495955.1, GCA 000268465.1, GCA 000182725.1, GCA 000279935.1, GCA 003414565.1, GCA 000803965.1,
GCA 001585285.1, GCA 000459095.1, GCA 001021695.1, GCA 000173215.1, GCA 000824525.1, GCA 000392595.1, GCA 000327125.3,
GCA 003414165.1, GCA 000020105.1, GCA 000598645.1, GCA 001585765.1, GCA 000457735.1, GCA 001020625.1, GCA 001881435.1,
GCA 000458575.1, GCA 000456225.1, GCA 000177695.1, GCA 000530295.1, GCA 000334175.1, GCA 000510935.1, GCA 000275385.1,
GCA 000014085.1, GCA 000824085.1, GCA 000456625.1, GCA 000189175.2, GCA 000016145.1, GCA 003414235.1, GCA 000598905.1,
GCA 000169575.2, GCA 000530435.1, GCA 000274785.1, GCA 001027065.1, GCA 000268165.1, GCA 000274165.1, GCA 001448285.1,
GCA 000531785.1, GCA 000357085.1, GCA 003415105.1, GCA 000459575.1, GCA 001574705.1, GCA 000461275.1, GCA 003415095.1,
GCA 000183985.1, GCA 000479875.2, GCA 000315445.1, GCA 000193475.1, GCA 000267985.1, GCA 003425815.1, GCA 000457555.1,
GCA 001881075.1, GCA 000598285.1, GCA 000263495.1, GCA 000268425.1, GCA 000189015.2, GCA 000466065.2, GCA 000274505.1,
GCA 000461635.1, GCA 000530595.1, GCA 001448135.1, GCA 000756545.1, GCA 000210395.1, GCA 000824385.1, GCA 000275185.1,
GCA 001725965.1, GCA 000530415.1, GCA 000188615.2, GCA 000823945.1, GCA 000479855.2, GCA 001545505.1, GCA 003415415.1,
GCA 000025165.1, GCA 003414395.1, GCA 000178715.1, GCA 000287875.1, GCA 000460515.1, GCA 000355825.1, GCA 003414465.1,
GCA 000180555.1, GCA 003415085.1, GCA 001881395.1, GCA 000274345.1, GCA 000248635.2, GCA 000824005.1, GCA 000274865.1,
GCA 000270765.1, GCA 000458625.1, GCA 000008585.1, GCA 000196075.1, GCA 000495015.1, GCA 000804045.1, GCA 001618075.1,
GCA 000330605.1, GCA 000457185.1, GCA 000466725.1, GCA 002208555.1, GCA 000221665.2, GCA 000530325.1, GCA 000155455.1,
GCA 000248855.2, GCA 000459455.1, GCA 000459915.1, GCA 000268705.1, GCA 000018705.1, GCA 000456965.1, GCA 000007125.1,
GCA 000461335.1, GCA 000165525.1, GCA 000459155.1, GCA 000021145.1, GCA 000155835.1, GCA 000170055.1, GCA 000460435.1,
GCA 000155065.1, GCA 001023455.2, GCA 000526115.1, GCA 000458055.1, GCA 001574735.1, GCA 000063545.1, GCA 000222245.2,
GCA 000275325.1, GCA 000461315.1, GCA 000018045.1, GCA 000312845.2, GCA 000455325.1, GCA 000189155.2, GCA 000461075.1,
GCA 000022625.1, GCA 000459595.1, GCA 000457305.1, GCA 000275285.1, GCA 001182885.1, GCA 000458415.1, GCA 001585565.1,
GCA 001704525.1, GCA 001182805.1, GCA 001584885.1, GCA 000459255.1, GCA 000171755.2, GCA 000461455.1, GCA 000178315.1,
GCA 000221785.2, GCA 000531655.1, GCA 000461655.1, GCA 001448235.1, GCA 001758605.1, GCA 001585435.1, GCA 000213135.1,
GCA 000507605.1, GCA 000458515.1, GCA 000824405.1, GCA 000460475.1, GCA 001272835.1, GCA 000263535.1, GCA 001584995.1,
GCA 000006885.1, GCA 000278885.1, GCA 000047365.1, GCA 000313255.1, GCA 000176315.1, GCA 000803725.1, GCA 000824685.1,
GCA 001618085.1, GCA 000457835.1, GCA 000531255.1, GCA 000175655.1, GCA 000786735.1, GCA 000173175.1, GCA 000456325.1,
GCA 000803755.1, GCA 000248875.2, GCA 000494975.1, GCA 000279535.1, GCA 001030035.1, GCA 000457755.1, GCA 000342585.1,
GCA 000334535.1, GCA 000418635.1, GCA 000263435.1, GCA 000269465.1, GCA 001625105.1, GCA 000460635.1, GCA 001272795.1,
GCA 001585985.1, GCA 000459935.1, GCA 001448185.1, GCA 003415205.1, GCA 000458435.1, GCA 000221745.2, GCA 000824165.1,
GCA 000461675.1, GCA 000165575.1, GCA 001865595.1, GCA 000279915.1, GCA 000598885.1, GCA 000460135.1, GCA 000456385.1,
GCA 000460155.1, GCA 000278925.1, GCA 000175315.3, GCA 000762505.1, GCA 000803905.1, GCA 000231215.1, GCA 000355595.1,
GCA 000181715.2, GCA 000459175.1, GCA 000456925.1, GCA 000275105.1, GCA 000495055.1, GCA 001275585.1, GCA 000598525.1,
GCA 000011725.1, GCA 003414325.1, GCA 001020765.1, GCA 000009065.1, GCA 000274405.1, GCA 000823905.1, GCA 003414965.1,
GCA 000265135.1, GCA 000746605.1, GCA 000803735.1, GCA 000456165.1, GCA 000006925.2, GCA 000298075.1, GCA 000459475.1,
GCA 000172335.2, GCA 000824425.1, GCA 001030015.1, GCA 001444325.1, GCA 000205365.2, GCA 000278965.1, GCA 000221145.2,
GCA 000180515.2, GCA 000647475.1, GCA 000168235.2, GCA 000488075.1, GCA 000273905.1, GCA 000334555.1, GCA 000167815.1,
GCA 000268085.1, GCA 000017825.1, GCA 000205405.2, GCA 001585805.1, GCA 000152665.1, GCA 000175435.1, GCA 000250775.2,
GCA 001020655.1, GCA 000273845.1, GCA 000824325.1, GCA 000213455.2, GCA 001029975.1, GCA 003414505.1, GCA 000457245.1,
GCA 000460795.1, GCA 000019885.1, GCA 000334595.1, GCA 000457325.1, GCA 003415285.1, GCA 000146975.1, GCA 000804225.1,
GCA 000747315.1, GCA 000762785.1, GCA 002208455.1, GCA 000457455.1, GCA 000356545.1, GCA 000470195.1, GCA 003414515.1,
GCA 000803845.1, GCA 000008185.1, GCA 000186725.1, GCA 000188995.2, GCA 000026745.1, GCA 000458875.1, GCA 000319535.1,
GCA 000162115.1, GCA 000268625.1, GCA 000465325.1, GCA 000407085.1, GCA 000171075.1, GCA 000014205.1, GCA 003415025.1,
GCA 000457435.1, GCA 001881465.1, GCA 000334775.1, GCA 000457875.1, GCA 000156895.1, GCA 000193895.2, GCA 000278865.1,
GCA 001585185.1, GCA 000461715.1, GCA 001462375.1, GCA 000009085.1, GCA 001881125.1, GCA 000458845.1, GCA 001586065.1,
GCA 003414785.1, GCA 000459055.1, GCA 000279045.1, GCA 000458825.1, GCA 000319595.1, GCA 000722685.1, GCA 003415495.1,
GCA 000169755.1, GCA 001448215.1, GCA 000456265.1, GCA 000011225.1, GCA 000278845.1, GCA 000188575.2, GCA 000212515.2,
GCA 000211235.1, GCA 000009805.1, GCA 001272775.1, GCA 000372565.1, GCA 000309275.1, GCA 000205345.2, GCA 000981265.1,
GCA 000823965.1, GCA 000011925.1, GCA 000170115.1, GCA 000459295.1, GCA 000441855.1, GCA 000195815.1, GCA 000461155.1,
GCA 001447845.1, GCA 000154225.1, GCA 000598325.1, GCA 000205425.2, GCA 000828325.1, GCA 000804105.1, GCA 000418775.1,
GCA 003415035.1, GCA 000085225.1, GCA 000189055.2, GCA 000459335.1, GCA 000156975.1, GCA 000456405.1, GCA 000598925.1,
GCA 000180255.1, GCA 000268245.1, GCA 000158615.1, GCA 000162295.1, GCA 000173715.1, GCA 000598745.1, GCA 000456905.1,
GCA 001272715.1, GCA 000724735.1, GCA 000488055.1, GCA 000349925.2, GCA 000807295.1, GCA 000804245.1, GCA 003414205.1,
GCA 000459535.1, GCA 000178075.1, GCA 001584865.1, GCA 000251525.2, GCA 000154645.1, GCA 003414715.1, GCA 001266635.1,
GCA 000458155.1, GCA 000307535.1, GCA 000274145.1, GCA 000520035.1, GCA 000011705.1, GCA 000170075.1, GCA 001027085.1,
GCA 000248535.2, GCA 000495095.1, GCA 000008985.1, GCA 000598965.1, GCA 000599045.1, GCA 000824345.1, GCA 001308045.1,
GCA 000332605.1, GCA 000193675.2, GCA 000762565.1, GCA 000016945.1, GCA 000404245.1, GCA 000274365.1, GCA 000598505.1,
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GCA 000461855.1, GCA 000334815.1, GCA 000189715.2, GCA 000458975.1, GCA 000169815.1, GCA 000155535.1, GCA 000468235.1,
GCA 000466645.1, GCA 000458315.1, GCA 000599425.1, GCA 001585125.1, GCA 001020635.1, GCA 000003955.1, GCA 003415195.1,
GCA 000597825.1, GCA 000275085.1, GCA 001585465.1, GCA 000274285.1, GCA 000460295.1, GCA 000173655.1, GCA 000458785.1,
GCA 000460315.1, GCA 000279125.1, GCA 000466925.2, GCA 000488095.1, GCA 000156935.1, GCA 000274025.1, GCA 000456105.1,
GCA 000163795.1, GCA 001881275.1, GCA 003425625.1, GCA 003415525.1, GCA 001585745.1, GCA 000530915.1, GCA 000824045.1,
GCA 000274265.1, GCA 000188755.2, GCA 000440015.1, GCA 000169735.1, GCA 000327105.3, GCA 001922245.1, GCA 003415565.1,
GCA 000506805.1, GCA 003414645.1, GCA 000248915.2, GCA 000438865.1, GCA 002356255.1, GCA 000458535.1, GCA 000279635.1,
GCA 000460995.1, GCA 000804025.1, GCA 000457385.1, GCA 000459895.1, GCA 000008285.1, GCA 000599005.1, GCA 001881105.1,
GCA 000354875.1, GCA 000260615.2, GCA 003414815.1, GCA 000194865.1, GCA 002208475.1, GCA 000230295.1, GCA 000530695.1,
GCA 000461055.1, GCA 003414285.1, GCA 000172275.2, GCA 000456665.1, GCA 000007685.1, GCA 000460355.1, GCA 003425485.1,
GCA 000169615.1, GCA 002357955.1, GCA 001661115.1, GCA 000327165.3, GCA 000531535.1, GCA 000456365.1, GCA 000457105.1,
GCA 001881045.1, GCA 000824485.1, GCA 001280325.1, GCA 003415255.1, GCA 000248575.2, GCA 000258885.1, GCA 001020705.1,
GCA 000372605.1, GCA 000017905.1, GCA 000953985.1, GCA 000268445.1, GCA 000459815.1, GCA 003414865.1, GCA 000457405.1,
GCA 001272895.1, GCA 000223095.2, GCA 003691635.1, GCA 000599125.1, GCA 001574935.1, GCA 000248515.2, GCA 000824605.1,
GCA 000458015.1, GCA 001922205.1, GCA 000459735.1, GCA 002208485.1, GCA 000263575.1, GCA 000334655.1, GCA 001585155.1,
GCA 000170295.1, GCA 001585355.1, GCA 000458095.1, GCA 000460115.1, GCA 000459395.1, GCA 000461755.1, GCA 000330905.1,
GCA 000213695.2, GCA 000275165.1, GCA 000495035.1, GCA 000457165.1, GCA 000932075.1, GCA 000459655.1, GCA 000459635.1,
GCA 000415485.1, GCA 001448105.1, GCA 000458645.1, GCA 000149015.1, GCA 000270925.1, GCA 000263055.1, GCA 000824465.1,
GCA 000364465.1, GCA 001574605.1, GCA 000762525.1, GCA 000824265.1, GCA 000162095.1, GCA 000021205.1, GCA 000531505.1,
GCA 000018745.1, GCA 000458935.1, GCA 000279895.1, GCA 000461135.1, GCA 000758075.1, GCA 000411035.1, GCA 000024565.1,
GCA 000260515.1, GCA 000457995.1, GCA 001548195.1, GCA 000598725.1, GCA 000154625.1, GCA 000459035.1, GCA 000018345.1,
GCA 000279875.1, GCA 001584965.1, GCA 000459855.1, GCA 001585965.1, GCA 000194905.1, GCA 003609935.1, GCA 000456085.1,
GCA 000456645.1, GCA 000300915.1, GCA 000493795.1, GCA 000248655.2, GCA 000092565.1, GCA 000598845.1, GCA 000460235.1,
GCA 000598825.1, GCA 000259815.1, GCA 001721125.1, GCA 000459275.1, GCA 000598445.1, GCA 000176775.1, GCA 000824565.1,
GCA 001448035.1, GCA 000274245.1, GCA 000459235.1, GCA 000459775.1, GCA 000334695.1, GCA 000268405.1, GCA 000459355.1,
GCA 000458375.1, GCA 000823925.1, GCA 000762585.1, GCA 000804065.1, GCA 000215425.2, GCA 001596325.1, GCA 000319495.1,
GCA 000155045.1, GCA 000355175.1, GCA 000273805.1, GCA 000456585.1, GCA 003414215.1, GCA 003415175.1, GCA 000159555.1,
GCA 003415065.1, GCA 003425465.1, GCA 000178175.1, GCA 000274305.1, GCA 000954175.1, GCA 000170155.1, GCA 000460255.1,
GCA 000046705.1, GCA 000021465.1, GCA 000156875.1, GCA 003425955.1, GCA 000457265.1, GCA 000460895.1, GCA 000722755.1,
GCA 000722695.1, GCA 000319285.1, GCA 000445385.1, GCA 000461615.1, GCA 000488015.1, GCA 000461795.1, GCA 000598205.1,
GCA 000194885.2, GCA 000170095.1, GCA 002208535.1, GCA 000598305.1, GCA 000292565.1, GCA 003415275.1, GCA 000354455.1,
GCA 000459555.1, GCA 000169255.2, GCA 000486205.1, GCA 001585705.1, GCA 000803825.1, GCA 000458705.1, GCA 000459615.1,
GCA 001280345.1, GCA 001574775.1, GCA 003425445.1, GCA 000024265.1, GCA 000174395.2, GCA 000287735.1, GCA 000598985.1,
GCA 000162995.1, GCA 000069965.1, GCA 000460395.1, GCA 000461875.1, GCA 000162895.1, GCA 003414335.1, GCA 000171355.1,
GCA 000171375.1, GCA 000168655.1, GCA 001661135.1, GCA 000828245.1, GCA 000205385.2, GCA 000932095.1, GCA 001854085.1,
GCA 000189695.2, GCA 000828235.1, GCA 001585825.1, GCA 001574835.1, GCA 000459215.1, GCA 000461235.1, GCA 000180535.1,
GCA 000456785.1, GCA 000460075.1, GCA 000814525.1, GCA 000146525.1, GCA 000162075.1, GCA 000270805.1, GCA 000011545.1,
GCA 000154405.1, GCA 000092625.1, GCA 001585625.1, GCA 003414725.1, GCA 000458175.1, GCA 000357245.1, GCA 000510305.1,
GCA 002761515.1, GCA 000367485.1, GCA 000762485.1, GCA 001584945.1, GCA 000008105.1, GCA 003414175.1, GCA 000824125.1,
GCA 002208335.1, GCA 000189115.2, GCA 001585325.1, GCA 001574755.1, GCA 000168775.2, GCA 000007785.1, GCA 001448305.1,
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Chapter 6

Discussion

Review of genome-based machine learning models for pre-
diction of bacterial phenotypes

In this thesis, the application of different methods for genome-based predictions
of bacterial phenotypes were tested. The main focus was on the application of
machine learning.
In the review manuscript, various aspects of applying machine learning for
the prediction of bacterial phenotypes were examined and different challenges
and solutions were discussed. Aspects included considerations regarding choice
of genome representation, possible limitations dictated by data quality, how to
reduce the feature space to obtain higher prediction performance while mini-
mizing information loss, and how to handle different phenotype distributions
such as class-imbalance. Factors influencing interpretation of models were also
discussed; for instance, the effects of population structure, co-occurrence of
multiple phenotypes due to shared selective pressure, or use of different types
of algorithms (linear, simple non-linear, and deep learning).
While there are several publications on studying bacterial genotype-phenotype
associations with machine learning, they typically focus on particular pheno-
types and compare methods and results to a small set of studies that predict
the same or similar phenotypes. There has been no comprehensive and cross-
cutting comparison of such studies and several potential biases in modelling
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genomic data structures are often overlooked as they are not obvious in all
datasets. By comparing studies of different bacterial phenotypes, the review
manuscript identified common challenges arising from the complexities of bac-
terial genome and phenotype data as well as potential solutions.

Modelling industrially relevant bacterial phenotypes with
machine learning

As established by the literature reviewed in the review manuscript, machine
learning models trained to predict bacterial phenotypes can be used as screen-
ing tools to evaluate new strains and analysed to reveal genomic features likely
to be involved in the modes of action. In this thesis, two industrially relevant
phenotypes were modelled with the random forest algorithm in order to produce
screening tools and gain new insights into the modes of action.
In the Lactococcus manuscript, the maximum hourly milk acidification rates
of L. lactis were modelled with random forest based four genomic representa-
tions (gene presence/absence, Pfam domains, nucleotide 8-mers, and nucleotide
9-mers). Analysis of the four models revealed that all based their predictions
on the presence/absence of genes with known involvement in milk acidification
(such as lactose metabolism and milk protein degradation) as well as on some
genes which potentially have a role in stress response to an acidic environment.
The 9-mer representation produced the highest prediction performance.
In the Bacillus manuscript, the same methods were applied to build predic-
tion models for the growth of Bacillus strains on 14 different carbon sources.
Multiple models were investigated; some were sugar-specific, others included
data from growth on multiple sugars, some were species-specific, others included
multiple species. Both regression models and classification models were exam-
ined. However, none of the models had an acceptable prediction performance
on test data. Models containing multiple species relied largely on the species to
make predictions and models containing data from growth on multiple sugars
largely based predictions on which sugar it predicted for.

Before starting the training of machine learning models for the prediction of
milk acidification by L. lactis and the growth of Bacillus on different carbon
sources, the expectation was that in the case of Bacillus, the genomic context
of the phenotype would be relatively simple to learn, whereas milk acidification
would be more complex. However, the prediction models for L. lactis milk acid-
ification performed better than the prediction models for growth on different
sugars by Bacillus. There can be several reasons for this.
One of the reasons could be the difference in number of training examples. The
L. lactis data contained measurements for different sets of conditions and by in-
cluding all in the same models (making features out of the conditions), the model
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could be trained on 257 strains with a total of 2526 measurements. Although
the Bacillus data provided 219 different strains for training with 14 measure-
ments each, the measurements were for different phenotypes, i.e. growth on
different sugars. It was also tested for Bacillus, whether combining the data
would provide extra information to predictions for each sugar. However, in
the case of L. lactis, measurements of the same phenotype was combined; the
genes involved in acidification were assumed to be the same for all conditions
although some additional genes would be relevant for predictions with regards to
temperature adaptation, oxygen preferences, and ability to grow without yeast
extract. In comparison, combining Bacillus measurements for growth on differ-
ent sugars likely increased the complexity of the model more. The reason for
this being that although other mechanisms influence capacity for growth in the
media apart from those responsible for sugar degradation, there could be differ-
ent mechanisms involved in growth on each sugar. If the choice of carbon source
is regarded as a condition, there were thus 14 different conditions in a combined
model for the Bacillus data, whereas there was only 3 different conditions in a
combined model for the L. lactis data.
Another reason for the difference in performance could be the much smaller
genome size of L. lactis strains (an average of 2.49 Mbp [67]) relative to Bacil-
lus strains (for instance an average of 3.96 Mbp, 4.04 Mbp, and 6.18 Mbp for
B. amyloliquefaciens, B. subtilis, and B. thuringiensis respectively [68]). Both
the larger genome sizes and the higher taxonomic diversity resulted in a larger
feature-space in the Bacillus models than the L. lactis models. The lower di-
versity of L. lactis allowed removal of many features with little variance in the
dataset.
Further possible reasons for the difference in prediction performance might be
found in the different kinds of phenotype measures. The measurements of max-
imum growth on the 14 sugars after 18 hours were possibly affected by multiple
factors which at best added complexity to the predictions and at worst added
noise. Some strains may not have reached maximum growth, whereas the growth
of other strains may have decreased after reaching maximum. An extended lag
phase as a result of a small number of cells in inoculation would for instance not
be possible to predict from the genome. Acidification rates were less affected
by variability in such undetermined factors. If the measurements of maximum
growth of Bacillus were affected to a high degree by unmeasured factors, more
data of the same type would not result in higher prediction performance.

There are limitations to what can be learned about the mode of action of a
phenotype with machine learning. Ideally, hypotheses obtained by analysis of
machine learning models should therefore be further tested with laboratory ex-
periments. Obtaining insight into the mode of action by analysis of a model
relies on functional annotations. If all the genes with high influence on predic-
tions are ’hypothetical genes’, not much has been learned about the mode of
action. Yet such knowledge is also valuable, as it can direct experimental work
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towards a small set of genes likely to be involved in causing the phenotype. For
instance, a hypothetical gene (Uniprot ID A0A0B8QQW5), which contains a
Pfam domain of unknown function (DUF1440), was identified as important for
the prediction of maximum hourly milk acidification rates.
To identify every genomic element that is involved in producing a phenotype,
the training data would need to provide examples of alternatives to each el-
ement. Machine learning is therefore not suitable for the discovery of every
aspect of all modes of action; for instance, a core gene could be involved in pro-
ducing a phenotype although by itself insufficient to produce it. In cases where
highly conserved core genes are involved in producing a phenotype, learning
about it will thus require experimental work. For instance, in the case of maxi-
mum hourly milk acidification rates, a number of genes with known involvement
in protein degradation and stress response to decreasing pH could thus not be
identified by machine learning as they were present in all strains.

With the Lactococcus manuscript and the Bacillus manuscript, both the
possibilities and some of the challenges of modelling bacterial phenotypes with
machine learning were illustrated. The two manuscripts demonstrated that
obtaining a good prediction model is not only a question of the number of data
points it can be trained on, but also of the complexity of and structures in
the data. However, it was also shown that although there are limitations to
what can be modelled and learned, it is possible to obtain machine learning
models which can be used as screening tools and analysed to reveal potential
new mechanisms involved in causing the phenotype.

Identifying pathogenic strains through a knowledge-based
approach

The term pathogenicity is applied to bacterial strains with a broad range of
effects on human health; it can refer to strains which cause serious disease or
death as well as strains which only cause mild diarrhoea. Development of disease
does not only depend upon the pathogenic strain, but can be affected by envi-
ronmental factors such as the composition of commensal strains in the host [69].
Strains are thus not annotated as pathogenic based on measurements of the
strains themselves, but based on their effect on humans; and conditions that
may influence the effect are often unaccounted for. The term pathogenicity is
thus a very broad term that covers complex interactions between the pathogen,
the host, and the environment.
Pathogenicity has high correlation with population structure - while some species
of bacteria do contain both pathogens and non-pathogens, some species do not
have any pathogenic members and others almost exclusively have pathogenic
members. While it is possible to collect datasets with a balanced number of
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pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains for certain species, it would not be pos-
sible for others. Machine learning models would therefore be likely to rely on
taxonomic indicators rather than the mode of action.
Due to the high complexity and biased data structure, a knowledge-based ap-
proach was applied for the detection of pathogens in the toxin manuscript
instead of machine learning. It was investigated, whether a set of toxin related
Pfam domains could distinguish pathogens from non-pathogens. The idea be-
hind this approach was that it might be possible to identify pathogens by one
of the mechanisms that make them pathogenic (toxins) and that proteins from
these mechanisms might share similar functional regions. A manual curation
based on annotation, presence in toxin proteins, and enrichment in pathogenic
strains, resulted in a set of 66 Pfam domains. Enrichment in pathogenic strains
was estimated by comparing occurrence in 1647 pathogenic strains and 1520
commensal strains isolated from healthy individuals [66]. The commensal strains
were not a perfect representation of non-pathogens, as healthy people frequently
carry pathogens in their microbiome without developing disease [70]. However,
the commensal dataset represents many species and can be assumed to mainly
consist of non-pathogenic strains. The 66 domains distinguished well between
pathogens and commensal strains, as 83 % of pathogens contained one or more
of the domains and only 9 % of the commensal strains contained one or more
of the domains.

Some studies have investigated the use of machine learning for detection of
pathogenicity [71–73]. All three studies trained on highly imbalanced datasets
with a majority of pathogenic strains. The balanced accuracy of the result-
ing models on a dataset of 17811 pathogenic and 3274 non-pathogenic strains
were between 0.53 and 0.84 [73]. The models likely depend to a large degree
on phylogenetic signals, and may not distinguish well between pathogens and
non-pathogens from the same species (for instance E. coli [73]).
It is difficult to evaluate the performance of methods for pathogen identifica-
tion for several reasons. Few strains are annotated as non-pathogenic in public
databases and the pathogenicity of strains deposited as pathogenic may depend
to a high degree on conditions such as the general health of the host or the site
of infection. In the toxin manuscript, the 66 Pfam domains were evaluated
by their presence in all of the good quality genomes from GenBank to get an
indication of whether the domains were widespread in bacteria or specific to
pathogens. Yet public databases of bacterial genome sequences are affected by
a high bias towards sequencing pathogenic strains. Many of the domains were
present in a large number of organisms but in few different species, which could
be due to the overrepresentation of pathogenic strains in the database. Some
of the domains were present in more than a 100 different species. This could
indicate that they are not always part of toxin proteins that cause strains to
be pathogenic. However, they could be part of toxin proteins in strains that
are not pathogenic under normal circumstances due to lack of other virulence
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factors, but could be pathogenic under specific circumstances such as impaired
host immune response.
The toxin manuscript illustrated how a knowledge-based approach can be use-
ful when data structures are less suitable for machine learning methods. Knowl-
edge connected to the Pfam domains and the known toxin proteins they occur
in can be further leveraged. For an uncharacterized strain, using presence of one
or multiple of the 66 Pfam domains as an indicator of potential pathogenicity
provides a good starting point for further evaluation of the strain, as proteins
containing the domains can be compared to the toxins of well known pathogens.

Future prospects of using machine learning models for bac-
terial phenotype prediction in industry

For the manufacture of bacteria for various products such as probiotics and
dairy products, large collections of bacteria are screened for phenotypes that
can not be determined directly from taxonomy. Such high-throughput screening
methods are highly standardized, thus producing large datasets of comparable
phenotypic data. This type of data can be ideal for machine learning modelling
- although the setup does not eliminate all confounders nor variability in all non-
genomic factors. An example of highly suitable data is the hourly maximum
milk acidification rates, which were modelled in the Lactococcus manuscript.
For the growth on different carbon sources in the Bacillus manuscript, it
would be interesting to collect growth curves instead of end points, to see if
some of the potential confounding factors and noise could be eliminated and if
it would result in better prediction performance.

Machine learning has the ability to both identify mechanisms generally involved
in the mode of action of a phenotype, as well as species-specific or subspecies-
specific mechanisms. For example, kdp genes, which were only present in one
of the L. lactis subspecies, were identified as important for the prediction of
acidification rates in the Lactococcus manuscript. Subspecies-specific and
strain-specific modes of action are often overlooked in scientific literature, which
often focus on one or a few selected strains assumed to represent the species. Lo-
cal explanations of machine learning predictions can help explain strain-specific
behaviour. This could be applied to help learn the specific capacities and re-
quirements of strains, which may be useful knowledge in up-scaling processes or
to understand the behaviour of a strain in a product.

As the cost and time required for whole-genome sequencing decreases, machine
learning models will provide a valuable supplement to high-throughput screening
methods, where the computational screening will help identify false negatives
(strains which did not grow although they have the potential to) and provide
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insight into the strain-specific modes of action. It may also replace expensive or
time-consuming laboratory tests in early pre-screening rounds - after an initial
effort to collect data for model training. Industry provides the type of system-
atic, large-scale phenotypic characterization needed to build machine learning
models and will therefore likely play a large role in the discovery of new modes
of action through machine learning.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this thesis, bacterial phenotypes with industrial and human health relevance
were predicted based on genome sequence data using different methods. The
main focus was on using machine learning, and both possibilities and limita-
tions of modelling bacterial phenotypes with machine learning were explored.
Although there are many potential biases and confounding factors in bacterial
genome data, the maximum hourly milk acidification rates of L. lactis were
successfully modelled with the random forest algorithm based on four different
genome representations. Analysis of the resulting models confirmed that they
were based on well-known mechanisms (such as lactose utilization and milk
protein degradation) and revealed new potential stress-response mechanisms.
Using the same methodology, maximum growth by Bacillus strains on 14 dif-
ferent sugars was modelled, yet these models did not achieve high prediction
performance. Most of the signal identified by the models arose from taxonomic
data structures or from differences in growth profiles for different sugars. The
models therefore did not reveal which genes or other genomic features were in-
volved in promoting growth on the sugars. There may have been too much
noise both in the genomic and the phenotypic data, and the dataset may have
been too small relative to the high taxonomic diversity it represented. High
taxonomic diversity and bias was the reason for not using machine learning to
build prediction models for pathogenicity. For the prediction of this phenotype,
a knowledge-based approach was implemented instead to provide a set of bio-
markers of pathogenicity. This resulted in a set of 66 functional domains of toxin
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proteins, which were curated based on annotation, occurrence in toxin proteins,
and enrichment in pathogens.

In industrial settings, machine learning methods are often applicable and can
add great value to existing procedures. For the selection of bacterial strains to
use in dairy products, as probiotics, and for other products, large collections
of strains are screened systematically and in a highly standardized manner for
phenotypes which can not be determined by taxonomic annotation. Provided
that the data collection is designed with this type of modelling in mind, machine
learning has great potential to add substantial knowledge about the mode of
action of industrially relevant phenotypes. The trained models can also be
applied as complements to high-throughput screening methods, where they can
provide explanations for the phenotypes observed in each individual strain; and
with sequencing still becoming cheaper and faster, it may also be used to pre-
screen very large strain collections.
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